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Well now, you never saw such
a tomato plant We thought that
when we planted the thing in the
flower garden that it would do
like most of the tomato plants
we have planted in the past.
But, not this one. It took off like
Cootie Brown and soon outgrew
the broomstick that we stuck in
the ground to support it. Well, it
got higher than the broomstick,
so we thought, well just put an
extension on the broomstick,
which we did. We taped this
stick to make the whole thing
about eight feet high.
Never in our wildest expectations think that the thing
would have any tomatoes on it.
We already have taken seven
huge tomatoes from it and it is
ea heavy with fruit that it has
- --AMR the stick over the now the
plant u resting on the sidewalk.
What we're going to do is get
us a two by two, sharpen it, and
drive it into the ground and resupport it.
At sapper last night wife says,
wish we had some tomatoes. So,
we eays, we'll just go out to the
term and picksome. Since the
farm was just outside the
window and consisted of the
lone tomato plant, this took
little time. We picked two
biggies which we sliced and
peeled, but mat in that order.
II we had about six tomato
plants that did as well as this
one, we would probably go into
the tomato business.
For some unknown reason we
woke up at 5:00 this morning,
and just could not get baLis *.o
sleep. It was o'..s ...Ay daylight
which further hampered our
attempt at more sleep. We
rolled, tossed, turned and
otherwise wore ourself out
trying to get back to sleep. We
pulled the covers over our head
to try and shut out the light, but
couldn't breathe well. Then we
made a little tunnel out of the
covers which gave us a straight
shot out from our face, but kept
out most of the light. We tried
all kinds of things to entreat
Nits:TOMO to return, but the
rascal stayed away. After an
hour of this sort of thing, we
threw in the towel and got up.
However, we did pull one last
maneuver. We went through the
motions of dressing very slowly
which was a victory of sorts.
Sign In shop holding "going
out of business sale." "We
reserve the right to stay in
.0gebtess if this sale is a -sucGroucho Marx in describing a
verbose young lady: "She
speaks 120 words a minute with
gusts up to 180."

Temple Hill Lodge Will
Meet At Hall Saturday
Temple Hill Lodge No. 278
Free and Accepted Masons will
meet in regular communication
on Saturday, August 4, at seven
p.m.
Work will be in the
Fellowcraft degree and fifty
year pins will be presented.
All Masons are invited to
attend.

The Weather
Sunny and mild this afternoon and Friday. Fair and cool
tonight, High this afternoon
from 79 to 83. Low tonight from
56 to 61. High Friday 80 to 85.
Winds Will be northerly from
seven to 14 miles per hour this
afternoon and decreasing to
less than five miles per hour
tonight.
Partly cloudy, with a slow
warming trend through the period. Daytime highs in the mid
80s Saturday and Sunday,
warming to the mid-to-upper
80s by Monday. Nighttime lows
in the low 60s, warming to the
mid-60s by end.of the period.
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Mrs. Melvin Henley
Elected President
Democratic-Club
Mrs. Melvin Henley was
elected president of the newly
organized Calloway County
Democrat Women's Club at the
meeting held Tuesday evening
at the Calloway County Court
House.
Other officers elected were
Mrs. Max Morgan, first vicepresident; Mrs. Desiree
viceMcGehee! second
president; Mrs. Carolyn Conner, recording secretary; Mrs.
Bobby Joe Sims, treasurer.
Present to advise and assist
the local group in the
orilannalional plans was Mn,
Glenn Bock of Lexinton, state
president of the Democratic
Women's Clubs of Kentucky.
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vehicle quickly, in a reasonable
well-planned way, we would
probably be thinking about
corning down probably tomorrow in the Hawaiian area and
do the recovery with the helicopters.
"We are not necessarily planning to do that, that is one of
the options available,'said 1..unney, director of the Apollo
spacecraft program.
An Apollo spacecraft is used
as the ferry ship for the astronauts between earth and the orbiting station.
''The other option," Lunney
added, "which really looks
somewhat more favorable at
this time, is to sit tight and try
to understand what's going on
with the oxidizer system"
Lumley said space center officials had discussed the possibility of readying the Saturn 1B
for the Skylab 3 crew as a rescue vehicle.
"It could probably be ready
for launching about Sept. 10."
he said, adding that no decision
had been made to go this route.
If the rescue nussion were
flown, the members of the Skylab 3 crew would fly up to the
laboratory and pick up Bean,
Garriott and Loutima..._
-the Skylab 3 crew presently
is scheduled to rocket up to the
laboratory on Nov. 9, for a stay
of 56 days or longer
The trouble started this
morning when the astronauts
were awakened about 25 minutes early by a master alarm
buzzer. - They checked and
found pressure and temperature dropping on a jet thruster
system on the side of the Apollo
craft, which is linked to one
end of the 118400t-long Skylab.
They turned on a beater to
defrost the thruster then isolated it from the rest of the
.Apenaoraftpropulaion astern.,
At the time, Mission Control
expressed little concern about
the problem, at least publicly,
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Felt At Local Groceries

Pilot Killed
In Plane Cradt
LORETTO, Ky.(AP) — The
pilot of a Cessna 172 was killed
Wednesday when hie plane
crashed in a rural area in Marion County
State Police identified the
victim as Dr. Clifford Darwin
Lamm, 41, of Box SM
Bloomfield.
There were no other people ifi
the aircraft,
The plane went down between
Loretto and Holy Cross near
Kentucky 49. Authorities said
an autopsy would be performed.

Today
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Murray, Ky., Thursday Afternoon, August 2, 1973

and the astronauts red
their experiment work.
Another thruster on the command ship malfunctioned hi a
similar fashion last Saday
while the astronauts were flying up to a rendezvous with the
station.
Both systems are now essentially inoperable, leaving the
t See Skylab, Page 14)
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Revival Planned At
SugarTreik Church
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Revival services will be in
progress at the Sugar Creek
Baptist Church starting MonPAUL CLAYTON is shown with his accordion and the trophy he
day, August 5. and continuing
for the North American Invitational Championship of
received
12.
August
through Sunday,
Guild of Music's 72nd national competitions.
American
the
Services will be each evening
at 7:45 with Bro. Terry Sills as
the evangelist. He is a graduate
of Murray State University and
has just started his ministry at
the West End Baptist aterdi,
Paducah. He is a former gliMer
of the Sinking Spring Baptist
Paul Clayton won the North is a younger brother of Bruce
Church, Murray.
Invitational Clayton who won the National
American
Special music and singing is
the American Crown last year.
of
Championship
planned for each service, etThe Murray youth established
Music's 7'2nd National
cording to the church pastor, Guild of
two new records by winning the
competitions.
invites
who
Owen,
Rev. Gerald
The competitions were held in crown, the youngest ever only
the public to attend.
Chicago July 15-19 with 13 years old to win and the first
eliminations contests having time in the history of the Guild
been held throughout the United that brothers have won the
States and Canada for the past National Championship in
successive years
year.
Young Clayton made a guest
Clayton plays the bantone
(free bass t accordion, the appearance at the Bruce Lee
newest instrument to be ad- Concert given recently at
mitted to orchestra states by Murray State University Paul
_National Music Teacher's left for Denver, Colorado,
the
Subsequently, Helms testiWASHINGTON-f-AP) — For- When lie- wilted---lor---• tape
Associatiefh. His winning Thursday morning with his
that
memo
a
in
learned
''I
fied,
Helms
camera
mer CIA director Richard recorder and
selection was Lunlauest's brother Bruce to compete for
Helms told the Senate Water- said his deputy, Gen. Psbert Hunt had asked to have a sec- "Partitia Piccola" an original another national title.
in
gate Committee today that "it Cushman, told him Hunt said retary stationed with the CIA
composition for the free bass
seemed to me the agency was "he wanted to conduct a one- Paris brought back from Paris accordion.
the
in
him
assigned
to
and
been
being used" by White House time interview and had
Paul is the son of Mr and
consultant E. Howard Hunt in authenticated by the White White House. He wanted this to Mrs.
James D. Clayton, Olive
didn't
and
secretly
done
be
1971
Murray, and .will be a
Blvd.,
it.
about
know
to
anyone
want
assured
-Hehns said he was
Hunt was convicted in the
freshman at Murray High
Hunt was given "perfectly rou- To me that was totally unacfirst Watergate trial.
FT. LEAVENWORTH,—
beginning this school term. He
Helms, now ambassador to tine and straightforward piece ceptable. It seemed to me the
Army Major Harold H. Wilkins,
being
was
used
agency
"tricky"
not
Iran, testified that after a of equipment,"
son of Mrs. Dora Wilkins, Route
.
(See Watergate. Page 14)
Singing Planned At The
series of requests from Hunt gear;
1, 7l1iiiy, reEeTtli y' OAS
which "seemed totally unaccepgraduated with the 1972-73
Drive-In
Singing
Gospel
table," he directed the CIA
regular class at the U. S. Army
deputy director to call White
Local night will be held at the Command and General Staff
Howie assistant John D. EhFrank Harris Open Air Gospel College, Ft. Leavenworth, Kan.
rlichman and "tell him we
The 10-month course at the
Singing Drive-In, located sit
wouldn't be doing these things
mass east of Hardin on High- Army's senior tactical school
any more."
way 1111,,on Saturday, August 4, prepares the students for duty
Hunt is a former longtime
As campfires sprung up starting at eight p-m.
PORTER-SVILLE. Pa. AP
as commanders and as prinCIA employe who went to work — Buses, trucks and station Wednesday night. scouts began
Featured singers will be cipal general staff officers with
for the White House. He now is wagons stuffed with chattering digging into the 215 tons of Frank Harris and the Harris the army in the field from
awaiting sentencing for his part youngsters entered Moraine charcoal, which was shipped Trio. There is no admission division through army group,
in the Watergate break-in at State Park today for the 1973 here on 10 freight cars.They charge.
and at field army support and
Democratic national headquar- National Boy Scout Jamboree- also dug into some of the 15,500
theater army support comters.
pounds of hot &VW Food is
East,
mands.
Helms said Hunt's first apThousands of red, blue, or- served on disposable plastic
The College's primary obproach was made in mid-1971, ange, yellow and khaki tents al- trays, 51•11 million in all
jective is to prepare selected
To some it was a strange
ready dotted the lush greenery
officers for duty in the field
as a city of scouts sprang up country. "We're used to walkduring wartime. Emphasis is on
ing on flat land in the mud,"
overnight
Recovery, Inc., has changed the art of command The college
said Bobby Bourgeois of Mor- Its
meeting place from the First also prepares students to perLocal Scouts John Hart,
gan City, La., a member of
Presbyterian Church to the form equally well in such varied
Russell Moore and Robert
Troop 2121, Evangeline Area
Murray Mental Health Center, duties as operational research
Underwood are attending the
The Paducah Tilghman Area National Jamboree West. The Council. "You come up here 702 West Main Street
and formulation of military
Vocational School will conduct local scouts are expected to and the hills, up and down, up
Meetings are held each doctrine.
and down, phew!"
a course for nurse-aide- orMonday at 7:30 p.m. for the
return to Murray in about ten
Steve Hebert of Breaux
derlies in conjunction with the days.
Recovery, Inc., which has
Bridge, La., commented on the
Murray-Calloway County
helped thousands of nervous
When the jamboree officially weather:
Hospital.
and former mental patients to
"You get out here at night
The six week course will be kicks off Friday, some 44.000
function normally in every day
50
and
Down
scouts
states
you
representing
death
to
20
freeze
to
offered from August
living through a program of self
The annual membership
September 28 at the local and 20 foreign countries are ex- home you get up at 6 a.m. in help training, a spokesman
meeting of the Calloway County
hospital. The only cost to the pected to be housed in 20.000 the morning and its so hot you said.
Farm Bureau will be held
participants will be a textbook. tents covering a 4,-2-square put on your shorts and take off
For information persons may Thesday. August 7. at 7130 p.m.
your shirt."
Applicants should have the mile area.
call 753-6913 or 753-9458.
at the Farm Bureau Building,
another 30,000 scouts are takSteve Poppick, 13, of
G.E.D., or a high school
South 5th and Elm Streets,
ing
in
back
part
was
at
Jamboree-West
Brooklyn,
he
thought
be
amy
Applications
graduate.
Car Fire
Murray.
filled out at the office of the Farragut State Park in Idaho. home.
Fire Department
The
Murray
Graham Feltner, president of
"We hear this noise all day in
director of nursing at the .jamboree-East runs through
was called to Third and Main at the Bureau, said officers and
9
Aug.
and
the
here
city
and
come
we
hospital.
3:50 p.m. Wednesday where a directors for the coming year
Competitive sports like rope- it's no better," he said, as the
Applications will be taken on
car had caught fire
will be elected at the annual
a first come, first served basis climbing, archery and canoe- buses, trucks and station wagThe car, owned by Frankie meeting Tuesday. Mrs. Graham
ing.
outs
rap
mixed
with
A
ons
s4
sessions
fellow
filled
passed
by
and
is
until the class of 16
Harold, had some damage to Feltner is chairman of the
certificate of completion will be and religion, highlight the prowled their tent stakes into
the
cailmretor, firemen said. women'edivision of the bureau
weeklong affair.
awarded.
thS
•••••••••
00.

Paul Clayton Winner of National
Music Award of American Guild

Helms Tells Committee One Of
Burglars Was On $100 Retainer

Murray grocery stores have
not been forgotten by the beef
shortage apparently, according
to a Ledger and Times survey
this morning.
Not one of the major supermarkets in Murray indicated
that they had "plenty" of meat
cuts, and most said they were
running from 60 to 90 per cent
below their usual stock.
An Associated Press survey
Indicated that beef supplies in
all Kentucky grocery stores will
dwindle unUl mid-September,
when the price ceiling is lifted.
The result will be plentiful
beef in the fall, and at least one
retailer is predicting the retail
price will be 80 cents to 91
higher than now. The forecast
was made by G C LeMasters,
Owensboro, who has been in
the business 26 years.
Jim Hart, meat manager at
the Southside IGA, said that he
Is running short, although he is
in -good shape" for this
weekend. He is -not promising
and
though,
anything,"
wouldn't take any large orders.
Hart 34'40 he ordered _12 sides
of beef this week, and got only
three. Hart said, however, that
he is notlimiting quantities, and
would "rather not," if it can be
avoided.
James Lichtenegger, of
Storey's Food Giant, said that
he has beee cut about 90 per
cent on his orders, and may be
limiting quantities to customers
before long "I like to see
everyone get a chance,"
Lichtenegger said, and noted
that limited quantities might be
necessary if customers began
"stocking up" on meat.
Lichtenegger, like most other
grocers, said that the shortage
Is not limited to any particular
cut of meat, but rather to beef of
all tYPIA.

Sebren Scott, meat manager
of Parker's Food Market, said
that he has already begun
limiting quantities. Scott said
that a sign has been placed on
the meat counter, asking
customers to voluntarily limit
their purchases, and to
"remember their neighbor,- as
they shop.
Scott said that if the voluntary
method does not work, stricter
limits may have to be introduced.
Kroger Food Market reports
thsy they are not experiencing
the shortage as acutely as most
A Kroger official said that he is
just on a day-to-day basis,
however, and does not know
what to expect.
meat
Jackson.
Girvis
manager of Johnson's Grocery,
said that he gets about 20 per
cent of what he orders, and is
short on all cuts of beef
Jackson said that he will not
limit quantities, however,
letting the customers buy what
is on the shelves.
meat
Mayfield,
Wylie
manager of the IGA Northside,
said that he *getting about en*
third of what he orders. "We
order about double what we
really need, and wind up getting
maybe half what we need," he
said.
Mayfield said that he is not
limting quantities of beef,
however, and says that his
customers are really buying
more than usual. Roast seems
to be the most popular cut,
Mayfield said.
Mayfield thinks that things
will get worse before they get
better, and expects that next
week will be worse than now.
Kenneth Owen, manager of
Chven's Food Market, said this
morning that he was waiting on
(See Food Prices, Page 14)

Butz Gives No Sign That
freeze Will Be Lifted

Wilkins Graduates
From Army Course

Boy Scout Jamborees
Being Held This Week

Recovery, Inc.,
Meets At Center

Course To Be
Offered Here
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NASA Officials Considering
Cutting Short Skylab Mission
SPACE CENTER, Houston
t AP) — Mission Control said
today it * considering cutting
short the Skylab 2 mission, perhaps as early as Friday, because of a problem in the propulsion system of the command
ship which is to bring the astronauts home.
Space agency official Glenn
Lunny said there was no danger presently to astronauts
Alan L. Bean, Dr. Owen K.
Garriott and Jack R. Lousma.
"There is no concern for the
crew," Luruiey reported. "The
spacecraft is entirely flyable
and we can do the re-entry. It's
just that we're not sure how the
system might deteriorate further."
He said no decision had been
made on whether or when to
bring home the crew, which
was on the sixth day of a
planned 59-day mission aboard
the orbiting lab.
"If we wanted to return the

One Section
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In Our 9401 Year

Farm Bureau Plans
Annual Meeting
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By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS dieted that its stores probably
Agriculture Secretary' Earl L. won't have "any beef or very
Butz has expressed sympathy little" after today. "When it's
for the plight of the meat in- gone it'll just be gone. We'll
dustry but has given no in- just put of a sign saying, 'temdication that the freeze on beef porarily out."
The American fasipltal Assoprices will be lifted early.
Butz met with about 50 meat ciation called on the meat inindustry representatives in dustry to give health-care inWashington Wednesday amid stitutions top priority for supnew reports of shutdowns and plies, saying a number of hospianticipated closings based on tals are already lacing beef
increased doubts about the coif.: shortages-. In Tucson, Ariz., Raymond F.
inuing availability of meat.
Acknowledging that the beef Thill, executive vice president
industry has "very serious" of the National Association of
problems, Butz said, "It I had Meat Purveyors, said his memmy druthers, right now, all bers already were observing
things considered, I would give such a policy.
Some unusual and some illeserious consideration to ending
it ( the freeze) sometime before gal steps were reported being
taken to ease the pinch of the
Sept. 12."
The cabinet officer added, meat shortage.
A loom lime practice of raising
however, that rescinding the
freeze "is not a decision that livestock and vegetables at
the secretary of agriculture state institutions in Wyoming,
discontinued in other states, is
makes."
Herbert Stein, chairman of helping to keep those facilities
the Council of Economic Ad- self-sufficient,
A Utah cattleman says cattle
visers, said Wednesday the
Sept. 12 cutoff date would hold. rustling is on the increase while
In New York City, where
(See But, Page 14)
most of the wholesale beef
dealers were closed Wednesday
because of beef shortages, the
federal government launched
an investigation into whether
the scarcity was real or "artificially created."
Services will not be held at the
Meat packers around the Murray Seventh-day Adventist
country predicted layoffs and Church on Saturday, August 4.
further shutdowns next week as members will be meeting
and some retail stores warned together at the Kenlake Hotel
that unless supplies are repl- for a district meeting with the
enished their meat cases will Paris Adventist Church.
Brother Bill Strong, pastor of
be barren.
A division of Swift di Com- the church, will be speaking to
pany announced in Chicago that the Alumni of the Mason
it will cease slaughtering oper- Hospital Nursing graduates
ations at three more locations who will be meeting at Kenlake
Aug. 6, when the company's to- all weekend.
The Bible study classes will
tal production will be cut to
about one-third the normal vol- start at 9:30 a.m. Saturday
morning, then the worship hour
ume.
An official of J. Weingarten, at 11:00 a.m. A potluck dinner
Inc. of Little Rock, Ark. pre- will follow at the park.
---•

Adventists To Meet
At Kenlake Hotel
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Ten Years Ago Today
LAMM•TIMIS

Miff

Airman First Class Forest L. Oakley of Almo has
graduated from the Noncommissioned Officer
Preparatory School at MacDill AFB, Fla.
Dr. and Mrs. H.C. Chiles were honored at a dinner
at the Murray Woman's Club House given by all the
deacons who have served during the 15 years Dr.
Chiles has been pastor of the First Baptist Church.
Miss Linda Erwin, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
James Euel Erwin,and Eddie Workman,son of Mrs.
Merritt Jordan and the late Otis Workman, were
married at Paris, Tenn.
The family of Mrs. Mamie Morris and the late
Grey Morris held a reunion July 28 at the home of
Mrs. Edward Chadwick.

Arabs worry about support
Officials elected in the Democratic primary
election yesterday were Hall Hood, judge, Robert 0.
Miller, attorney, Robert Young, tax commissioner,

.E4 Eturkega,iflilet-RarK441 P.ajtC.M,couPWIerk,
and Brigham Futrell, sheriff.
Deaths reported are Noah Wilson age 55, Hazel
Route Two, E.O. Seawright, age 72, Hermansville.
Miss., and Sam Robinson, age 72.
Pvt. James S. Courtney is serving with the 45th
Infantry Division in Korea.
Mr. and Mrs. Vernon Cohoon and daughter,
Marilyn. of Detroit, Mich., have been visiting
relatives and friends here.

And the disciples were filled with joy, and with the
Holy Ghost.—Acts 13:52.
We,too, are filled with joy when we go out to teach
and serve as God commands us to do

Isn't It The Truth!
by Carl Riblet Jr.
This question is certainly valid: Is Mr Nixon a
true friend of the people?
unbosoms freely,
....defends courageously and
continues ( to be) a friend
unchangeably."
—William Penn

VIA1Plb

Bertram S. Brown, M.D.
Director
National Institute
of Mental Health

Mi•*NANO

YAW

eliminate the possibility
The renewed emphasis on Middle as well as to
could resolve their
Arabs
the
that
East problems by the United Nawar. The
conducting
by
problems
intergeneral
a
of
tions is reflective
statement,
-word
89
the
of
blandness
national stirring on the subject. The
to. believe_ should
V.N. activity-is reflected-in thei• Se-• Israel appears
Arabs about
among
concern
cause
debate
to
decision
curity Council's
support.
Soviet
their
of
firmness
the
the subject and by the plans of U.N.
apparuncertainty
that
Exactly
Secretary-General Kurt Waldheim
recent trip
the
as
occurred
has
ently
in
Jordan
and
Israel
to visit Egypt,
by Egyptian security adviser Hafez
the near future.
to Moscow exhibits. He apIsmail
Unfortunately, there is really little
was pressing Soviet leaders
parently
U.N.
the
that
belief
international
so, to put a more favorisn't
it
say
to
will be the critical instrumentality in
on the mild San Clemeaning
able
a
pushing the two warring sides into
Arabs are afraid,
statement.
mente
live
can
both
which
with
settlement
the Arabs, such
of
militancy
the
and
Such a hope has been declining since
tank foray into
Syrian
recent
the
as
U
1967 — when Secretary-General
Heights, is a telltale sign.
Golan
the
by
war
six-day
a
precipitated
Thant
doubt, they always resort to
ordering U.N. troops out of the Suez When in
force.
Canal area.
Russia has been frank in stating
It is not to the U.N. that the world
it is informing Arabs that a rethat
turns for defusing the Mideast powinternational tensions is
der keg, but to the United States of laxation of
in the long run because
them
for
best
America and the Soviet Union.
but put pressure upon
help
cannot
it
that
In this regard, the document
and make concesdisarm
is being microscopically studied is Israel to
argument,
tranquillity
This
sions.
the communique signed by Presiis exactly
insists,
Union
Soviet
the
Party
dent Nixon and Communist
has
Moscow
that
approach
Secretary Leonid Brezhnev in San the same
presraising
in
effective
so
found
Clemente recently which contains a
Atlantic Treaty
very broad general 89-word state- sure upon the North
Europe.
in
Organization
ment on the Middle East.
It is thus a paradox that Mr. WaldIsrael views the statement with
or anybody who exerts an efhelm
nageneral
its
of
optimism because
peace and quiet in the Middle
for
fort
ture and, more important, because it
into Moscow's policy
plays
East
U.N.
does not revive the idea of a
hand, as even the
other
the
hand.
On
Gunby
East
Middle
the
mission to
out in their own
finding
are
Soviets
nar Jarring. In the last six years the
who has
anybody
today,
homeland
policy of Israel in the Middle East
genuine gidate,-Vrith
of
period
a
bad
diplomatid_
_eliminate
to
has been
it f-- ses,Mei
loopholes that Arabs take advantage the expectations that
it.
abandon
to
mach
-too
It
ing missIQIF—

What is group therapy? Well,
people get together it groups fee
many different mesons. Their
purpose may be anything from
playing a game of basketball to
learning to speak Chinese.
But, in the mental health
sense, a therapy group is made
up of people who aren't happy
with their lives or who aren't
doing as well as they could because of problems involving
their thoughts and feelings.
Their purpose is to learn to
get along better with themselves
and others and to develop
healthier, more effective ways of
coping with life's difficulties and
challittges.
"Group Therapy- is a term
for the process they go through
as they and their leader work
together to reach the goal.
Group therapy is not really
new, although it has come to
maior attention fairly recently.
Medical historians trace its beginnings back to 1905 when a
Boston physician brought tuberculosis patients together in a
weekly clam that included some
discussion of personal problems.
During the 1920's and 30's
experipsychiatrists
several
mented with group 'methods for
treating mental and emotional
difficulties. It wasn't until after
World War II, however, that the
idea and practice of group therarr, really spread.
Today, it is highly popular
and widespread—almost too
much so, some believe. But
what are the facts about group
therapy? What kinds of people
enter it? What goes on in a
therapy group?
Can group therapy be harmful' How can a person considering group therapy avoid pitfalls?
Because of the interest in and
importance of the subiect, the
National Institute of Mental
Health has recently issued a
new, authoritative information
folder which you can obtain
free for the asking. It covers the
above and other questions.
Write for "Facts About
Group Therapy" to the National
Institute of Mental Health.
Room ,5C-l7. Rockville. Maryland 20852.
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EVANSDALE,IOWA,ENTERPRISE• "When people complain
about their high grocery bills, are they talking about just the
edible articles they buy each week,or do they include all the Other
items such as aluminum foil, garbage bags, toothpaste, needles,
thread and the many, many other unrelated things they carry
home' The old time grocery store was just that, but as we know
them today they are really sort of department stores built around
the old grocery store, and generally known as Super Markets of
one chain or another They're a lot of years advanced from the
day of the cracker barrel, the pickle keg and the old coffee
grinder, grocery store."
+ ++
REDWOOD FALLS, MINN., GA7XTTE • The American
fanner is getting too little commendation for it, but economists
are pointing out that agricultural products are fast becoming, or
already are, the only thing which the United States can produce as
cheaply as it is produced elsewhere in the world—free or otherwise. It's a peace factor, too. More than our armaments, our food,
and their need for it, are believed by some observers to have kept
China and Russia out of the Vietnam War."
+ ++
LENNOX,S.D., INDEPENDENT: "from a poor nation where
nobody thought of themselves as being poor, to a rich nation
where everybody is beginning to think of themselves as being
poor; is what happened to the United States of America in 200
years, from 1776 to 1976."
+ ++
WINNSBORO,S.C., NEWS AND HERALD ''New equipment.
machinery and paid personnel are all assets in the housekeeping
chores of towns and counties. But in the last analysis, whether a
community is kept neat and made attractive depends on the attitudes and actions of a majority of its citizens. People can
discard cans, bottles, and debris of all descriptions—in the wrong
places—faster than such trash can be picked up. Cooperation is
the watchword.-

Combine whipped cream with
mayonnaise and drained
crushed pineapple and serve
over a jellied strawberry salad.
Flowers and leaves may be
shaped from cut-up colored
vundrops. Nice to use as decoratio•Palrosted.,cupcakes.

that on every page of tEe
"Employee Listing" section of
the current directory is the
statement: "Warning—All state
network lines are now
periodically being measured by
computer."
The timing of this latest instance of aping arid dIsterdeg a
totally unrelated situation Is

111321101

was!

kb.

NOTE: "Minn. Raid" will not show Sat Afternoon
due to Queenie Bee Matinee at 1:00.

* Starts SUNDAY *
WALT DISNEY
PNNCTRUI
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Coming Soon! ,*
"Rainbow Bridge"
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,
"40 Carats" '
"Love 87-TrallTThe
Roll"
the
Good
Times
"Let
Whole Damn Thing"

CENTRAL
CINEMA 1

Showtimes: 2:30-5:00-7:30-10:00
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The adventure*
of'Lost Horizon'
is as spellbinding
as it is unique!
The stars
of 'Lost Horizon'
give the spectacular
performances
of their careers!
The beauty
of'Lost Horizon
is the-wenderof
faraway
ihangri-la!

Obvious;it Is IiiiiieTtlieefeifie
divert attentleslL trona the
rasnerous Ford'WI* which
are bleeding taxpayers dry.
Such corruption will continue
until an aroused electorate
throws out J.R. Miller,
Mrs. LaVerne Tapp
R,oute 8
Benton, Ky. 42025

The romance
of'Lost Horizon'
is touched
with a magic
all its own!
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JOE DON BAKER ELIZABETH HARTMAN
ROSEMARY MURPHY

MEMBERS OF
Oliver Cherry, MI
Murray,Charles 1
John Brian, Bay
Ward), Murray,
Floyd Griffin (Iss
Farley, Evansvi
Mrs. Ebnus Jones

Classes of

Members of the 11
graduating classes
High School held a
Saturday, July 21,
eluded a coffee at
High School cafet,
buffet dinner at the'
W.P. Russell, pre
class of 1934, was U
ceremonies and we:
one at the dinne
o'clock in the el
invocation was givo
McKeel and silent p
of
memory
an
classmates
members.
The rolls of sad

Trigg
I

The music
of'Lost Horizon'
will make your
I heart sing!
'3\

*

Butted
-The Bullmade
them
pay
lot
every

MEMBERS OF t
Berea, Henry Holti
Nanny, Murray; m
Ferndale, Mich., P
William S.Samuel
Rock, Arkansas,(
Miller (Gracie Nel
Murray, Mrs. Lk,
Tam Williams iGa

THEATRE.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Dear Editor:
Two days before the 1972
election, Wendell Ford claimed
Democratic
State
that
Headquarters had been broken
into. He termed this the "Little
Watergate." After the election
the incident was conveniently
forgotten—this trickery had
served its political purpose.
Now, an opportunist (Basel
Ktaanes) whom Governor Nunn
made a deputy commissioner,
has been prompted, with absolutely no proof, to charge that
Mr. Nunn recorded telephone
conversations. This contrived
and tenuous accusation is made
even more groundless by the
fact that the official who
allegedly ordered monitorings
Is dead. What type of person will
attack a deceased man? Of
course, it is comfortable for the
accuser to know that dead men
cannot counter fabricated
charges. Ktaanes, who admits
he has no evidence, says he
asked about eavesdropping
after he read in the state
directory that calls were being
monitored. He failed to mention

lot

troll

.
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NO PREVUES WILL BE SHOWN DURING THE ENGAGEMENT OF
LOST HORIZON! —the Management
CINEMA 2
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Showtimes: 3:00-5:00-7:00-9:00
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Fall Wedding Planned

Portrait isn't proper
enough to 'suit' her
By Abigail Van

reedit resides are lett le Odd:Tee now: I.PM Wesr,
MEMBERS OF the class.1 1133 of Murray High Scheel who Mewled the
Parks, Murray, James Diagaid, Sarasota, Fla., Lester
Carmen
Berea, Henry Holton, Lennis Hale, Eugene Tarry, Jim Ed Diuguid,
Glasgow, Hatton Garner, Murray, Mason McKeel,
Patterson,
Ralph
Mayfield,
Neely,
Boyd
Sam
Nanny, Murray; middle row,
Davy Hopkins (Alice Bea Roberts), Murray, Mrs.
Mrs.
Trenton,
McDougal),
(Juanita
Ferndale, Mich., Mrs. Lewis Diadems
(Mildred Lassiter), Murray, Herod Starks, Little
Smith
D.
Hafforti
William S. Samuels (Corrin Thurman),Lebanon Junction, Mrs. Mich.; front row, Hardin Aiderdiee, Lynnville, Mrs. Chariest C.
Rock, Arkansas, Glen Hodges, Murray, Maurice Weeks, DetrMt,
Hartafiehl), Mrs. Leslie LaFever Menthe PAW)
Miller (Gracie Nene Jones I, Chattanooga, Tenn., Mrs. Maurice Ryan (Marrelle
(Annie Mae Spieeland ),
Hopkins
Edison
Mrs.
Mich.,
Murray, Mrs. Lloyd Spiceland (Lacille Harris) Dearborn,
(Meadow Harness),Cella:, Wash.,R.L.Ward,Murray.
Knight
C.
Ardell
Mrs.
Murray,
Ostrom),
1Gayselle
Tim Williams

Buren

DEAR ABBY: Mine is a very embarrassing problem. I
am a 20-year-old college junior at a large university For a
while I dated what seemed to be a nice guy I'll call Bill
He attends the same "U," and is an art major.
Bill took some harmless photographs of me on the
beach in my two-piece bathing suit last summer. After that
I sort of broke off with Bill and started seeing another
fellow.
I recently learned thru friends that Bill is painting a
nude portrait of me, using as a model the picture he took
of me in the bathing suit. Of course, he's using his imagination, but I don't like the idea He's planning to use this
"nude" portrait of me in an art exhibit I do have a great
body, but I don't want half the world seeing me naked, in
addition to which I don't want people to think that I am the
kind of girl who would pose for a picture _like that. It could
destroy my reputation.
Is there anything I can do to drip him?
NO NUDE MODEL

Photo

by Wilson Woolley

Miss Joyce Winchester and Darrell Gibson
Mr. and Mrs. E.D. Winchester of Murray Route Five announce
the engagement and approaching marriage of their youngest
daughter, Joyce, to Darrell Gibson, son of Rev. and Mrs. Roy E
Gibson, also of Murray Route Five.
Miss Winchester is a 1573 graduate of CallowarOemty High
School. Shill now employed by the Cato Corpendien if Murray.
Mr. Gibson, also. 1973 graduate of Calloway County High
School, is employed by Emerson Movers of Murray.
A fall wedding is being planned.

DEAR No NUDE: Since It's your "great body" Bill
ask him to please we
wants to immortalise on
somebody else's face. If be refuses, ask bins to please leave
Use suit on, or you will see a lawyer about bringing aimistkor
kind of "suit" Into the picture.

DEAR ABBY: This girl I like knows hand sign-language. Big deal! She is always using it in front of me to
talk to her friends. I never know what she's saying, except
that she points to me, so I know she's "talking" about me.
I have asked her to please refrain from doing this, but
she just laughs it off and continues. —
This drives me up a !All,
.,
SPILECRLigitLi

1111111111111111
Plans.. Completed By 11111111111
Brainiett
Her Wedding

recent reunion are,left to right: Top rea : Ed Thurtneed,
MEMBERS OF the class of 1934 of Murray High Scheel who attended the
Dr. HI.. Hughes, Norfolk, Va., Maurice H. Ryan,
Murray,
Oliver Cherry, Murray, Rob Bradley, Benton, A.F. (Dick) Sykes.
Mrs. Pat Moore (Ruth Virginia Hale Benton,
Memphis,
Outland,
Herman
row:
middle
Louisville;
Yarbrough,
T.
Murray,Charles
Pardons, Mrs. G.B.Jams (Pauline
(Margaret
Blalock
James
Mrs.
Tenn.,
Dover,
Dill,
John Brian, Bay City, Mich., Woodrow
row: W P. Russell, Murray, Mrs.
Front
Farm;
Fancy
Miller,
I.
Robert
Hazel,
Ward), Murray, Mrs. Fred Hart(Basuto'Paschall),
Mrs. Melvin Spangler (Virginia
Murray,
Kemp)
(Agnes
Floyd Griffin (Isabelle Gilbert), Canton Heights, Mrs. John B Watson
Ed Gibbs (Virgiada James), Paducah,
Joe
Mrs.
Ledbetter,
),
Housdeu
Ersestine
(
Warfield
Pete
Mrs.
lad.,
Farley), Evamiville,
Ralph Meeedsten, Murray.
Mrs. Elmus Jews(Mary Elisabeth Pullen), Nashville, Tem.,Herbert M.Perry,
(Lova Studio Photo)

Classes of 1933 and 1934, Murray High School, Hold Reunion Here
Members ot the nu and 1934
graduating -dewier cd Murray
High School held a reunion on
Saturday, July 21, which included a coffee at the Murray
High School cafeteria and a
buffet dinner at the Holiday Inn.
W.P. Russell, president of the
class of 1934, was the master of
ceremonies and welcomed each
one at the dinner at seven
o'clock in the evening. The
invocation was given by Mason
McKeel and silent prayer was in
deceased
of
memory
faculty
and
classmates
members.
The rolls of each class were

called and those present stood
and introduced their spouse and
made comments on their
families, place of residence,
and other points of interest.
Mrs. Maurice Ryan had sent all
correspondence pertaining to
the reunion plans and reported
on those absent and read letters
from some who were unable to
attend.
Mr. Russell introduced the
special guests who were former
Teachers. They were Miss Ruth
Sexton, Miss Frances Sexton,
Miss Roberta whitnah, Mrs
Evelyn Linn Allbritten, Mrs.
ldred Beale Russell. Preston
Mi

0—

Trigg County Times
Invites You to Attend

OPEN HOUSE
Saturday & Sunday
"

Auguit 4 a s
1:00 p.m.-4:00 p.m. Each Day

SPECIAL PRICES ON SUBSCRIPTIONS
$135 per year (in Trigg County and
$3.00

adjoining counties)
per year (elsewhere)

Register for our

BEAUTIFUL DOOR PRIZES
ere,.

(You do not have to be present to win)

Trigg County Times
Gateway Shopping.Center
Cadiz. Kettiv00

Holland, all of Murray, and
Mies Myra Bagwell of Chattanooga, Tenn. Mrs. Rubye
Pool, former secretary at
Murray Training School, Ewen
Allbritten, and A.W. Russell
were also guests.
Faculty members who raid*
in Murray and were unable in
attend were Mrs. Gladys Scott,
Cappte Beak, and Miss
Meadow Hula.
Hunter Love made the class
pictures and he amid he had
the clue
made the pictures W—
yearbooks. He said the clam ei
1933 pictures were the first
made for yearbooks as that wit
the year he came to Murray
forty years ago.
The coffee was held at ten
o'clock in the morning with
Mrs. John B. Watson in charge
of the registration for the class
of 1934 and Mrs. Davy Hopkins
for the class of 1933. Mrs. W.F.
Russell and Mrs. Dick Sykes,
wives of officers of the 1934
dass, were in charge of the
retreetenent table.
W.T. Downs of Murray and
Mrs. Wade Enoch (Mildred
Gibbs) of Nashville, Tenn.,
class members, and Miss Mary
Limiter of Murray, former

Stevenson Family Visit
In The Furgerson Home
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Stevenson
and children, Larry and Julie,
of Palos Verdes, California,
have been the guests of her
mother, Mrs. Ladle Furgerson,
5(17 South eth Street, Murray,
and her brother, Bill Furgerson
and family, Murray.
Mrs. Stevenson is the former
Geogia Furgerson and this was
her first time to be in Murray in
eight years. The Stevenson
family made the trip in their
motor home.
Also visiting here were Mrs.
L.D.
son,
Furgerson's
Furgerson, Mrs. Furgerson,
their two daughters, Sharon
Kay and Linda, and their two
,iiu1rJgjdren Phillip and
MAr:-Stickson, Ines.

teacher, attended the morning
coffee but were Mage to attend
the dinner.. Class members present said
they had such an enjoyable day
that they hoped to have another
reunion at a future date.

rBIRTHSIJ
SOY
OA1(Mf
Mr. and klre., James Andrew
e,r.1 735 Nash
(Jimmy)
ye, Murray, arillhe parents
of a baby boy, Jams Andrew,
Jr,weighing eight Pounds eight
011110911, born on Thursday, July
111111:511 a.m. at the MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
They have one daughter,
Cheri Ann, age four. The father
is employed at J & S 011 CornPony.

Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Clovis Oakley of Murray
and Mr. and Mrs. Paul Cunningham of Murray Route Five.
A great grandmother is Mrs.
Vernon Cunningham of Murray
Route Five.

COOKING
IS FUN

DEAR SPEECHLESS: Why
a litdi—For
laarm her
galatbyjea
what
"telling"
hand sign-language, asd surprise her
Miss Sandra Kay Bramlett,
you think of her!
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Porter Bramlett, has anDEAR ABBY: My husband has worked at the same
nounced the completed plans
office for many years. He seldom took me to any of their
her marriage to Phil Allen,
for
social functions.
SW of Mr. and Mrs. J.D. Allen.
Two months ago we were invited to a small party—
The vows will be ilichangedo
about 20 people My husband asked if I would mind if we
at three o'clock in the afternoon
picked up one of the girls from his office I said it was all
on Sunday, August 5, at the
right with me.
Hazel Baptist Church with Bro.
At the party there were many friendly gestures beGerald Owen officiating.
tween my husband and this girl, but the clincher came
Miss Brandett will be given in
when a man from the office who did not know me, asked
marriage by her father. She has
my husband if he had brought Sally.
chosen Mrs. Peggy Johnson as
My name is not Sally. My husband looked embarramed
her matron of honor. Her
and the girl from the office, who of course was Sally, gave
bridesmaid will be her niece,
the man who asked the question a reprimanding look.
Misa Cindy Nance. The flower
I have lost a lot of trust In my husband What do you
girl Pill be Uttle Miss Tony.
say about this'
DUMB DORA
Phelps,also a niece of the brideDEAR DOFtA: There were at least three people at She
elect.
party far "dumber" than yea.
Serving as best man for Mr.
Allen will be his brother, Bob
CONFIDENTIAL TO JACK CLARK, REALTOR, AUROAllen. Groomsman will be Ted
RA, ILL.: Please seed me your complete address. I owe
Fields. Ushers will be Eddie
you $S.
Nobles and David Russell.
Mrs. Ted Fields will be at the
guest register
A program of nuptial music
will be- preinnted by Mrs. Calvin
Key, organist, and Mrs, John A.
Monday, August
Thursday, August 2
White, vocalist.
Kathleen Jones Group of the
A reception will follow imA conference for workers with First Baptist Church will meet
International Students will be at the home of Mrs. Myrtle Wall mediately after the ceremony in
the educational building of the
held at Flint Baptist Church at at 7:15 p.m.
church
7:30 p.m.
All friends and relatives are
Recovery, Inc., for nervous
The Paris District of the
Invited te illit_111E1Ming and the
will
patients
mental
former
and
United Methodist Church will
reception.
have a seminar on the new be held at the Mental Health
Church School curriculum, Center, Main Street, at 7:30
Hosprnu,PATEMNT
"Our Living Bible," at the First p.m. Note change of meeting " Mrs. Robert E. Overby
place.
United Methodist Church,
Lynn Grove has been diandised
Murray,from seven to 9:30 p.m.
Hospital,
from Lourdes
MAYFIELD PATIENT
Paducah
Friday, August 3
was
Lucille Haley of Dexter
The Alumni Association of dismissed July la inn the
William Mason Memorial Community Hospital, Mayfield.
Hospital will have a reunion at
Kenlake Hotel starting at ten
"I can LOSE up to
a.m.
Golden Age Club will meet at
13 noon at the social hall of the
First United Methodist Church.
A potluck luncheon will be
served.

FREE
BIKE

Given Away at

MATINEE

Ciei®OicuA
Sat., Aug. 4th
1:00 p.m.
See Don Knotts in

"SHAKIEST GUN
IN THE WEST"
Got Your

FREE
Tickot from

11111•11111111.11111111Ma_

5 POUNDS
OVERNIGHT

,

Saturday, August
the gala
Tickets for
homecoming of Douglas School
will be sold at the Rutledge
Funeral Home The event is
planned for August 11.

Sunday, August 5
Mr.and Mrs. Otis Loftin of 204
South 15th Street will celebrate
II,(KR,illOwN110.1
their golden wedding anGOOD DINNER
Baked Ham
Potato Puff niversary with an open house at
their home from two to four
Hot Mustard Fruit
Bread Tray p.m.
Green Salad
Beverage
Coffee Jelly
HOT MUSTARD FRUIT
WMU of First Baptist Church
Quick and easy!
will sponsor an open meeting
2 tablespoons butter
following the evening worship
1/3 cup orange marmalade
Rebecca Tarry
2 tablespoons prepared mustard services when
will give a presentation of her
tablespoon lemon juice
1 tablespoon white wine vinegar work as a journeyman in Hong
lean 11 piled. 13 ounces) fruit Kong.
cocktail, well drained
Mr. and Mrs. Roland E.
In a medium saucepan melt
the butter Stir in orange Goodgion will be honored with a
'ma rrnalade, mustard, lerhon reception In celebration of their
juice and vinegar. Cook, stir- 50th wedding anniversary at
ring, until mixture is hot. Add the Murray Woman's Club
fruit cocktail and cook just!mg House from two to four pm.all
enough to heat fruit .Serve hot., friends—are
relatives are inMakes about 2 1/2 cutxt De- vited.
licious with ham
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Service is something we work hard at to provide
our Customers. All of us are dedicated to have you
delighted that you shopped with us. TRY US'

ax Ia.

Mow leek deareetee. Ni temistions Wool
Ni else Vol meet be coasphitery willehed
mill' restets or yaw perches* price mill be
Wended In Wt. get eloollenTabeetsbelay.

FURNITURE CO.
toclicy

ntrai Shopping Center
Murray, Ky.
—

ROUTE 2, MURRAY. KY
2112 AM.N.an S 641-Benton Rd
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As Cutoff Nears

Senate Committee Members
Growing Weary of Watergate
By LAWRENCE L KNUTSON ruptions until the question of Aug. 3 was taken in private and
Associated Press Wrher
possible presidential in- the names of who voted which
WASHINGTON (AP) —Their volvement had been thoroughly way were not released.
"After we voted to go on
eyelids droop and faces sag. explored.
after a four to three vote, evSometimes their tempers flare.
The final vote to continue the erybody started snarling at
Early mornings and late
nights, and 32 days of hearings hearing after Congress recesses each other," said Baker.
over aine weeks have left their
mark on the seven Watergate
conunittee senators.
The senators and their staffs
are plainly tired.
Three of them want to stop
for a rest, but four want to continue working.
"When you see Chairman Ervin cock his elbow and poke
Sam Dash in the ribs, he's not
mad at him, he's just trying to
standable manner. Our objec.
keep him awake," one senator
By DAVID C. MARTIN
live is to release the informalremarked of Sen. Sam J. Ervin
Associated Press Writer
Mend
Jr., fl-NC. and Samuel Dash,
WASHINGTON (AP) — The don all at one tune to
the chief counsel.
government has clamped a lid the idea in the public's mind
Since the Senate Watergate on informatior) about expenses that large amounts were spent
heerings opened last May 17 at President Nixon's residences to improve the President's
selators have examined 29 wit- at San Clemente, Calif., and home. The piecemeal release of
nesses whose testimony is now Key Biscayne, Fla., but offi- information has caused this
misunderstanding."
seee.ad over more than 6,500 cials say it's only temporary.
At the White House, deputy
pages of official transcript.
Both the head of the General
The committee staff has COIF- Services Administration (GSA) press secretary Gerald L. Wardectell more than 200 private and a White House spokesman ren said "we are working tointerviews with witnesses and said the news embargo will be ward a complete analysis" and
he called
potential witnesses.
off as soon as a comprehensive disclosure of what
It has sifted through thou- report on public spending on "security oriented work" at
sins of pages of records and Nixon's private residences LS Nixonl homes
He said the information
documents and recordings, and completed.
be available soon, but "I
would
spent scores of thousands of
-Tex.,
1)
Rep. Jack Brooks,
hours trying to get answers to accused the White House at a don't know how soon soon is."
Figures previously made pub. the constant questions of who, news -conference llieslay of atby the administration inlic
what, where, how and why?
tempting to block a congres"It's really hard to describe sional investigation of federal dicated a total of $1.9 million
how tired the staff is," said funds spent on Nixon's Califor- had been spent on the construction, operation and mainteSen. Howard H. Baker Jr., R- nia and Florida residences.
installations
"' Term., who has been one-ig the
He'said GSA director Arthur nance of 'security
adtocates.oLagge040011 F. Sampeosseeheediegive him- at San Clemente and Key Bis.ollgiLAstgust recess.
Information he was seeking on cayne. The White Mine
ji -"Everybody is snapping at the spending. Brooks is chair- nally reported only $39,000 in
; everybody ... and its not a man of the Government Activi- improvements at San Clemente.
Recent news reports have
gauge of anything in my mind ties Committee.
the GSA is about to
predicted
except how tired everybody is,"
Sampson, later in the day
new figures placing the
said Baker.
said the information was being issue
Baker arid two other senators withheld but not solely on figure at between $3.5 and $3.7
million.
contended the country needed a White House orders.
rest from Watergate as much
-The decision was made
. a they did. They said it would jointly by GSA,the Secret ServCOMPUTER LANDING
be far better to take an August ice and the White House," he
Because it will take 40 minvacation and come back fresh said.
utes for a round trip message
in September.
to Viking as it orbits Mars in
added:
Sampson
Sen. Herman E. Talmadge,
1976, the delicate soft landing
"We have said all along that
D-Ga., and three other senators
maneuver will be performed
we were preparing a comautomatically by preproopntended that no matter how
to get out
grammed computers. — CNS
tired people got, the hearings prehensive statement
in an undermust go on without inter- al) the facts

Bool

U.S. Doubling Aid
To Cambodian Army

A altignisnt of ne
bow maim at
County Public Libn
Department of
Among them are:

By MIKE SHANAHAN
ful whether the Phnom Penh
government can survive withAP Military Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — As out American air power. There
the Aug. 19 cutoff date for have been reports that the
American bombing in Cam- Americans are considering perbodia approaches, Pentagon suading the South Vietnamese
sources ay the United States is to send some troops and planes
doubling the rate at which mili- to help out their Cambodian
tary aid is shipped to•the gov- neighbors.
ernment In Phnom Path.
In recent days, civilian, in"We want to give those guys cluding bank clerks and civil
every chance we can," sold one servants, have been called out
qualified source.
to train in the use of AmericanSitter Jan. 1, 1973, the United made weapons in case rebel
States has shipped to Cambodia forces should reach the city's
21 T28s, four C47 cargo planes, defenses.
21 river patrol boats, 30 arBefore the Paris peace acmored personnel carriers, eight cords were signed last January,
1M-millimeter howitzers, and a the United States rushed in millarge number of mortars, lions of dollars worth of equipandler artillery guns, trucks, neat to South Vietnam. US. ofequipment, ficials said that was necesaicommunications
ammunition and small arms.
tated by the provision in the
Pentagon officials say the peace agreement limiting
only reason more sophisticated American aid to South Vietnam
weaponry is not going to to replacement of military
Phnom Penh is that Cambodian equipment lost or destroyed in
military forces are not suf- battle.
ficiently trained to use them.
There is, however, no such
Congress has approved legison U.S. aid to Camrestriction
lation ordering President Nixon
military aid to
U.S.
bodia.
to halt all military activity in
financed under a
is
Cambodia
Until
ladecidna by Avg. IS.
congressionally approved conOm BM bombers and tactical
resolution permitting
fighter bombers like the Fill tinuing
continue while work is
to
aid
hit
to
to
continue
are expected
on the budget for the
concentrations of North Viet- completed
that began July 1.
year
fiscal
namese Communists and Cammay provide aid
Pentagon
The
bodian rebels.
of $133.2 milrate
annual
an
at
Defense Secretary James K
last year.
as
same
the
lion,
Schlesinger has said it is doubt-

Government Stifles
Residenctlxpenses
Information Reports

MRDIIRD JACRION,artist Irma Marshall Canny, will ilspiey her psketiNgs at the University
Wthe WW1 of MOW- She it a sell
Branch of Ike Donk 41 Wormy and at the Murray Art GM
taught artist working in oils and acrylics. Most of her piddling: are of the country side and items in
her home. Her work has been shown throughout the area including Paducah and Clarksville, Teen

Litter Campaign Instituted State Fair

midway near the horse barns.
The principles of ecology and be provided for those who would There is no limit to the numbe.share.
their
the need to protect ow en- like to do more than
trash bags a person may
become The trash sacks, which may be of full
vironment have
turn in. Participants are
including
locations
8
at
last
obtained
the
in
familiar to everyone
eligible to win prizes for which a
few years, and the Kentucky the irdonnation booths, may be drawing will be held at the
exchanged for a coupon
State Fair is no exception.
conclusion of the Fair.
redeemable for a FREE
at
instigated
was
A program
A cleaner, more beautiful fair
hamburger at any Burger
Is the responsibility of
the "72 Fair to "Make the
Kentucky.
Kentucky State Fair the Queen in
everyone, so do your share of
Kenit
and
America,"
in
Cleanest
The Burger Queen coupon "pitching in" at the 1973
worked. The amount of litter center is at the entrance to the tucky State Fair.
that has defaced the grounds
during previous fairs was cut
back sharply, through the
-ilmolairigoers.,
cooperation AL.
themselves.
This year the Fair will again
hold its Garbage San el
Insurance - Bonds - Real Estate
Painting Contest two weeks
prior to the official opening.
Prizes will be awarded to the
winners of the contest, and the
newly decorated barrels will be
For
placed all over the grounds to
remind visitors to dispose of
their trash properly.

Adoption-Is It FI
Colette Dywasuk.
advice for today'
Einstein, I
Rebel, by Banes/
beautiful]
UM
laillboir is a teem
indomitable spirit
1111, life an
Albert &yam 'I
Kurt Unkelbach. A
revealing portrait ol
author Of dog storn
Al My Enemies lx•
Harris. A suspense
a pair of twin slate
And Then We
Ressessra, by Richi
Here is a taste of
what you need to k
vive in them! Plug g
global gossip and it
gourmadizing.
Antique Fakes
Detection, by Rayn
A description of the
the antique forger,
the telltale dis
between forgery al
Appalachia Is 'I
edited by David Wa

It's Time 1
of Sunday

THE

Morgan, Trevathan 8 Gunn, Inc.
— 108 E. 12th St., Bonton

Living IA

NOW HAS A LOCAL NUMBER
the Residents of Murray, Calloway County and Aurora

A Christ-c'
learning p
Christian (

THE NUMBER TO CALL

There will still be those who
"don't" see the brightly
decorated recepticles, so
thousands of two-and-a-half
gallon plastic trash sacks will

SALI

753-6434

808 Chestni
8-6 M

—
IMP

IA lie
III

MIN / INN

MN

OD

=II

MD

M.

.1. •Iir

••••

Prices Good While Quantities Last * Friday 8 Saturd4 Only, August 38 4
FOAM BACK

MEN'S

Travel kits
vows to 'WM

DISCOUIT HUG CI1TERS

III

NO • al. IND • NM

—Bet Air Shopping Center
1-6 Sunday
9-9 Mon.:Sat

1/2Price

TRAVEL

1.49 Yew

SIC

FIRST AID KITS

TABLE CLOTH

99;

4.95

$2
47

III

5 QUART

ACE BUCKET
WitVoles

A

1

TUMBLER
SETS-

481

99;

$299ti0.00 VAN
PLASTIC PICNIC

CHILDREN'S FOSTER GRANT

TABLE CLOTHS

SUNGLASSES

29' Voles

I II

II
I

PRINGLES
POTATO VIPS
Twin Pack

I''

8-PIECE SET

BEVERAGE GLASSES

58'

'1.29 Value

s••••

- .=. =
ILL = = =•= :X • Z.

=.= =•= =•==

•••••
=

= =

661

99' Value

••••

254

39;
Dieu Next Two Item: Are
Inside The Store . .

DIXIE

COFFEE CUP REFILLS
•
57' Value

Values to '1.00 /
1
Price

_ THONGS

COFFEE CUP
REFILLS & MUG
35' Value

66;

'1.29 Vela
DIXIE

COOLER
CHEST

SALAD &
SNACK SETS

1.1
I

udi

991

Price

7-PIECE

'3.88 *km

CANN

7-PIECE

3 99
MEN'S & LADIES' FOSTER GRANT
— and —
OPTIC RAY

18-01 PLASTIC

Don't

SUNGLASSES

TUMBLER

Dow nto

Values to '6.00
59' Value
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2Price
1
/
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Books Received By Library Here

Al My Enemies by Rosemary
Harris. A suspense novel about
a pair of twin sisters.

Stephenson. These are observations, impressions, and
evaluations of journalists, field
workers, local residents,
politicians, and social scientists
who have lived with, worked
with, watched, and written
about the problems they have
seen and the programs
established to cope with them.
Art Treasures In Italy. The
masterpieces of each century
are shown and described and a
reference list of palaces, villas,
cathedrals, museums, and
classical ruins is included.
Art Treasures la Russia. The
masterpiece of each century
are shown and described and a
very full reference list of
churches, palaces, museums,
and monuments is inchided.
This is an invaluable source of
reference for the art lover and
tourist.

And Then We Moved To
Ressenara, by Richard Condon.
Here is a taste of nations and
what you need to know to survive in them! Plug good advice,
global gossip and international
gourmadizing
Antique Fakes and Their
Detection, by Raymond Yates.
A description of the methods of
the antique forger, pointing out
the telltale discrepancies
between forgery and criginal.
Appalachia Is The Sixties,
edited by David Wall and John

Art Treasures la The British
Isles. Here is a fascinating,
informative, and visually
stimulating survey of the artistic heritage of Great Britain.
A Bevy Of Beasts, by Jerald
Darrell. Darrell describes the
habits, personalities, history,
and character of the animals be
has encountered during his
apprenticeship in zoo-keeping
at England's Whipinade Zoo.
The book is abo a plea to
concern ourselves with the
survival of our fellow beasts.

illipnalt of new books has
fiteived at the Calloway
CbRillp Public Library from the
Department of
Libraries.
Among them are:
Adeptioa-ls It For Yes? by
Colette Dywasuk. Practical
for today's adoptive
Albert Einstein, Creeter and
Rebel, by Banesh Hcdman.
This
beautifully written
memoir is a testament to the
indomitable spirit that pervaded the life and work of
Albert Einstein.
Albert ISaysea Terhune by
Kurt ilnkelbsch. A warm and
revealing portrait of the famous
author Of dog stories.

It's Time To Get Your Fall Supply
of Sunday School Literature at ...

THE CHRISTIAN_
BOOK CENTER
Living Word Cirriculum
A Christ-centered Bible teaching/
learning plan for life changing {1!4--,t
Christian education.

SALE on SHEET MUSIC
Phone 753-0425

808 Chestnut St

Hours:
_&6 2n.-Thurs. 8 a.m.-91.m. Fri._ 9-5 Sat

The Book Of The Hone. In
this book will be found
something for every horse
lover's taste.
Banes Lauding, by Jean
Rikhoff. A historical novel of
tin-es generations of mountain
farmers of the Adirondacks
region of New York State.
Chink, edited by Chang-Tsu
Wu. "think" documents the
origin and -411.111aleptnent of
Chime
who
uC Peens, by Mt.
Areinens. More than 300 poems
by a major American poet.
Devil Ts Pay,by C. Northcote
Parkinson. A rousing sea story
filled with the tang of powder,
tar, and salt, the boom of
cannon and the creak of rigging.
Double-Speak In America, by
Mario Pei. This language expert alerts us to the latest
phrases, words, and interpretations of old words which
hive insinuated themselves into
the English language.
Drew Pearma, by Oliver
Pilat. The life story of the
famous Washington cohminist.
Easter Egp For Everyone,
by Evelyn Co:bey: Beghwihig
with the legends and lore, the
author gives easy-to-follow
directions for the decoration of
eggs.
ESP and Hypnosis, by SusY
Smith. The author traces the
fascinating, many-faceted
history of hypnosis from its
shady beginnings to its present
status, and its promising future
as a tool for producing ESP.
The Feminine Fix-It Handbook, by Kay Ward. Written by
a woman for woman, this
handbook takar the IDYSterY_eUt
of tools and their functions.
The Forty Days, by Oswald
Wynd. A gripping adventure of
war and the sea plus a
penetrating study of human
values.
The Ghost Flowers, by
Margaret Sununerton. A novel
of romantic suspense.

Your Individual
Horoscope
Frances Drake
Look in the section in which
your birthday comes and find
what your outlook is, according
to the stars.
ARIES
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20)
What you feel is a certainty
could be mere wishful thinking.
Better to take a second look and
change plans if necessary than
be sorry later.
TAURUS
(Apr. 21 to May 21)
You may encounter an
unusual — and knotty —
business problem. Don't try to
solve it yourself. Consult an
expert for guidance.
GEMINI
.
9
(May 22 to June 21) 111.
A day of mixed influences. Be
careful in your approaches.
Others may read more into your
words and actions than you
intend
CANCER
(June 22 to July 233
A golden opportunity to put
your unusual ideas across.
They'll get a satisfactory
hearing if presented logically.
LEO
( July 24 to Aug. 23)
Don't put too much trust in a
supposedly "confidential"
report. Rumors and conjecture
are likely to be rife at this time.

The Most

Gigantic Sales

2

Promotion
of the Year

Sidewalks and Streets filled
with the Greatest Buys Ever!

Bargains Galore!

BIGNO-LURES
,s 188

V

-Se.
00 fit
Sonde,
1-6

Reg.

$2.37

er,t4

44A

vocuo

SAGITTARIUS
( Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
A situation which has been
rather mystifying for a time
clears up now. With everything
clarified, you can now go ahead
with your plans — without
worry.
CAPRICORN
(Dec 22 to Jan_ 20) IOW
Travel favored. In fact, any
trip on which you embark on
Friday could involve you in a
most unusual, but profitable,
experience.

AQUARIUS
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
Persons in your business Or
lob area may seem to be rattler
demandiqg, but try to realize
that outward aggressiveness is
but a sign of inner insecurity
and respond accordingly
PISCES
( Feb. 20 to Mar. 20) )(
In financial matters, depend
on your own judgment — not
that of others. Even experts you
consult could be somewhere in
the clouds just now.
YOU BORN TODAY are
highly imaginative and articulate in expressing yourself
— whether orally, in writing, or
on canvas — for you are an
artist at heart and, even though
you do not take up painting or
some other form of creativity as
a career, you most likely will,
ass hobby. You would make an
excellent reporter; can teach,
preach or sell — for your
magnetism makes you convincing'always. You can follow
others ably but prefer to lead.
Here, however, you must curb
overaggressiveness, a tendency
to domineer. Birthdate of:
Rupert Brooke,Eng. poet; Tony
Bennett, singer.
•

•

•

P•ailteqe

431 I Touttitilde0i
. 004 0v-i rs-4, fat%
...i

sone,:

MITCHELL
"300"

•

Downtown and all Shopping Centers in Murray are
participating in this Sidewalk Sale.

111111171-1-4

ROD II REEL COMBO
AMBASSADOR ROD

Reg.
24.97

•

$1766

••.

THE
"ANGLER"
.011111 0

BOMBER
LURES
ASSORTMENT

ROD
ASSORTMENT

....0111111)

Values
to
1.49

Assorted Caters with Cork Handles
Reg.

99;

WI)

2.64

ENTER ROSES ,*,

rdtv.

;C

FISHING CONTEST
Conteft Ends August 31st

4 PRIZES EACH MONTH!
4 GRAND PRIZES AT CLOSE
- OF CONTEST!- 5 bu
-""4 me-ntefe rem.-

-1 jf
*

. 141 If Mai*

ENTER THE AUGUST COMTEST NOW!!
* Types of Fish Eligible:
t--.0
.-bsti
• Largemouth Bass
-e•sitit-e0
• Crappie • Bream
• Stripe Bass
* Entrant must register prior
to catch.
* Entrant Mint register in Roses—
Sporting Goods Department once
each month. No charge.

* Fish must be brought to Roses_
7
iz Auld
for weighing.
* Fish must be aught on live
or artificial- bait by entrant.
* August contest begins Aug." 1
ends Aug. 31.
tn case of a tit a drawing will
be held to determine the winner.
* Monthly winners are eligible for
GranclPrize.

T PRIZES
AUGUST
AUG

End

LARGEST LARGEMOUTH—No. 1260 Lunker Stick Rod by Fenwick
LARGEST STRIPE BASS—Eveready Commander Lantern
LARGEST CRAPPIE—AFC Gasoline Lantern
LARGEST BREAM—KOP Inflatable Boat
Sporting Goods •Largemouth Bass
oi SeasOn
Gift Certificate •Crappie

$75

Grand Prizes $50

Sporting Goods •Stripe Bass
Gift Certificate •Bream

JULY WINNERS •

1 "febaillat raw Mc Sm.&
'
m"
.
at say drag getabb.w. Quick
ITCH4li-NOT quiets Itch IP P.Potpsi kilts swift. O..pi•t booths/ Rue.
it.a.
far ssensaaa. kddriet
aurfac• naives. NOW at
Welland Drug Co.

ill

JERRY SHELTON
2-ez,!Irmo
/
151

•& W. JONES
I51h-Oz. Crappie
• Murray, Ky. ';‘rr

W3YD E. BOYD
1 lb. 9 tw. Stripe
Murray, Ky.

171
.
,

$ 99

*

Advert's/mufti
Don't Screech That itch!
USE rTC.1441111.NOT—
Dv Just is AliNvras. U eat ,ttla

SAVEIL

-4W

anm

u
,

#

I.

YOUR PERSONAL HOROSCOPE
FOR 1173 Far • pdrional
PPP.
forIKIFsI cl PN•HIL ~tn. Ieve
rnawrIdgre, world sun plus 2.1 cows
c*" for POISRIPI dad handling N
HOroscope Gook OeporNnins, Sc. 73,
Oid ChNses Stollort. New York.
5
rner2
lU
yourtil
ia, ADOR
Tir."
ZIP,end (SATE OF BIRTH (I0br.1'•
rev PIN the right kraus) for your
radios sign)

Don't miss the fun and excitement
of these 2 Big Days!

AVEll

teotet

Cenkti

FOR FRIDAY, AUGUST 3, 11273

eak0

• Annual
City-Wide
Sale

WITY 771E8E BETTER BO'S/
Stoppint

Ckina checks
pepulltiON growth

August
3rd & 4th

17 MEV .1.1EM
Prices Good Thurs.-Sun., Aug 2-5

( Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) riPtil
Mixed influences. Expect the
unexpected. Others involved in
your activities may have
certain
misunderstood
arrangements.
LIBRA
( Sept. 24 to Oct. 23)
Keep an eye on the doings of a
highly unpredictable companion. His (or her) unconventional actions could
ultimately involve you — to
sorrow.
The Chinese government your
SCORPIO
launched an intensive family
24 to Nov. 22)
planning campaign in 1957 (Oct. usually -keep your head
You
a
of
goal
mid in 1964 set a
shoulders," as the
population growth rate of 1 on your
saying goes, but be especially
per cent a yeir by the end of
alert now. You COULD fall for
this century.
some slick salesmanship.

SIDEWALK SALE!

•
`fe

:

rlttr.f.V•V•r-1-,4.

•••-•••••!•,-•-...

_

KENNY DEAN-.
• 7 lb. 2 01,
Largemout_ h.'
Murray, K

yea:

seRIBIT
•
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Cardinals Stretch Lead To 3/
As Wise And Cleveland Star
By ALEX SACHARE
Associated Press Sports Writer
Rick Wise is finally shaking
loose from the shadow of Steve
Carlton, and his emergence as
one of the top pitchers,in the
National League is one of the
main reasons the St. Louis Cardinals are atop the National
League East
Until this season, Wise's
main claim to fame was that
prior to the 1972 season, he was
traded even-up for Carllnn.
While Wise compiled a 16-16
record for St. Louis, Carlton

wen 27 games and the Cy
Young Award for the Phila.
But this year is another matter. Wise boosted his record to
124—and hit a three-run
homer—aie the Cards beat the
Montreal. Expos tan then
watched as Reggie Cleveland
pitched a five-hit,14 tritunph
In the second game of a twinight doubleheader Wednesday.
The Cards, who lost 20 of
their first 25 outings, now bead
1
2
the second-place Cubs by 3/
games in the NL East.
In other Natioual League

games, the Philadelphia PhiLs
beat the Chicago Cube 2-0, the
New York Meta swept the Pittsburgh Pirates 34,5-2 in a twinight doubleheader, the Atlanta
Bravesnutinswed the Cincinnati
Reds 144, the Houston Astros
blanked the Los Angeles Dodgers 5-0 and the San Diego Padres edged the San Francisco Giants 6-5.
- Plias I, Cabs 8
Philadelphia's Wayne Twitchell shut out the Chicago Cubs
on just two hits Wednesday
night,pitching the Phils tan 2-0
victory.
Twitchell hurled no-hit ball
for 51-3 innings, but ['tills manager Danny Ozark didn't think
he pitched all that well.
"I couldn't get the breaking
ball over the plate early, and
had to go with my fastball,"explained Twitchell, who
boosted his record to 10-3.
bleb 2-5, Ptrates 0-2
Tan Seaver pitched a fourhitter and struck out 11 in the
Meta' 3-0 win in the opener. He
raised his strikeout total to a
league-leading 1111 and lowered
his earned run average to 1.87.
John Milner, playing de,spite
a sore shoulder, dubbed two
solo homers to help the Wets to
a 5-2 triumph in the second
game.
Braves 14, Reds 6

Twilight Golf
To Be Friday
At Oaks Club

Dave Johnson belted two
homers and Darrell Evans and
Mike Lam hit one apiece as the
Braves outslugged the Reds 146. Johnson now has hit 27
home= on the year—his ire,
vious-one-season high was 18—
and Evans has 31.
Tony Perez smacked his 20th
homer of the year for the Reds.
Astros 5, Dodgers 0
James Rodney Rochard
tossed a five-hitter in stopping
the Dodgers 5-0 for his first
major league shutout.
Jimmy Wynn hit a two-run
double in the sixth inning, ending an 0-for-32 streak and sparking a four-run rally. The hitless streak was a record for an
Astro player.
Padres 0, Giants 5
Ed Goodson hit a grand slam
home run for the Giants, but
San Diego pitcher Clay Kirby
allowed just four other hits,
pitching the Padres to a 6-6 victory.
Dave Robh had a run-scoring single and a solo homer for
the Padres.
In the American League, it
was Baltimore 4, Cleveland 2;
Boston 3, New York Yankees 2;
Detroit 2, Milwaukee 1; Kansas
City 4, Chicago White Sox 2;
Calif°into 5, Texas 1, and Oakland 4, Minnesota 2.

That Rookie Out On The
Mound Was Jim Bouton
Jack Nieldeut Iles liefthand Club at Miami,
O M0
Fla. Shot went high, short, and in the lake.

Here's a vote for tents
Copley News Service
For a person or a family
just getting into camping,
Sere is much to be said In favor of tents.
,They are inexpensive. They
ife comfortable, save during
extreme weather conditions.
lbey can be pitched where
vehicles can't go.
They rise swiftly. They can
be stored when not in use. Besides for camping,they can be
used for durable, comfortable
summer homes or for children's playhousesA tent is said to be the oldest
form of man-made shelter,
dating back at least to 1000
B.C.
Many campers, even those
not operating within the strictures of a budget, prefer it. It
does not clash, as do wheeled
vehicles, with the woodland
greenery about it. And it is
sublimely practical in view of
the many restrictions arising
-to curb vehicular traffic in
campgrounds.
Recently, on a visit to Shasta Lake, Calif., the perimeter
n of this giant impoundment
n *as aflame at night with
campfires from tent camps.
But the crackling fires
.were

die only sound, no generators,
no airconditioners.
The campers had transported their tents by boat into
the wilderness. They were no
more and no less than voyageurs in their ancient canoes, or trappers in their flatboats, or explorers in their
various crafts.
It was a pleasant sight, and
they did not seem to be intruders. It was almost as if they
belonged. That's the value of
tent camping.
There is a case to be spoken
for "bare bones" camping,
just the necessities, nothing
mgat are the values of
camping? Coping with primitive conditions testing muscles beneath the weight of a
backpack or on an uphill hike,
a child seeing and catching
his first polliwog,smelling the
sweet fraierance of mountain
sir through a tent window, the
stimulation of an association
with -the outdoor-a.
But if camping becomes too
easy and luxurious, many of
the positive benefits can be
kat.
Camping is an intensely
personal experience. Some
vote for tents.

Just Looking?
Let MF A Security Service Company
help you buy that new car. We have
an auto purchase plan that's quick,
convenient arid tailor-made for you.

RONNIE
'ROSS
210 E. Main— Phone 753-0489

WABC-TV in New York.
By FRANK BROWN
The Yankees had no knowlAssociated Press Sports Writer
NEW YORK (AP) — Andy edge of Bouton's plans, and
Lawson will never pitch for the when "Andy Lawson" showed
up at the Stadium, they gave
New York Yankees.
lbe young right-hander tried him a close *look.
A team spokesman said that
his beat at the ATtleCTCH13
League club's mid-season Banton had sent in a letter untryout Wednesday, but was la- der Lawson's name requesting
belled quickly as a non-pros- permission to attend the tryout.
The ruse was aided by WABC
pect by the coaches overseeing
sports producer Pete Heller,
the workout.
who had called the club and adLawson had a "wide assorthe would bring a
of pitches" as be said lat- vised that
the event, but that
to
film
crew
er, but simply didn't display a
Bouton would not be coming
major league arm.
But Andy Lawson wasn't up- along.
Thus, Bouton took to the
set. He was Jim Bouton in dismound where he had pitched so
guise.
many times before.
"I wanted ta see what it
Boston's big season was in
would be like to start over 1963, and 18 more triumphs folagain as a young phenom," lowed in 1964 before arm
said Bouton, who once won 21 trouble turned a blossoming
games for the Yankees.
baseball career into a debacle.
So, as Andy Lawson, he
He struggled through five
sneaked into the Yankees' more professional seasons with
tryout camp at Yankee Sta- New York, the then Seattle Pidium. A dark wig covered his lots, and Houston Astros,
fair hair and a mustache was changing from a fastball to a
pasted an his familiar face.
knuddeball pitcher in hopes of
"I really had no hopes of get- saving the strength in a oncepoback into professional werful right arm.
"My wife insists that if they
baseball. I was just doing a
piece for my television show had offered me a contract, I
about what goes on at tryouts," would have signed," said BouBalton said, tongue very much ton. "As I walked out the door
of my house, I can remember
_
in cheek.
saying,-Tera trot going to
Since Ms reihement in trie,
he hes been a sportscaster with the Rookie League again.!"

Twilight golf at the Oaks will
reach the half-way point this
Friday at 5:30 p.m. Winners will
be announced at the conclusion
of the five weeks.
The winning team the first
week with stse•ereef It Secluded
Bobby Fike, Doug Willoughby,
Patsy Neale, and Polly Seale.
The second week, three teams
tied for first with 33's. They
included Bobby Fike, Stan Key,
Burlene Brewer. and Judy
Willoughby; Jerry Caldwell,
Allan Rose. Wanda Nance, and
Polly Seale; and Purdom
Lovett. Jim Neale. Patsy Neale,
and Dorothy Fike
The lineups for this Friday
are as follows - Jerry Caldwell,
Doug Willoughby. Dorothy
Sake and Della Boggess; Roy
Cothran. Stan Key, Karen
Hargrove, and Polly Seale;
Bobby ['Ike, Cliff Campbell,
Doris Rose, and Burlene
Brewer; J. P. Parker, Allan
Rose. Nell Tackett, and Carolyn
Caldwell; Mickey Boggess, Bill
Seale, Emma Lou Story, and
Mary .lane Key; Purdom
Lovett, Delmer Brewer, Carita
Lamb. alid Cloia Campbell;
Jimmy lamb, Mike Morgan,
Laura Parker. and Judy
Willoughby; and Jim Neale,
Clayton Hargrove, Bobbie
Buchanan, and Jeanie Morgan.
Ice Cream will be served after
the golf

Pro Football Roundup

New Faces Will Greet
Houston Oiler Fans
SLIMY uriesaAN
Amoebae Pram Spirts Writer
It neaps be a bit dlikadt for
liseeti.4ameArApek-their old
brollelleindibit the Oilers host
the Newleek Jets Friday in
the Astrodome.
Oilers' general manager Sid
Gillman, a new man with the
National Football League team,
made scorecards a necessity,
because of 19 offseason trades.
Thirty-seven of the Oilers on
die Malan squad are new, acquired through off-season trading, signed as free agents or
drafted as rookies.
The Jets-Oilers clash is one
of three NFL exhibition games
on tap Friday night, with Dal-

Baeza and Ron Turcotte.
"She's a good rider," Corder° acknowledges.
laircotte goes on to say,
"She's good. Not just as a
woman rider but as a rider.
She's cool, handles horses
well, and has all the guts in
the world."
-Give me a good mount and
an equal break arid I will hold
my own with any rider in the
world," Robyn says.
"1 don't want special consideration because I'm a
woman. All I ask is that I be
judged on my riding ability.
"All I want is a fair shot at
some good mounts.
"Some people still won't let
me ride because I'm a girl.
But don't worry I'll show
them."
Robyn hasn't had to show
Alfred Gwynne Vanderbilt,
prominent Thoroughbred
owner and president of the
Jockey Club in New York.
He has put her on winners
other than North Sea, but, unfortunately, there are no
Alfred Gwynne Vanderbilts in
the lives of other women
jockeys.
Susan Barrett, a 23-year-old
campaigning in California,
has been riding "professionally" since the age of 12 when
-people paid me to ride their
horses-in horse shows all over
the -United States and Cain
ada."
Like Robyn, she got henstart in Northern California

—Vile

Lp==
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Pro Golfers Upset
Over New Proposal

cakti4
By
Associated Press Golf Writer
HARRISON, N.Y.(AP) — At
ftrst there were the puzzled expressions, and then the reactions began to come.
"I'd have to give up the
American tour," said Gary
Player.
"They might lose me," said
—Arnold Palmer.
The reactions of pro golf's
leading players were to a new
Women from Murray will be tour format.
The format currently is under
playing in the "Over-The-Hill"
golf tournament for senior consideration by the tournawomen to be held Friday at the ment policy board of the PGA
Rolling Hills Country Club, Tournament Players Division,
the governing body which conPaducah.
No player under forty is ducts the pro tour.
The crux of the new format,
eligible to compete. Women will
be flighted in five age groups— announced by TPD CommisToddlers, age 40-44; Kids, age sioner Joe Dey Wednesday, is
45-49; Mamas,age 50-54; Grand this:
There would be 15 "super"
Mamas, age 55-59; and Great
tournaments each year, called
Mamas, age 60 and over.
TPD Championship Events,
Lineups are as follows:
with a minimum purse of $260,Pte. r Tee
800—R I e •it or Griffith. Dutch
each. 'All leading players
arrant Lanice Harrts. Sue Tashi,
Still—Msrse Remelt. MIMS Ulna.
would be required to compete
aoff.
PAM—Margaret Seka,idt. Helen
in all of them.
Ross. Anne Henderson. Ann Edwards.
"Excuses for absence would
fr50—//lisabeth Gamier
Cif MASI
Bernstein. Katy Missile. Shirley Prof
be ... illness or grave personal
Me.
10110—Jean rooter, Mary Hooper,
emergency," Dey said in a preAlice Rethrock. Marilyn Metzger.
10 10—Mildred Presley. Louise
pared statement
Vance. Chr.stine Walker, Carolyn
HCNIST1
That's the key that disturbed
I QS- • Dot tarter. Margaret Shut
Palmer and Player.
tett. Charlotte Roberta. Su* Hasher
1 15—Imogene Sive IY Irene Chit"I can't be understanding you
pOod •
Merit,e te Douglas. Daisy

Golf Tourney Set

1:2S—Mary Jane Alford. Virginia
Davis, Janet Kennedy. Betty Shepard.
1:36--Roslyn Anderson. Patti Tura*.
Martha Calibers.. Willed's* Myers.
i,4&—Dorothy Parts, Laurel Hew
demon. carol Giles. DM RamageSAD—/Mitit Lester. Martha Lastest
Mars Parrish Frances Hulse
is.. IS Tee
SOO—Charlotte Miller. Dot Reaves.
Usti Willingham
.es
10,
1;Shi
lr
ia Jon

Standings

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
National League
East
W. L. Pct. G.B.
58 48 so —
St
L0,04s
1140--Pllorilte Haas, Lithe, RAS- Chicago
55 52 514 314
leed. P'S Brown, Dee Breen.
51 53 490 6
1116—Theda Bobo, Ruth Strurteet, Pittsburgh
Weida Mutilates. Virgil* WILD&
Montreal
50 55 476 71 2
ISO. 11—Jana Chapman. Peg Warren. Philadelphia
50 57 467 8,1
Catherine laneens. LeVeine DuniNew York
46 S7 447 10,1
het
West
110-11101lie Brant,. Betty LeBlanc.
NAY Templeton. Arlene Meredith.
66 41 617 —
Las Angeles
1 20—EUrabeth Slusmeser, Lois
Cincinnati
63 45 583 3'.2
Demmer, Marlon Whitelack. Irene
Francisco 60 47 .561 6
San
Walters.
I:JO—Addle Mills. Alberts areee. HOuston
56 53 514 11
Del Arnold: Dorothy Grimm- --"WM050fA
so re
Shelton• Gag UMW
tan Diego
36 70 340 29,2
Nana Lyles. hadint WINS.
sveeneseava Gam2.0.2 New York 3 5, Pittsbur
St Louis 9.2, Montreal 54
Philadelphia 2, Chicago) 0
Atlanta 14, Cincinnati 6
Houston 5. ue. Angeles 0
San Diego 6, San Francisco 5
Thursday's Games
Ch,cago (BOnhaM
4-1) at
won
her
Robyn
first
,
race at
Philadelphia (Ruthven 4-91, N
an obscure track in Ferndale,
St
Louis (Murphy 2.3) at
Calif.)
Montreal (Rogers 2.0), N
Pittsburgh (Rooker 431 at
Susan, 5-2 and 102, rode her
New York (Sade(ki 1 11. N
first Thoroughbred horse race
Cincinnati (Nolan 0 1 or Net
in 1971 on a distance runner
son 3?) at Atlanta (Harrison 6
3). N
named Tricky Fox.
LOS Angeles (Sutton 12 7) at
Trouble was, the race was
Houston (Reuss 115). N
only five and a half furlongs,
Only games scheduled
and Tricky Fox was still pickAmerican League
East
ing up speed (and finished
W. L. Pct. 0:5.
last) when the race ended.
56 45 55.4 —
Baltimore
Since then, Susan has win
60 49 550 —
New York
Detroit
57 48 543 1
on Thoroughbreds, quarter
Boston
55 49 .579 21 2
horses, Appaloosas, and was
Milwaukee
50 5.4 481 7),
the first woman jockey to be
Cleveland
38 69 355 21
West
set down for careless riding.
47 561 —
Oakland
60
She was also the first womKansas City
61 48 560 —
an to win at a major Northern
Minnesota
53 51 510 51 2
Chicago
52 .54 491 7' 2
California track when she won
California
50 54 481 8' 7
on Good Wine in a Golden
Texas
40 64 385 18' 2
Gate Fields meet at Albany
Wednesday's Games
Baltimore 4. Cleveland 2
earlier this year, fulfilling a
3, New York 2
Boston
vow that "I'll get there."
Detroit 7. Milwaukee 1
Kansas City 4, Chicago
Oakland 6, sennesois 2
BASKETBALL
California 5, Texas 1
Thursday's Games
NEW YORK — Julius Erving
Detroit (Strahler 4 3) at Mil
signed an eight-year contract waukee
(Bell 8 8)
Baltimore
(Hood
2 1)
at
with the New York Nets of the
Cleveland
(Perry 9 IS)
American Basetball Association
New York (Medich 7 6) at
for an undisclosed amount. The Boston (Morel 30), N
Minnesota (Decker S 51 at
Nets acquired Julius Erving
Oakland (Odom-2 9)4 N
from the Virginia Squires as
Tf,,,IS (Brown 3.1 or Durham
part of a transaction that coat 0 1) at California (Ryan 11.13),

Women jockeys show 'em
By GEORGE HOWER
Copley News Service
You see women scrambling
up telephone poles as repairmen for Ma Bell. There's a
woman guard at San Quentin.
Some cities have tried women
police-persons working on patrol with male cops,
But women jockeys —
sigh—still find that men wear
the pants at the racetrack.
A few, however — Robyn
Smith and Susan Barrett —
are proving they put on their
racing silks the same as men,
one leg at a time, and each
time either finishes in the
money she's making a point
for the Jennifer Rowlands,
the Arline Ditmores, and the
Donna Hillmans, all women
lockers.
Whether or not she wants to
be there, Robyn Smith — a
beauty with a model's face
and figure — is at the head of
the field.
She won two stakes races in
New York this spring, riding
North Sea to the winner's cirde in $30,000 and $50,000
events, and in 1972 she had the
second best win percentage at
Aqueduct racetrack.
In 96 races, she woe 20
times, finished second 18
times, and was third 10 times.
- Her .20 per cent vial record
was second only to the track
best of .23, set by Angel Car'.
der° Jr., and better than the
marks compiled by veterans
with names like Briiulio

separation
WI DOW fired a shoulder
Marlin
Wien
hit
by
4141Wil
at
.
4 11101011
ing.
The tleforil.W.40409
season
He
while Baltimore is at Pitts- and ObaSoliamillaken over by
burgh, New Orleans is at Kan- Craig 16101..
As the eterboys prepare to
sas City, Chicago plays Green
the Rams Friday, Morton
meet
New
the
hiliwaultee,
at
Bay
e
tir San Diego, is back on the Cowboy squad
Kansas city after a bitter contract dispute
which caused him to report late
alpP
and
to camp.
diterroille, Fla.
▪
And McKeever won't be causis at New England
ing
any problems for Staubach
hosts
Cleveland
while
/Way
this year. The linebacker is reSall Francisco Monday night.
DaBas Cowboy quarterback cuperating from knee surgery
Roger Staubadt will run into a and won't see action.
Coach Harland Svare anteam he remembers well from
last season. When the Cowboys nounced Wednesday that quarplayed the Los Angeles Rams terback Johnny Unitas will
last pre-season, Staubach suf- start and play at least one
quarter for the San Diego
Chargers against the New York
Giants Saturday.
Unitas said a knee problem
has improved steadily since the
team cut to one-a day practices.
Running back Larry Brown
missed Redskin practice
correctly," Fittipstd lith a Wednesday because of a virus
frown. "If yodllitilladeff Oat 1 A team spokesman quoted
think you're sobs,I'd have to coach George Allen as saying
give up the American tour."
the illness was not serious and
Player, a South African, usu- Brown is expected to be back
American
about
15
ally plays in
In action today.
tournaments a year, usually in • Rookie running back Josh
two or three trips to this coun- Brown from Southwest Texas
tryState, who had been impressive
"They can't expect me to fly In preseason training, left the
back reser here every two ?Matelots -*Mai -tamp
weeks or 10 days," he said. Wednesday for personal rea"And what if one of these tour- sons. Coach Bud Grant said no
naments was opposite the South decision had been made whethAfrican Open? They couldn't er to place Brown on waivers
expect me to miss that."
or to place him on a reserve
At
n the 'pro golfers list.
They are free
are free
The Cleveland Browns placed
pick andthioN which,Mur- veteran defensive end Rich
al"!*1111041110, ar Jackson on waivers WednesThe littyosal—and it's day. The eight-year veteran
more than that now- was obtained from Denver in
that privilege. October 1972 but has seen little
teke
Dey said that the plan has action because of a knee injury.
not been discussed with sponThe New York Jets acquired
sors and could not become ef- rookie offensive tackle Roger
fective—if it's passed—until Bernhard from Pittsburgh in
1975.
exchange for rookie wide re"Let's face it," said Jack ceiver Mike Haggard.
Nicklaus. "It's aimed at only
Wide receiver Earl Thomas
about five or six players.
returned to the Chicago Bear
'They want to be able to as- camp after a one-day walkout.
sure the sponsors that those
Thomas,switched this season
five or six will be at every from tight end to wide receiver,
tournament.
left camp following Tuesday's
"If they say you have to play workout. He participated in
12 of the 15, that's something Wednesday's practice after a
else. But I'm not an employee of conference with coach Abe
the TPD."
Gibron.

the Nets a reported $3.5 million.
LAFAYETTE,La. — Rolland
Todd,former head coach of the
'National Basketball Association's Portland Trailblazers,
was named head basketball
coach at the University of
Southwestern Louisiana

Kansas City (Wright 4-5) at
Chicago (Bahnsen 14 10)4. 5*
Good)
ear

-A TLAN4A-

sal Pli
Itutlen_new a
-TaTtliiiflim-1—
el
irlicilie Atlanta
ralcoteo. wowed 2)
4 touchdowns
in nine games in his Arnim year
at Volts nrci II Mem College.

LADIES'

FALL FASHIONS
HAVE ARRIVED
Junior Miss Jeans
Corduroy in

NEW FALL COLORS
Men's

FALL SUITS
SPORT COATS

PAGE SEVEN

Banditos
Fall In Si

The Women's Softball
Tournament got off to
start Wednesday night
Yed•

first game,
up a victc
10-3. People
third ileitis
lead and wet
their on
for
were Woods and 1
three hits each.
T. Overby were
hitters for the losers.
The second game pro
an upset for Acers II
were defeated by 1
Murray 5.-I. The
remained scoreless for
four innings until 1
Murray scored three n
fifth.
Acers II scored in
innings. Each team wa
the opposing defence
hits.

Evert Pri
For Kin

By RALPH BERN
Associated Press Spa
PHILADELPHIA
Chris Evert says th
Riggs' wooing of won
players is good for tt
even though he stoo
and put Margaret Cot
Miss Evert, the 1
darling of women's ti
a date to play Riggs
000 match but he b
because he could in
money meeting Bi
King in a match thi
tees the winner $100,
"I think Billy Jean
him," she told a ne,
once here Wednesda
him this summer to
time and I know it
him if he loses. He's
cocky and thinks woi
players are like dirt.
Miss Evert says th
beats Mrs. King, it
would be six month:
fore she could get i
him.
"He'll want that ti

Billie Je,
Tenni

By ERIC PRE
Associated Press Sp
EMERYVILLE,(
—Billie Jean King, 1
ly at Wittsepte Wes
that iliejoisming I
tennis Ye taken its
i
PellariV my ow
ance lord to help
make it," she said'
view on the tennis a
Watergate apartme
here, where she live
band Larry when no
ments or on bus
where.
The five-time
champion and he
teaching professioi

Latest Knits

SUITS
'45.00
SPORTCOATS90.00
New Store Hours:
Weekdays - 9-5 p.m.
Sunday - 1-5 p.m.

CAMPBELL'S
FACTORY
OUTLET
217 S. 6th

Mayfield, Ky.

"He's

really

h

Injury awards (
and more in alai
accidents are
more frequent,
liability and
liability insure]
be Increased to
greater risk
damage awards

theWla
INSURANCE
BET AIR CENTER

4
Si

2
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Yanks 'Knocked Out'
Of Lead By Red Sox A

Banditos And Acers II
Fall In Softball Play
The Women's Softball League
Tournement got off to a good
start Wedneaday night with five
games played.

In Divison I play, Kelley's
walked away from Brady
A's I, Twins 2
Bunch 8-3. Kelley's jumped to a
By KEN RAPPOPORT . we're in now," said Weaver,
Darold Knowles and Rollie
strong six run lead the first
Associated Press Sports Writer "as long as we're in first place
liming. Brady Bunch scored one
Two of the best catchers in after the last game of the sea- Fingers combined to pitch a
In the first game, Peoples run in the first and two more in
five-hitter, giving Oakland a 6-2
American League also are son."
the
Bank picked up a victory from the fourth inning.
success over Minnesota. KnowlTigers 2, Brewers 1
two of the best fighters.
Bandits& 10-3. Peoples Bank
Alleillied away East End in
Gates Brown delivered the es, making his first start since
Thurman Munson of the New
started the third. inning with a
game with *score of 23York Yankees and Carlton Fisk winning run with a bases- 1967, pitched the first five infive run lead and were never 1.
Acers held their nnof the Boston Red Sox came to loaded single in the ninth in- nings and Fingers went the last
scorelem until the last
threatened by their opponents.
blows after a head-on collision ning, leading Detroit to a 2-1 four.
when one run was
Leading hitters for Peoples
Angels 5, Rangers 1
triumph over Milwaukee.
at home plate Wednesday.
Japit were Woods and D. Smith scored.
Rudy May scattered seven
Royals 4, White Sea 2
The battle sparked a free-forthree hits each. Howard
P Ward
S. Wilferd
Hal McRae slammed a two- hits, pitching California over
all and before order was redid T. Overby were leading slammed
hits
the Red Sox had liter- run triple and a solo home run Texas 5-1. May, 74, struck out
stored,
over the
The
hitters for the losers.
ally knocked the Yankees out of and Steve theft outpitched 211- eight and walked just two in
the
The second game proved to be fifth
first place in the American game winner Wilbur Wood to recording his first victory since
when every
re for Acers H as they Acers
League East with a 5-4 deci- lead Kansas City pee Chicago. June hi
mr.. defeated by Bank pf batter
••• — —
sion.
laps medal
ihe
The last game of the night
Murray 5-1. The game
CALLOWAY'S BEST: These four ladies fhiished ea tip et their
After Munson's irresistabie
* right, Daft Lorry,
remained scoreless for the first found Dexter victorious over play tournament at the Murray-Calloway Country Club Waimea*:
met Fisk's immovable obforce
and
flight
four innings until Bank of Hutson Chemical with a score of championship flight winner: Margaret Moffett, first flight; Suva NeBMilehell, wend
ject at home plate in Fenway
Murray scored three runs in the 14-9. Dexter took the lead at the Jeanie Hutsea, third flight.
(Photo by M.C. Garrott) Park, the game was delayed
first of the game. Hutson came
fifth.
for several minutes while both
Acers II scored in the sixth back strong in the fourth and
benches emptied. Then the Red
innings. Each team was held by sixth inning with a total of seven
Sox rallied in their half of the
string
the opposing defen.-e to only 5 runs scored but could not
HARRISON, N.Y. (Al') — fifth in that
ninth to pull out the tense conany reason I
see
don't
"I
been
relegated
overcome their opponents.
hits.
Palmer's
Arnold
test.
he said.
going,"
it
keep
can't
Mario Guerrero's two-out to the role of sentimental favorNicklaus, his spot as the
over-the-hill
the
of
as
one
ite
Montsingle drove home Bob
player suddengang while most attention is game's premier
gomery with the winning run.
won since
hasn't
,
ly
challenged
The loss spilled the Yankees' riveted on the expected duel be- taking Ms fourth victory of the
Jack
and
Weiskopf
Tom
tween
had
out of first, a position they
sedition a couple of months ago
held since July 11. The Balti- Nicklaus.
First Flight
In
Atlanta. He's been dropped
the
wham
was
Mithcell
Nell
94-190
96
By M.C.Garrett
But Palmer, beginning to
Margaret Shuftett
more Orioles, 4-2 winners over
9390-191
to the No. 3 spot on the seaproblems,
Betty Lowry came from two with 204, eleven strokes ahead Betty Hinton
putting
his
solve
jumped
the Cleveland Indians,
100 96--196
Irene Chit•vood
son's money-winning list but
strokes behind Wednesday to of Cathryn Garrott, who Sue Brown
10394-197
over the Yanks into first by could be a major factor in the usually la at his best when
Fitch
Jane
215.
97-200
with
103
of
finished
flight
ip
Orr
lnus
win the championsh
$250,000 Westchester God Om100 100-200 .004 percentage pads.
Anna Mary Adams
challenged.
the ladies' annual medal play was third with 217.
1111 105-206
In the other American sk that began today on the I,Reba Overby
Other major contenders In
In the third flight, Jennie Toopie Thomas
tournament at the Murray101 106-209
r
72
Westcheste
par
fil‘yerd,
League games, the Detroit Ti109 106-217
the
147 man NM bob& Bruce
Hutson was the winner with Lou Doran
Calloway Country Club.
gers nipped the Milwaukee Caulk* Club course.
106 112-2111
Betty Stewart
Crampton of Amslrella, the sear
Mrs. Lowry shot an 87 Marilyn Paulk second. Players Betty Hunter
071
Westcheste
107.114-221
ild
Pram.
City
Brewers 2-1; the Kansas
son's tap money-winner, South
119-115-234
Tuesday on the opening round, in the third flight, went only Nancy Fandrich
Royals trimmed the Chicago cheihplek be. been flirting African Gary Player, U.S. Open
Second Flight
day.
each
holes
nine
Beverly
17-year-old
trailed
e,
and
106.911--204
White Sox 4-1; the Oakland A's web-Wary with considerabl
Euva Nell Mitchell
By RALPH BERNSTEIN
high on his glory," she said.
champion Johnny Killer and
The ladies and their scores Cathryn Garrott
117 96-215
Parker by two strokes when
halal back the Minnesota rwilinelY. He's been 10th or Madan king Tommy Aaron.
103-1431--217
Associated Pres* Spares Writer %.-"EssLif Billy Jean beatithim, play started Wednesdity in the areJelfteFOch
five
last
of
his
ar
beuirleta
Twins'14 iâd "thi Calif'ornia
110 108-218
Euldene Robinson
PHILADELPHIA (AP) — that will be the end of Bobby two-day, 36-hole event.
Lee Trevino withdrew early
111 106-219
Betty Scott
Angels stopped the Texas starts, add have won a couple In the week.
Flight
ip
Championsh
Chris Evert says that Bobby RISea."
111-223
112
second
Elizabeth Slusrneyer
lead
She posted an 89 on her
the
had
once
of
and
times
*789-176
Rangers 54.
Betty Lowry
115-116-229
Cullum
Riggs' wooing of women tennis
8593-175 RowenaHaverstock
late In es final round of the
123 112-235
Miss Evert says the Riggs' round, while Miss Parker, one Beverly Parker
Orioles 4, Indians 2
91 92-163 Nancy
players is good for the game—
Sexton
Venela
promising
most
area's
Flight
the
Third
of
k_
U.S. Opus. __
but
okay,
are
home
a
matches
type
dubbed
Powell
Boog
8994-183
Carol Hibbard
511-66--124
even though he stood her up
Hutson
to ehaices for the $60,92-92-164 Jennie Paulk
the No. 1 woman young players, faltered and Evelyn Jones
his ninth of the season, to
63 64-127
run,
Marilyn
and put Margaret Court down. she's against
94 91-185
slipped to a 93. 'Flits gave Mrs. Frances Hulse
6565-130
F rances Parker
the No. 1 man.
help Baltimore defeat Cleve- 1111111reigrid, however, are the
97 95-192
Miss Evert, the 18-year-old playing
90-90-180
Mary COntri
Lowry a 176 total to Miss Jerlene Sullivan
too
much
are
men
top
"The
4-2. Powell unloaded his mallet likillopf and defending
land
106
99--205
97-185
91
Betty Purdom
Jean Wilson
darling of women's tennis, had
178.
Parker's
admitshe
quick,"
and
homer with the bases empty in chemise!Waft
a date to play Riggs in a P0,- strong
Venela Sexton and Carol
MUNI cams kit akin
would
people
many
"How
ted.
the
sixth off Dick Bosizmn, who
out
000 match but he backed
Hibbard tied for third with 183.
with ow of the nest kaprewise
Laver
the
Rod
or
of
loss
Smith
12th
his
Stan
watch
suffered
because he could make more
Margaret Shuffett was the
records in recent years. He's
No. 1 woman/
year.
money meeting Billie Jean against the
in the first flight with
winner
I picked off the national titles of
the
and
smear.
a
PARTY SUPPLIES
success,
be
the
"It
would
Despite
guaranKing in a match that
Britain and Canada in his last
is good for rounds of 96 and 94 for a 190
place,
thing
first
to
Riggs
rise
"The
Orioles'
2 Price
1
/
tees the winner $100,000.
Hinton,
even if it's not good for total. overtaking Betty
Manager Earl Weaver wasn't two starts, has won five times
"I think Billy Jean will beat tennis,
one
by
leader,
day
opening
s
the
appearance
last
eight
In
his
they lose."
;
impressed.
1119 N. Arcadia
him," she told a news confer- the women when
had a threeMiss Evert said women's ten- stroke. Miss Hinton
"I don't care what position and has not finished worse than
ence here Wednesday. "I met
play
when
advantage
by Riggs' stroke
him this summer for the first nis was "put down"
By BOB GREEN
Opt began his bereks—eenwCourt on started Wednesday, but slipped
over
Mrs.
victory
easy
crush
will
Press Golf Writer
time and I know it
a
for
Associated
was regarded as the
ally
round
second
the
on
98
a
to
in San Diego, Cahim if he loses. He's confident, Mother's Day
HARRISON,N.Y.(AP)—Tom g,arne's premier performer.
191 total.
lif.
cocky and thinks women tennis
Other top attractions Wads
Irene Chitwood was third in Weiakopt, suddenly the hottest
"I really thought Margaret
players are like dirt."
golf, seeks a fur- Austrktlian Bruce Crampton, a
in
followed
196,
property
with
flight
first
the
said. "I was
Miss Evert says that if Riggs would win," she
with 197 and Into ther domination of the pro tour former Westchester champion
the way she played. by Sue Brown
beats Mrs. King, it probably surprised
In the rich Westchester Classic who has won four times this
200.
with
Orr
good
very
a
up
put
didn't
would be six months or so be- She
this week, but troubled Lee year and kips the money winIn
the
Euva
second
flight,
fight.
fore she could get a crack at
Trevino will be among the ning list with more than
"We're not much if we can't
missing in the $250,000 event.
$241,000; South African Gary
man."
56-year-old
a
beat
"He'll want that time to ride
Weiskopf, who has won the Player; U.S. Open titleholder
British and Canadian national Johnny Mier and the still-dew
titles in his last two starts and gerous Arnold Palmer, who hoe
is the winner of five of his last f1ater in four at
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Nicklaus And Weiskopf
Westchester Favorites

Betty Lowry Captures Ladies'
Medal Play Tourney At Murray

Evert Predicts A Win_
For King Against Riggs

The
Wild
Raspberry

Weiskopf Seeking The
Title At Westchester

Billie Jean Says That
*Tennis Is Taking Toll

Now Earn the New
Rates on Savings

Major League
Leaders

Certificates at the
Bank of Murray

90 Days to One Year

Murray Club Holds
Twilight Golf Play

Aaron At A
Glance

the

night

Change Made For
Legion Tournament

51/4%

One Year

1,000 Minimum

53/4%

Two Years

5,000 Minimum

60/0

Three Years

'10,000 Minimum

1 2%
6/

Bank of Murray
— MEMBER F.D.I.C. —
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M &M's Circus
To Return To
Kentucky's Fair

Public Library Gets New Books

by John Mebane. "Cinderella" by Chloe Gartner. A vigorous
antiques can turn up in all sorts historical novel of a fascinating
of unxpected places, and their woman caught up in Scotland's
discovery not only can yield most colorful and turbulent
Returning to the 1973 Kentremendous satisfaction, but period in history.
tucky State Fair, August 16-25,
The Wonderful Crisis of will be 23 free performances of
perhaps monetary reward as
Middle Age, by Eda LeShan.
& M's Circus Internatioriale.
well.
A candy-striped Bit Top
0, Those Extraordinary Against a background of scores
Women! by Seon Manley and of interviews with people who house the excitement, complete
Susan Belcher. Through this have experienced the "won- with the smells of cotton candy,
presentation of creative women cierful crisis" or are just going popcorn and peanuts. A comwho overcame obstacles even into it, the author talks about pletely new cast of stars will be
more hindering than those of what happens when the in- performing this year , with
clowns, jugglers, acrobats, high
today, a feeling persists that dividual reaches maturity.
wire artists, animal trainees
though the living styles of
and magicians all contributing
centures may change, the exto the fun
traordinary woman does not.
There will be daily perA Palm For Mrs. Pallier, by
formances at 2:30 and 8:30
Dorothy Gilman. An enp m, with additional shows at
tertaining blend of humor,
noon on weekends. Be sure you
charm, and suspense in the July 30, 1873
and your family take advantage
latest adventure of this unusual ADULTS..1E
NURSERY. 5
of this FREE Fair enwidowed grandmother.
tertainment.
Professional Flower
S
NEWBORN ADMISSION
Arranging For Beginners, by
Mrs. Ruth Marie Moffitt and
Robert L. Gordon. This book is Baby Girl, Box 111, Hazel.
intended to help the reader
DISMISSALS
learn to make arrangements for
Mrs. Cons 011ie Halcomb,
his own enjoyment.
Digest Route 5, Murray, Mrs. Rosalee
Reader's
The
The 1973 Kentucky State F*
Treasury at Anemias Humor. Kelso, Lynn Grove, Mrs. Judith
Illinois, and .Joe Frisco are assembft.
beige Wrestling, by Tom Fifty years of laughter from the Marie Kuhns, Dewey,
ie. A scientific guide to pages of America's best loved Robert Stevenson Skinner, 403 an international delegation on
Ash, Murray, Berry Alexander, the West Lawn. It's Joe Frisco's
techniques as they are family magazine.
The Rockbound', by Gordon Puryear, Tenn., Willie Herbert Exotic Animal Petting ZOO,
practiced on a national and
S. Fay. Collecting gems and Parker, Route 1, Puryear, which is open free to visitors all
international level.
minerals is one of America's Tenn., Raymond Gillum Parks, ten days of the fair.
Horseman's
Ot
The Killer
These furry ambassadors are
01M1, by Rosemary Anna most popular hobbies, and this Route 4, Murray.
among some of the inost
Simeon. When Marshall Dave new handbook is one of the
unusual and rare members of
July 26, 1973
Johnson comes upon the finest and most attractive in
the Animal Kingdom Included
weeping wife and children of a troductions to this exciting ADULTS 79
will be Australian kangaroos.
NURSERY 4
Murdered young homesteader, field.
yaks, baboons from
Gordon
Chinese
by
Shipwreck,
killer
the
down
tracking
NO NEWBORN ADMISSIONS India. and Mexican burros.
account
spellbinding
A
Thomas.
mission.
becomes his personal
DISMISSALS
Frisco has only one problem:
Like A Sang, Like A Dream, of the "Morro Castle's" last
Carl
B.
Ray, 1505 Stadium his menagerie has an enormous
of
tale
dramatic
voyage—a
book
first
The
Rusinak.
by Alla
View Dr., Murray, Mrs.
which keeps him very
to be. written telling the inside personal heroism, obvious Henrietta Curry, 102 Spruce St., appetite,
busy.
story of the Soviet Jews' imrornPetence• and tragedY. Murrvjvake EarY Hall, HI. ,
Dam Mack Bane4
A Slide History 4)1. Tha....
struggle for freedom.
Of course, if there are any
n
i
,
y
a
r
u
M
An
Smith.
Robert
by
Bicycle,
by
Listen To The Wild,
children who would like to help
Rt. 2, Hazel, Ronald Lee
of
story
Susanne Hart. The author, who engaging and revealing
Brandon, 44140 Arlington, feed the animals, just bring
is married to a well-known the wonderful two-wheeled Plymouth, Mich., Mrs. Mar- your parents and tour the
veterinary conservationist, machine and its impact on jorie Wells Barnett, P.O Box animal world firsthand.
interprets the East African American life.
263, Murray, Mrs. Hilda Mae
This Gantry Was Ours, by
bush through her experiences
y
documentar
Norwood, and Baby Boy, Rt. 4,
A
Vogel.
Virgil
she
animals
with the many wild
history of the American Indian. Benton, Mrs. Georgia Frances
has nursed so lovingly.
Weight Watchers Program Hughes and Baby Boy, Rt. 5,
Lemberg': The Fear at Love.
111
by Jean Nidetch. 675 Mayfield, Mrs. Tjeresia Gail
Cookbook,
author
by Ira J. Tanner. The
1,
Rt.
Boy,
Baby
and
in BrusA
Perry
survey
published
differentiates "loneliness" recipes and menus phis the
complete program used by the Benton, Clifton Cavitt, Box 107, sels recently reports that
from "aloneness."
Olive Britain and Ireland pay the
Maki* It In Leather, by organization that knows more Hardin, Mrs. Florence
Fulton, Loyd lowest salaries in the ComVincent Hayes. All you need to about controlling overweight Hale, 112 Norman,
Pritchett, Dexter, Mrs. Ride mon Market.
jupew in order to become an than anyone.
The salary level in West
by
Futrell, Fern Terrace, Murray,
Westwood,
Of
Wizard
The
craftsman
"expert leather
is catching up with
Germany
Wa,
Sha
814
Stone,
Prugh.
Albert
Jeff
Fred
and
Chapin
Dwight
Mee aid Malice, edited by
Smith, 736 Nash and, in some instances, passDean Dickensheet. An an- A biography of Coach John Murray, Fred
Braxton ing those of the United States.
ithology of mystery and Woodin and the UCLA Bruins of Dr., Murray, Wavey
Amos traditionally the highest-aalaMurray,
7,
Rt.
Wilson,
fame.
basketball
suspense stories.
ned country in the world. —
Almo.
1,
Glen,
The
Rt.
Burks,
From
The Wawa
• New Harrows Is Collecting,

New books have been
received by the Department of
Libraries at the Calloway
County Public Library. Among
them are:
The Golden Soak, by Hammond Limes. A superb novel of
peril and mystery that carries
the reader from the ordered
world of Cornwall to the
primeval vastness of Western
Australia.
A Guide To Victoria. Astiques, by Raymond Yates. A
volume devoted entirely to the
collection of early and midVictorian Americana.
The Handy Home Medical
Adviser, by Dr. Norris Fishbein. This indispensable
reference book now makes it
possible for the reader to better
understand his own medical
problems.
The High Valley, by Jessica
North. A Gothic novel with the
setting in the Mexican Sierras.
The Impiesisa Cso*racy,by
Louis Nizer. The true account of
the Rosenberg espionage case.

Hospital Report

1

REGISTER in the Shoe Department for a pair of Mens
and Ladies Shoes to be given away FREE!' ::1„riA,
* Drawing To Be Held Mcinday, August 6th *4211;4'

Cornf

You do not have to be present to win,
GIRLS

DRESSES
7-14
Sizes

Petting Zoo Is New
Attraction of Fair

$ 1 95

BODY SHIRTS

STP

Sizes 4-14
Assorted
Colors

LADIES

=

SLEEPWEAR
Reg. '2.95
Now$ 1 95
20"
LADIES

PDF
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5-Yr. Gua
v All Metal
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Values to '9.00
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'
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SPRAY NET

HAIR
SPRAY

I
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I
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.1 , gm
'
I
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I
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i

11-oz can

BAN
n.

ROLL-ON
Deodorant
Choice of Regular
or Unscented

SPArNia"--.--.1(6$

SOLARCAINE
FIRST AID CREAM

ES
WIP
Flushable wipes premoistened

For relief of sunburn,
burns and skin irritations.
2-oz. Tube

NM

1.5-oz.
Sale le
Sole
with baby oil.
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ill Rog.
le
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Ideal for Drapes,
Pillow Cases!
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30!.

•

••

•

2)5
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•
.

Values to 54.95

VASELINE INTENSIVE CARE.
4111 Box of :
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WIPHIPe

r
oo
N

Reg. 54.95

DRESS
SHIRTS

Reg.
851

_veer!

U

Men's Short Sleeve

II
›.suiRN

U

SPORT SHIRTS•p
95
$2
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..........

1

, la

JEANS

30%°

Medium Size
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79‘
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AMERICAN MADE

SPORT
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BOYS PULLOVER

BOYS 1st QUALITY

MEN'S PULLOVER
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PAIN TABLETS
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:

With At

•o
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Super
Stainless
Steel

HELENE CURTIS
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SANDALS
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Come in And See Why Everybody Shops At Uncle Jeff's
HIGHWAY 641 --MURRAY, KY.

50
2/$1

•.m

a 1

Register for Valuable Gifts to be Given Away Saturday,
August 4, at 2:00. Register, starting Thursday!
* * SALE STARTS TONIGHT... LASTS THRU MONDAY, AUG. 6 * *

STP OIL TREATMENT
Reg. 87'
26-Piece 3/8" Black & Decker

BLACK & DECKER

CIRCULAR
SAW
$1799

Close Out Prices On

ALL MODELS ICE CREAM FREEZERS
Hand and Electric
Examples:
6-Qt Wooden Tub Electric $
I
Model 7460
25.99
Reg.'
4-Qt Wooden Tub Handcrank
Reg. '15.47

PORTABLE
FAN
v 5-Yr. Guarantee
"
r All Metal
Construction

4
$I 2

6-Ft.
ALUMINUM

LARGE SELECTION

20" 2-SPUD

47

STEP
LADDERS

• CANS
r 20 Gallon Galvanized

Reg. While They Last
113.97$ 1 097

97

Reg. '15.99 11 I
12-VOLT
AUTOMOTIVE

REGAL Poly Perk
4 to 8 Cup

CORNING
WARE
SKILLET SET

Vacuum
Cleaner

Reg. '9.95

Reg. '9.99

$099

Reg. '4.99

TER
OPEN WithROAS
Rack

Perculator

GOURMET

With Attachmenb

13"x 9" ir Corning Ware

$699

$797

2" & !0" Skillets
/
r 81

Reg. '15.95

with Covers
- DETROIT FULL VISION
Model 400

MIRRORS Fib all makes and model trucks.

SPRINT
LIQUID CAR WAX

FOUNTAIN
LIGHTS-

Nine years ago Uncle Jeff's arrived in Murray with 52.00
and a desire to open a discount store After some effort and
a lot of hard work, we opened 6,000 square feet in a gravel
pit.
Today we have a small shOPPing center in this gravel Pit
consisting of over 50.000 square feet under Me and we
wish to thank the people of Murray end surrounding areas
for making this all possible
As you all know we were the first and still *le only
discount store in Murray'
After Uncle Jeff's came the chain stores, the shopping
centers, the Holiday Inn, and soon another large Chair will
Open a store here. We welcome this store as we have all
others Competition had done nothing but eacrease Uncle
Jeff's Sales volume each year.
. _Our store it a one store operation, home offined and
although we don't have the tinancial resoukee
chain, we do buy in large volumes so that we pay the same
prices for merchandise as do the chains. We work ter a lot
less money and this is the way Uncle Jeff's brings you the
lowest prices in town There are no secrets, no black
magic, lust hard work and a desire to bring to our
customers the merchandise they .want at_the lowest
possible price.
We wish again to thank all of Our C crstOmers in Murray
and surrounding areas and express to you our gratitude
and appreciation for your patronage.
We at Uncle Jeff's will endeavor to bring you the lowest
Prices in the future as we have in the past

Thanks Uncle Jeff's
$ 1 99
Reg. '2.67
BLACK & DECKER

$1 99

cal

GENERAL ELECTRIC
—F62—

STEAM & DRY
IRON
Guaranteed!

$697

Reg. '9.1 7

Single Edge

Model 8100

.
a
Ea

/-1V—

SHRUB &
HEDGE TRIMMER

Reg. '12.88

pliers, socket set, measuring tape,

$ I0°°

a•
.
aa
E•
an
•s
a

ADORN FANTASTIC

SHELF PAPER
Flora's Self-Adhesive

99!
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SPACE AGE REPORT

Miss Ricki Hodges

Watchdog shoots
at shuttle project

receives BA degree
Miss Ricki Ann Hodges,
daughter of Mr and Mrs Paul
Hodges of Franklin, and
granddaughter of Mr and Mrs
Hatler Morgan of Benton,
received her BA degree in June
at David Lipscomb College,
rtastivilk, Tenn.
Miss Hodges, an English
mayar, graduated magna eum
laude She has consistently
made the Dean's List or honor
roil and is listed in Who's Who of
American Uruversities.
She_ls planning to attend' the
University of Kentucky this fall
working toward her master's
degree in library science..
Her parents lived in Murray
io years before moving to
Franklin Mr. Hodges was
minister of the University
Church of Christ, Murray.-

By FRANK MACOMBER
Copley News Service
The nation's multibilliondollar manned space shuttle
program, far from being off
the ground, is runnirg afoul of
persistent new criticism from
that congressional watchdog,
the General Accounting Office.
The GAO is . feeding congressional critics of the shuttle project a stream of facts,
figures and speculation which
raise serious questions about
its eventual price tag, even its

essentiality.

RICKI NOOSES

Emmert Chiropractic Center
Now In Their New Office
3 Sycamore Street with New Hours
THE HOURS

ARE:

PLILa.

S a.m.
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ISM.

Phone 753-9909

Past Print Copy Center
(FoRNIERLY
A DIVISION

project funds.

VALENTINE PRINTING)

Of ININOPIDSTERINIIMITINCOStRIPICIMINC.-

INNILE-YOU-RAIT
PRINTING AND
DUPLICATING

The federal space agency's
boss, Dr. James. C. Fletcher,
obviously angered by GAO's
criticism of the National
Aeronautics and Space Administration's shuttle cost estimates, is striking bock in
defense of his agency's figures.
The result, quite naturally,
is that congressional battle
lines are reforming over shuttle appropriations at a time
when Congress •still has not
acted on a NASA authorization bill for the new fiscal
year. It includes nearly half a
billion dollars for the shuttle.
Its advocates had thought
the shuttle program at last
faced reasonably smooth sailin Congress, after two of
its chief critics — Sens. William Proxmire, D-Wis., and
Walter Mondale, D-Minn. —
lost earlier skirmishes to chop

1 TO 1,000 COPIES
Camera Ready Copy Oaly.

SO4-41 MAIN STREET

— PHONE 753-811142

MURRAY, KENTUCKY

42071

Ironically, NASA unwittingly stirred up the opposition
again with a report envisioning 779 shuttle flights in the
1976-91 time period. A previous mission profile had predicted 561 flights from 1978 to
1990.
The increased number of
missions, coupled with use of
fuel
solid
recoverable
boosters, will whittle 616 billion off the cost of the shutUe
program through 1991, NASA
estimates.
The agency gets the savings
figure by subtracting the estimated 00.2 billion cost of the
recoverable shuttle from the
$66.2 billion it would have cost
if expendable, "one-shot"
launchers were used.
The GAO, acting at the re-

quest of Sen. Mondale, pried
into NASA's cost estimates,
then questioned the agency's
claims of big savings through
the reusable program.
GAO says it is "not convinced that the choice (of reusable or expendable systems) should be based primarily on cost comparisons."
It suggests that Congress also
should consider national priorities, prospective new space
technology, booster capabilities (reusable versus expendable) for shuttle missions, national prestige and manned
venue automated spacecraft.
The questions raised by
GAO could give shuttle critics
a whole new Pandora's box to
open up before Congress.
Already Mondale is saying
the report "shows clearly that
at least through 1990 the expendable launch vehicles we
now have can do the same jot)
more cheaply than the I reusable ) shuttle.
"In my judgment it would
be a serious mistake for Congress to vote the 8475 million
NASA has asked to continue
this program until these
(GAO) questions are answered."
GAO claims that "the degree of uncertainty for the
recoverable) space shuttle
cost estimates ( by NASA) is
grater than for the expendable systems' estimates." It notes, too, that the
shuttle will be in development
through 1979 and that any performance savings would,come
in the following.decade.
"With these differences in
the degree of uncertainty in
launch system costs, we do
not consider it prudent to
place too much confidence in
the projected (NASA) cost
saving," says GAO.
-Technical problems and
the cost overruns that usually
follow such problems are
more likely on the shuttle and,
if they occur, could turn the
projected savings into increased costs by 1990."

The Fifth Dimension To Appear At State Fair
(Inc of the most enduring and
successful singing groups in the
world today, The 5th Dimension, will be appearing at the
Kentucky State Fair on August
24, at 8: p.m.
Its natural that The 5th
Dimension should survive so
long Their music and repertoire have that rare quality
which makes them appeal to
everyone.
When The 5th Dimension first
banded together, all were
looking for a successful career,
but weren't sure that music was
the way to achieve it.
What followed was one of the
most amazing success stories to
happen to a group. After their
first big hit, "Up, Up and
SIC TRANSIT
MEMPHIS, Tenn. (AP) —
The Holiday Inn that was the
granddaddy of them all has
been sold, according to an announcement from the giant
Memphis corporation.
The inn, which opened on the
aty's east side in l952, was the
first in the Holiday Inn chain,
now the world's largest.
A spokesman said it was sold
for $750,000 to another motel
operator under a Holiday Inn
policy of selling property more
than 20 years old.

Away," which won them 4 the smallest detail.
The over-all effect is one of
Grammy Awards, the The 5th
and of a closely-imit group
unity
popularity
Dimension's
working together well,
snowballed.
They continued to release
hits, including 'Me Age of
Aquarius-Let the Sun Shine In,"
"One Less Bell To Answer,"
-Wedding Bell Blues" and
'HANDS FREE"
''Stoned Soul Picnic," which
all added to the accumulation of
COMMUNICATION
Gold records and Grammies.
appearances
They have made
throughout the world and have
performed at the White House
for the President and 50
Governors.
They did two network
television specials, and in April
of this year, The 5th Dimension
was selected to make a goodwill
tour of Iron Curtain countries,
performing and conducting rap
sessions.
When The 5th Dimension
performs, they are wholly
professional, and strive for
perfection in both their singing
stage
their
in
and
choreography. The timing is
down to the half-second. Even
their costumes are planned to

The 5th Dimension will be at
this year's Kentucky State Fair,
Friday, Agust, 24, at 800 p.m.
in the Stadium.

Rath./Melt

chock),
Strong. quich-drytng
itch awl burning or your 59c back
at any drug eotinssr. Then, is 3-8
days w•tch infected akin slough elf.
Watch HEALTHY akin aopeariN4W
4I Holland Drug Co.

With this haudy telephone amplifier, everyone can
listen simultaneously. Hands ore free to continue with
work or make notes. Amplifier and speaker housed in
attractive high-impact cases. No installation required.
Complete with earphone jock and battery included.
43-230

Ph. 753-7100

No. 12th Ext

Sit

IT'S

To Pia
Ledger
Crossword
ACROSS

BATTERY-OPERATED
TELEPHONE AMPLIFIER
IS GREAT FOR BUSINESS
OR FAMILY CALLS 1795

ATHLETE'S FOOT GERM
HOW TO KILL IT.
IN ONE HOUR.
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38 Want
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40
ing
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43 Attempt
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2 Sow
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Cost
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6 Call
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10 Tam
11 P
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12 Tar.
15 solo
18 Intl,
20 P
Sir
doe
22 Ct
24 Wtth
213 Eno/
28 8.
31 Cr
32 GO

• I Gasiena
2 Exclafnatfon
• 3 Nigh mountain

BLONDIE

REALISTIC
AM/FM STEREO RADIO
PLUS RECORD CHANGER

Dr. Fletcher replies that
"we believe NASA's economic
models have erred, if at all, on
the side of conservatism, and
that this is more true today
than when the shuttle was approved in 1972.

all Zoom

9995
Sock to school savings! Buy now for lossi
bookshelf-fire radio system has walnut finish
enclosures on tuner and speeders. Featuies
slide-rule tuning, stereo indicator light, fall
range tone control, full-Fidelity speakers woofed* to 10 feet to give maximum stereo
•ffect Four-speed changer features lightweight tone One, precision motor for constant speeds Includes ditstasthd needle, custom boss, 45•rprn adagios. orid tinted dust
cover. 12-1451, 42-2933

STEREO HEADPHONES ...
A MUST FOR ANY STUDENT

ER
100% POLYEST
•

..-:',410)i)4),K,WASIMMOV~.0);f.)..

DOUBLE KNITS
33,1038

THE PHANT

Surround yourself with -concert hall
Stereo headphones ore the
sound
.
next best thmq to beong Mom
and at such a reasonable price, too.
Great for dorm rooms . . listens to
like-thS-the
what
choose wtthout cfissorbmg others.

REALISTIC PORTABLE
CASSETTE RECORDER

N1ton's W•or 100% Poly•stor

WAKE IF WITH A REALISTIC (LOCK-RADIO

DOUBLE KNITS

MAKES
WRITING CLASSROOM
NOTES A THING
Of THE PAST

2995AM/FM 34

7995

9AM/FM DIGITAL

You'll never be late ago,n, when our
Realistic rtscho wakes you with is
song Handsome wood groin model
has orig. -recily-to nod numerals.
less than 4 high fits most shelves
front mounted ori" Off switch,
side mounted AM FM switch Complete with earphone 12. I 496

Woke to music of your choice Realistic radio hos beoutifv1 simulated
walnut case AK allows drift•free
FM Slide rule tuning, lop•mounted
speoliers lighted clock diol Goat
gift for tile college bound 12•1485

filiechie• washable 100% acrylic pionlinord with 100%
(acetate. Keeps its shape and cornea in hoesitithl
0,41.. A
new elaids, fenci•s sod solids. Sir' to
sitheretes.
**eel het for iocketithess co stostes

Ideal for recording classroom lectures, business meetings
any tinse you need oil the facts A must for the cartes
studekt
unrae other methods, yens-never miss a word
Hos built-rk m,k. puilthetoff controts, including lost forword Auto level for distortion•free recording
in deluxe
carrying cose 11.874

SAVE 10.00 ON OUR BEST
PORTABLE ELECTRONIC CALCULATOR

oentsWits.

NANCY

REMEMBER...
YOU CAN
STUDENTS

CHARGE IT

99Reg50 139‘50

For the first sky of sith•el end the last 1 Ginghthe
goes to seheel ell yew with Minkel.. core Ponow
seat pees. bleed ef 65% polyester, 3.% cotton,
illS" wide.

subtracts.
Rugged, lightweight colculotor odds
' does sguar• root,
multiplies, and divide, fie,
3 way
shoo, and exponential colculohons Has
, Operates on penlight or rechorge
power
current In a
obit batteries, or use AC house
busifraction of the usual time, solve school or
ness problem, 63 602

UT TERICK
16964

Metal

ZIPPERS

fail)
FAIMIC

i
mama

at

In assorted colors.
7" to 24"

9-6 Mon.-Sat.- 1-6 Sunda
Satisfaction Guaranteed'
Phone 753-0255Mina

North 12th Extended
, Murray, Ky.

753-7100

mast*. sneige

ON

Store Hours: Mon.-Thum 10 to 6 p.m.
Fn. 10-9 p.m.; Sat 10-6 p.m.

Hours:

UNCLE JEFF'S SHOPPING

— CtOSED SUNDAY —
tafelir COMPOPATION COke•ANY

ALL OvER THE U
lb ROA

Hospital Report

Crossword Puzzle
ACROSS
1 Pretense
5 Pertaining to
the lalty
9 Swigs house
11 Standard
13 A state tabbr
14 Matsiready
16 Sun god
17 Emmet
19 Growing
Out of
20 Fondle
21 Insects
23 Nahoor sheep
24 Toward
Saeger .
25 Healing ointment
27 Nocturnal
marnmat
29 102(Roman
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2 Exclamation
3 High mountain
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July 31, 1973
ADULTS..105
HUBIZILY..7
NEWBORN AMMONS
Baby Girl Davis (Ginnie
Faye, Mother), Route 1,
GlIbirtsviBe, Mrs. Emma Jo
E4wards and Baby Boy, Route
1, Hardin, Mrs. Brenda
Richardson Hosford and Baby
Boy, Route 7, Box 39, Murray.
DISMISSAIS
Miss Shannon Page, 1508
Canterbury Drive, Murray,
Mrs. Charlene Long Blanton,
508 North la Street, Murray,
Mrs. Janice Kay Jackson and
Baby Girl, Box 182, Sedalia,
PIM Longo TIdwell, $06 Elm,
Murray, Mrs. Monate Barham
Bushart, Route 3, Box 34-1,
Murray, Morris Dunn, Route 1,
Dexter, Mrs. Leta Sue Kirks,
31456 Bock, Garden City, Mich.,
Jimmie Dale Pritchett, Route 1,
Dexter, Master James Thomas
Nance, Jr., 301 South llth
/*Mt,Murray,Miss Laura Bell
Thompson, 016 Elm Street,
B. Smith, 711
Murray, Or
Payne Sirest, Murray, Miss
Daisy Lee Bamiti, Box 61.
&ran, Mrs. MOM Cooper
Hendrickson, 1380 South 111th
Street, Murray.

HELP_ WANTED

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

HELP W A NTED

Help Wanted

Tip-Top
Condition

YOUNG MAN TO SERVE APPRENTICESHIP AS COOK
AND KITCHEN MANAGER. SOME EXPERIENCE
PREFERRED. EXCELLENT OPPORTUNITY FOR
PERSON WILLING TO LEARN. GOOD STARTING PAY.
FAST ADVANCEMENT MIST BE NEAT APPEARING
AND HAVE GOOD REFERENCES.

Colonial House Smorgasbord
,WANTED EXPERIENCED
sewing machine operators for
evening shift, 4:00 to 8:00. Please
apply to Sager Glove Corporation, 415 South 4th Street,
Murray, between 1:00 and 3:30
A2C
pan.
DOMESTIC HELP needed, four
days a week, three hours a day,
11:30-2:30. Good pay, Phone 753A4C
5757.

COOK AND companion wanted
for middle aged gentlemen. Must
iba big to travel and like outdoors
alai Mktg. White, female, aged
Strict references
rovirod and furnished. Write to
Despite their small area, the P.O.Don(,Murray,KenBriti.sh Isles contain rocks of MAW.
A7C
all the main geological periods.

se,prdered.

RESPONSIBLE
WANTED
mrsen to baby-sit days, approximately 15 hours a week for
one year old, beginning August
AIP
SE Phone 753-8097.

Handy Man
Needed

WANTED
DRIVEWAY
salesman. Must be reliable and
bendable. Apply North Point
Standard, 121 bypass,
Murray.
A4C
WANTED FOUR men who could
toe $87.50 average for 20 hours.
Ideal job for college student. See
Mr. Golf, Regal 8, 3:00 p.m. or
8:30 p.m. sharp, Wednesday,
A6C
August 1.
WANTED BABY-SITTER who
will do light housework, 7:30-3:30,
Monday through Friday. Mast
have car. Must provide
references. Phone 753-7553. AIP

PRIVATE ROOMS for boys or
men. Has kitchen facilities,
central heat and air, private
entrance. Phone 436August9C
5479.

THE PHANTOM
osucieE

TWO BEDROOM brick home,
carpet, drapes, built-in oven and
range. Attached garage and city
water. Nice country home with
garden for couple only. Located 9
miles north of Murray on Highway 641. $135.00 a month. Phone
431.5479.
August9C

ISLE A
so— mom OE

UH.. OF

BRAVE ... WC1.1
WV..JUST
SHOOT!

What you could do with 85
beautiful aeres—some in
timPer, some tillable
ereeml—sow has nice 2
bedrooms Sadler on it—hat
you OW laild that home
—seedm.lemeilad
to milijoir
LS sidles N.W. of 1111itssy.
Call saw to view!

of Difference
in Realtor Service

IA SALTY CO.

Multiple Listing Service

753-3597
'384 Main St., Murray

orAircirr
FOR RENT

LAKE FRONT two bedroom
houie, furnished, $90.00 per
month. Available August 10.
Phone 753-2250 after 4:00
A3C
p.m.

WILL GIVE tobacco barn to
NICE ONE bedroom furnished anyone willing to move it off our
A4C
aprtment, air conditioned, all property. Phone 488-2101.
electric. Adjacent to university
campus. Couples only. Phone 753A2C KELLY'S TERMITE and Pest
3805.
Control, phone 753-3914, 100 South
TRAILER SPACE. Opening new 13th Street, "every day you delay
of
east
miles
trailer court 2%
lets bugs have their way." Aug4C
Murray on Highway 94 Phone
A4C
753-2377.

11

You

Miss Your Paper'

SO R Ry,
WE MAY NOT
BE FINISHED
IN TIME FOR
THE SEPTEAWR
OPENIN3
—.

All Summer
Merchandise
1 2 and Less
/
LAD IL LASSIE
Hazel Hwy. Murray, Ky.

will be fiTt at the farm
Bureau Buildint, South 5th
& Elm Streets, Murray

753-1916

Officers and Directors for
the coming year will be elected.

No-Tap Tournament

•

Friday, August 3, 1973
8:00
— COME ONE ... COME ALL!! —

•
•

ANYONE CAN ENTER THIS TOURNAMENT

•
•

5 Prizes To Be Given Away!

•
•
•
•
•

**

AUGUST 1 * *
The sign-up list will be ready for the Fall
and Winter Leagues. All those wanting to
bowl in- this league, please come and sign up.

•
qv
•'
•
•
Brazil, the fifth largest coun-

Britain's population density.
about 587 persons- Per square
mile, is one of the highest in
the world

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

CORVETTE LANES •

W
try in the world, is bordered by
every country in South America •
except Chile and Ecuador
•
-50 YEw2L.oirter MOO Socx
MASAN STILANB....wicv
-ii.shbtr-Ii4,5 CONE UPIN
MCC!'

It's Inside—Cool!

Planners of the 1973 Kentucky
State Fair have designated
Wednesday. August 22, as Rural
Befove 5:00 p.m.,
Electric Cooperative Corporation Day.
Then
The day begins at 7:45 a.m.
with the traditional Kentucky
After 5:30 p.m. and
country Ham Breakfast, to be
Until 6:30 p.m.
held in the cafeteria. Following
the Breakfast is a series of
activities which will continue
well into the evening. Among.
them are the 4-H and FFA Beef
k••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••0
cattle Market and Breeding at
•
8-00 a.m. in in the Coliseum and
the Swine and Sheep Judging at •
8:30 a.m. and 1:00 p.m in the •
•
Pavilion. At 10:00 am, 4-H
IP
Tobacco Grading is featured
Afternoon activities include W
the Kentucky RECC-Farm •
Bureau Program on the •
Stadium Stage at 1:00 p.m. Also •
on the Stadium Stage is the 23rd
Annual RECC Beauty Pageant,
Kentucky's oldest annual
beauty pageant, at 2:30 p.m.
Horse shows are also a part
of the day's activities. The
Annual Kentucky World's
Championship Horse Show is
scheduled at 2:00 p.m. and 7:30
p.m. in the Coliseum.
RECC-Farm Bureau Day
closes with 4-H Meat Animal
Judging at 7:00 p.m in the West
Wing Show Ring

•
•
•

LOOK"!
MIE'S
LALiGee NG

Has Begun

CALLOWAY COUNTY
FARM BUREAU

753-7278

NEW
SCHOOL
BEING
BUILT

IDEWALK
SALE

TUES., AUG. 7 - 7:30 p.m.

If No Results:
Phone

NANCY

Our

ANNUAL
MEMBERSHIP MEETING

Popor Carrier
First
','EM, BUT YOU CAN TALK LONGER
IN TEN ANUTE5 Ti-lAN ANYONE
ELSE IN AN HOUR

NOTICE

EFFICIENCY APARTMENT for
boys,just off campus. Phone 492A2C
1125.

Please Phone
Your

BEATLE BAILEY

Can you believe in today's
market you can have a nice
home ou a good lot for this
low price—call us and see
for yourself. Also have a
nice 4.5 acre lot for $1708.00
and a take lot at Lakeway
Shores. Call now for information.

(MOFFITT

LARGE BRICK ranch home,
three bedrooms, built-in kitchen,
wall to wall carpeting, drapes,
1% blocks from campus. At- ONE BEDROOM furnished
tractive terms available to apartment, air conditioned.
couple who will manage six Partial utilities paid. Married
rental rooms in rear of building couples only. No pets. Phone 753326 Hamilton Phone 436A8C
9741
August9C
5479.
TWO BEDROOM furnished
FURNISHED APARTMENT. apartment, carpeted, air con8110.00 per month. utiltities in- ditioned, couples or teachers
cluded. Couples preferred. 710 only. Phone 743-2898.
ABC
A7C
Poplar, ask for Betty.

LIFT YOuP R:Dor,
PLEASE, DEAR

2.8 miles south of Tri-City.
$13,509 will give you a
beautiful well kept home on
shady lot with acreage for
your particular needs. Has
stocked peed, good stock
ham other hsilkilega. Call
today on this, has quick
occupancy.

Think!! Think!!

Oa this 25 acre farm with
home that needs some
• tinder loving care. Located
In Graves County just south
of Fairbanks on paved road
In a beautiful setting.
Priced at *sly $14,0011. Mug
see this one today.

FOR RENT

BLONDIE

In Graves Coady—Home
Is in A-1 condition-3
bedrooms, OS acres of land
with 54 good producing
acres. Beautiful shade
trees, located on paved
road. All for only $21,540.1111.

Clean, sharp brick home
with large den, specious
closets, carpeted, carport.
Located es a beautiful sere
let close te town. Large
garde* now In. Priced right
and ready for quick occupancy.

ALSO NEED Fill TIME SHORT ORDER COOK AND
PART TIME DISH MACHINE OPERATOR. GOOD
WORKING coNDnnow NO PHONE CALLS. APPLY

Nice Home,
9 Acres

Home and
Acreage

'"

•7!"

1415'KOVNO—

•

.

-

PINK 753-220r•
*-

4•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
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Miss Ricki Hodges
receives BA degree
Miss Ricki Ann Hodges,
daughter of Mr and Mrs Paul
Hodges of Franklin, and
granddaughter of Mr and Mrs
Morgan of Benton,
received her BA degree in June
at David Lipscomb College,
Haller

Nash ville, Tenn.
Miss Hodges, an English
mayor. graduated magna cum
She has consistently
laude
made the Dean's List or honor
roll and is listed in Who's Who of
American Universities.
She is planning to attend the
University of Kentucky this fall
working toward her master's
degree in library science;
Her parents lived in Murray
10 years before moving to
Franklin

Hodges

Mr

minister of the
Church

was

University

mCkI NO0111.3

of Christ, Murray.-

Emmert Chiropractic Center
Now In Their New Office
3 Sycamore Street with New Hours
114E HOURS ARE:
Moo.thru Fri.9 a.m. to 1210-2 p.m. to 7 p.m.
Saturday 9 a.m. to 12:66.

Phone 753-9909

Fast Print Copy Center
iF0t11146RLY VALENTINE PRINTING)
A DMISION OF WRICNESTER PRINT1WI SERVICES, INC.

W14ILE-YOU-WAIT
PRINTING AND

1 TO 1.000 COPIES
Camera Ready Copy ,Oilly.

DUPLICATING

5044

SPACE AGE REPORT

Watchdog shoots
at shuttle project
By FRANK MACOMBER
Copley News Service

MAIN STREET — Mi4COMIE

753-4442

MURRAY, KENTUCKY 42071

The nation's multibilliondollar manned space shuttle
program, far from being off
the ground, is running afoul of
persistent new criticism from
that congressional watchdog,
the General Accounting Office.
The GAO is feeding congressional critics of the shuttle project a stream of facts,
figures and speculation which
raise serious questions about
itseventual price tag, even its
essentiality.
The federal space agency's
boss, Dr. James. C. Fletcher,
obviously angered by GAO's
criticism of the National
Aeronautics and Space Administration's shuttle coat estimates, is striking back in
defense of his agency's figures.
The result, quite naturally,
is that congressional battle
lines are reforming over shuttle appropriations at a time
when Congress still has not
acted on a NASA authorize. tion bill for the new fiscal
year. It includes nearly half a
billion dollars for the shuttle.
Its advocates had thought
the shuttle program at last
faced reasonably smooth sailing in Congress, after two of
its chief critics — Sens. William Proxmire, 0-Wis., and
Walter Mcmdale, D-Minn. —
lost earlier skirmishes to chop
project funds.
Ironically, NASA unwittingly stirred up the opposition
again with a report envisioning 779 shuttle flights in the
1975-91 time period. A previous mission profile had predicted 581 flights from 1978 to
1990.
The increased number et
.-apions, coupled with use of
fuel
solid
recoverable
boasters, will whittle $18 billion off the cost of the shuttle
program through 1991, NASA
estimates.
The agency gets the savings
figure by subtracting the estimated 850.2 billion cost of the
recoverable shuttle from the
166.2 billion it would have cost
if expendab/e, "one-shot"
launchers were used.
The GAO, acting at the re-
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quest of Sen. Mondale, pried
into NASA's cost estimates,
then questioned the agency's
claims of big savings through
the reusable program.
GAO says it is "not convinced that the choice (of reusable or expendable systems) should be based primarily on mit comparisons."
It suggests that Congress also
should consider national prioritiesoramective new space
tedinionr, booster capabilities (reaeabla versus expended.)for shuttle mons,naWeal prestige-aid manned
mos automalsd spacecraft.
The quondam mimed by
GAO could give shuttle critics
a whole new Paadant's box to
open up before Owen.
Already litodale is saying
the report "shows clearly that
at least through 1990 the expendable launch vehicles we
now have can do the same job
more cheaply than the (reusable) shuttle.
In my judgment it would
be a serious mistake for Congress to vote the $475 million
NASA has asked to continue
this program until these
(GAO) questions are _answered."
GAO claims that "the degree of uncertainty for the
recoverable) space shuttle
cost estimates ( by NASA) is
grater than for the expendable systems' estimates.- It notes, too, that the
shuttle will be in development
through 1979 and that any performance savings would come
in the following decade.
"With these differences in
the degree of uncertainty in
Launch system costs, we do
not consider it prudent to
place too much confidence in
the projected (NASA) cost
awing," says GAO.
'Technical problems and
the cost overruns that usually
follow such problems are
more likely on the shuttle and,
if they occur, could turn the
projected savings into increased costs by 1990."
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The Fifth Dimension To Appear At State Fair
((ne of the most enduring and
suo•esful singing groups in the
world today. The 5th Dimension, will be appearing at the
Kentucky State Fair on August
24, at 8: p.m.
Its natural that The 5th
Dimension should survive 90
long Their music and repertoire have that rare quality
which makes them appeal to
everyone
When The 5th Dimension first
banded together, all were
looking for a successful career,
but weren't sure that music was
the way to achieve it.
What followed was one of the
most amazing success dories to
happen to a group. After their
first big hit, "Up, Up and
'
SIC TRANSIT
MEMPHIS, Tenn. (AP) —
The Holiday Inn that was the
granddaddy of them all has
been sold, according to an annoummilent from the giant
Memphis corporation.
The inn, which opened on the
city's east side in 1952, was the
first in the Holiday Inn chain,
now the world's largest.
A spokesman said it was sold
for 8750,000 to another motel
operator under a Holiday Inn
policy of selling property more
than 20 years old.

Away," which won them 4 the smallest detail.
The over-all effect is one of
Grammy Awards, the The 5th
Dimension's popularity unity and of a closely-knit group
working together well.
snowballed.
They continued to release
hits, including 'The Age of
Aquarius-Let the Sun Shine In,"
"One Less Bell To Answer,"
"Wedding Bell Blues" and
'MINDS FREE"
"Stoned Soul Picnic," which
all added to the accumulation of
Ca4fAILIWCAnom
Gold records and Grammies.
appearances
They have made
throughout the world and have
performed at the White House
for the President and 50
Governors.
They did two network
television specials, and in April
of this year, The 5th Dimension
was selected to make a goodwill
tour of Iron Curtain. countries,
performing and conducting rap
sessions.
When The 5th Dimension
performs, they are wholly
professional, and strive for
perfection in both their singing
stage
their
in
and
choreography The timing is
down to the half-second. Even
their costumes are planned to
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Call

ACROSS

- *
Isaaware
13 A elate taw) 10 Tait
11 Pa
14 Mains ready
Du
le fun 9od
12 Tar
17 Emmet
15 Shill
19 Growing
ye
out of
18 inst
20 Fondle
20 P
21 InerCte
sirs
23 NIP100( anew)
24 Toward

amplifier, everyone can
ore free to continue with
work or make notes. Amplifier and speaker housed in

With this handy telephone
listen simultaneously. Hands

attractive high-impact cases. No installation required.
Complete with earphone jock and battery included.

Strong, quick-aryiaa T-4-L checks
itch and burning ar your 59‘ back
at any drug counter. Then. in 3-5
days watch infected Ain
.If.
Watch HEALTHY akin •ppear!NOW
at Rolland Drug Co.

Updgior
Crossword

BATTERY-OPERATED
TELEPHONE AMPLIFIER
IS GREAT FOR BUSINESS
OR FAMILY CALLS 1795

ATHLETE'S FOOT GERM
HOW TO KILL IT.
IN ONE HOUR.

To PI

The 5th Dimension will be at
this year's Kentucky State Fair,
Friday, Agent, 24, at 8:00 p
In the atedlim.

43-230

Ph. 753-7100

No. 12th Ext

wiener
25 meeting ointmint
27 Nocturnal
mammal
29 102 Moeller.
mooned

22 Grad
W
26 E
28 Be
31 Cr

3200

30 Meta 4449
31 Subiact of discourse
33 D•corates
35 Dock
36 New Deal
14001C y nil I
38 Want
40 Organ of new
1119

41

Halts

t43 Anomie
,t 44 Teutonic deity
,f, 45 Not ordinary

07 That (abbr.)
.48 Slice 04
7, • llitatel
tO Lassos
.-42 Sow

Face of wet.Ca

RadioIhae

1 Glistens
2 Exclamation
3 High mountain

BLONDIE

REALISTIC
AM/FM STEREO RADIO
PLUS RECORD CHANGER

Dr. Fletcher replies that
"we believe NASA's economic
models have erred, if at all, on
the side of conservatisn, and
that this is more true today
than when the shuttle was approved in 1972.

THE PHANT

the newsy

sees ere

33-1038

isms, waffles, checks, prhils,
patens imi mere. Great time argon
Med dsowdepPlue wash, tennis dry. VP

Surround yourself with "concert half
sound' Stereo headphones ore the
next be,, thing to being there . .
and of suck is reasonable price, too.
Great for dorm rooms
. listen to
.
--atot
you -1;17,—iii not volume woo
chaos., wtthout &turbine others.

Bock to school savings! buy now for less!
Bookshelf-size radio system has walnut fin.sh
enCIOSurits Oft tuner and speakers features
slide-rule tuning, stereo indicator light, fullrange on. control,'full- fidelity speakers woof-ate to 10 feet to give maximum stereo
effect four-speed changer features lightweight tone arm, precision motor for constant speeds. Includes diamond Needle, custom base, AS-rpm adopter, and tinted dust
cover. 12-1451, 42-2933

BEATLE BAIL

REALISTIC PORTABLE
CASSETTE RECORDER

Men's 1N4tar 100% Poly•ster

WAKE UP WITH A REALISTIC' (LOCK-RADIO

DOUBLE KNITS

MAKES
WRITING CLASSROOM
NOTES A THING
Of THE PAST

29

95
AM/FM

Woke to music of your choice Reolistic rodo Kos beautiful simulated
wolnut case. AFC allows drift.free
FM Slide•rule tuning, top-mounted
speckeis, lighted clock .diol. Great
gift forth. celeste bond 12.1485

Mt110 ACRYUCS
alaschin• wesbahd• 100% ecrylic pre-lined with 100%
oc•tet•. Seems its shape and comes in beautilal
new plaids, fanci•c sad solicit. 54'. to 60" wide. A
mired bet few ieckitt-Witss op shutters seeerates
non Iiii Is.

Yoseil never be of. again, whorl our
Realistic radio wokes you with a
song Handsome wood groin model
hos large easy to rend numerals.
less than 4 high, fits most shelves
firorrtyriountecl on off switch,
side mounted AM FM switch Complete vmh earphone I 2. 1 496

Ideal to, recording classroom lectures, business meetings
.. any tome you need all the forts A must for the collet,'
student
unlike other methods, you never miss a word
Has
mike, pushbutton controls, including fait %sword Auto level for distortion•free recording
deluxe
carrying rose 14 874

SAVE 10.00 ON OUR BEST
PORTABLE ELECTRONIC CALCULATOR

ACRYLIC KNITS

$166
I yd.
F. the first day ef 'deal and the lest 1 GtofFtei"
gees te school ell yeer teeth minimum owe Pitmen'*, plass bleed sof 65% polyester, 35% cation,
45" wide.

UTTERICK
4964

ZIPPERS

CENTER,.
41235
-F'S SHOPPING CENTE44—.P10.1*-ii31EJEf

YOU CAN
STUDENTS

Metal

lit Ha)cu 9-6 Mon.4at - 1 -6•SuricIa
Satisfoctfon Guaranteed

REMEMBER...

Rugged lightwe.ght colcolator odds, subtracts,
multiplies, and divides Even does square root,
chain and exponential calculations Nos 3 way
Operoles on penl,ght or recharge
power
oble batteries, or use AC house current In a
bus,
1,00.0o of the usual lime solve school or
ness problems 63 602

MAKERS
mattes chtirge

ON THE JOB

Store Hours: Mon.-Thurs. 10 to 6 p.m.
Fri. 10-9 p.m.; SAL 104 p.m.

WI F. Ms 4."
rev Nissipteetheeet

NANCY
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Crossword Puzzle

Ammo, in Yes*DrCloy I NW*

WOO

4 Simple
, ACROSS
5 Learning
6 Eaist
1 Pretense
5 Pertaining to
7 N•gative
INS laity
PIMP
8 Cations
9 Swim house
'It Standees,
- 1110•10040
10 Taut
13 A slate (abbe
II Pert/mum 10
14 Make ready
birth
• 16 Sun god
12 Tardy
17 Emmet
15 Shallow
19 Growing
Out of
vessel
Ii inetructo.
20 Fondle
20 Plunge
21 Insects
straight
23 Nahoor sheep
down
24 Toward
Shelter
22 C tallow
"24 With
25 Healing ord.
macu
rveghl
26 Energy
27 Nocturnal
28 Be mistaken
mainfTWIL
31 Crowns
29 102 Mahon
32 Govt
number)
30 Milo WINO
31 Sublect of discourse
33 Decorates
35 Dock
36 New Deal
agency ling
38 Want
40 Organ°,hearing
41 Netts
Attempt
43
yfoutoruc deity
Not ordinary
tab& 1
That
.4a soc• of
bacon
50 Lassos
• -62 Sow
,63 Face of mach

or:: reirmint

WOMAN fOgOMNO
ON monumn
OM nnmii
HMUO WW1 1IIIM
EMMrin winn MO
auma r0301.3
on MZUW, rAimaN
M74(4 r4MOT mrinPTI
OPICH NEIL,"
7I
Ai

Tyk;
1,411c,
33 South Amer,
can frallfr0111-1
34 Cgcuutu04,
story
35 Equal
37 Fabulous OrrO
39 Changes color
of
41 harreed

ur..]
MOS44
42 Declared
45 Pronoun
445..titurms
tribes
man
49 Compass
point
51 Symbol for
tantalum
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tt680.5
uorr TO Ptfif?
OA6E0Ali. FOR
A1.'14(6001?

Hospital Report
Jab 21, 1173
ADULTS. ill
NUISMILY..7
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Baby Girl Davis (Ganda
Faye, Mother), Route I,
Glibartmille, Mrs. Emma Jo
Edwards and Baby Boy, Route
1, Hardin, Mrs. Brenda
RiChsedson Hodord and Baby
Boy, Route 7, Box 39, Murray.
DISMISSALS
Miss Shannon Page, 1508
Canterbury Drive, Murray,
Mn. Mottle* Long Ohmic's,
506 North lit Street, Murray,
Mrs. Janice Kay Jackson and
Baby Girl, Box 1E3, Sedalia,
Phis WM 1veL1, 51:4
Harvey, Mrs. Monett* Barham
Emhart, Route 1, Box 34-1,
Murray, Morris Dunn, Route 1,
Dexter, Mrs. Leta Sue Kirks,
31456 Bock, Garden Qty, Mich.,
Jimmie Dale Pritchett, Route 1,
Dexter, Master James Thomas
Nance, Jr., 311 South 11th
Stieet, Murray,htiss Laura Bell
Tholnixion, 416 'Dm Street,
Murray, Orion B. Smith, 711
Payne Strad, Murray, Mies
Daisy Lee lissmatt, Box 61,
Hardie, Mn. Seib Cooper
Handridtson, 1381 South lith
Street, Murray.

HELP.WANTED

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
1111111•11111111MMIMIIIMP

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

HELP WANTED

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Help Wanted

Colonial House Smorgasbord
RESPONSIBLE
WANTED
person to baby-sit days, approximately 15 hours a week for
one year old, beginning August
A2P
30. Phone 753-8097.

Handy Man
Needed

WANTED
DRIVEWAY
DOMESTIC HELP needed, four salesman. Must be reliable and
days a week, three hours a day, bondable. Apply North Point
U:30-2:30. Good pay, Phone 751- Standard, 121 bypass,
A4C Murray
5797.

COOK AND companion wanted
for middle aged gentlemen. Must
4:ie free to travel and like outdoors
and Baiting. White, female, aged
35-50, prefered. Strict references
required and furnished. Write to
Despite their small area, the P.O. Box 32R, Murray, KenBritish Isles contain rocks of tucky.
A7C
all the main geological periods.
ALL R16141,

T141VAULT,11415
f5'IT !!!

WANTED FOUR men who could
use 887.50 average for 20 hours.
Ideal job for college student. See
Mr. Golf, Regal 8, 3:00 p.m. or
8:30 p.m. sharp, Wednesday,
A6C
Aagust 1.
WANTED BABY-SITTER who
will dolight hpusework, 7:30-3:30,
Monday through Friday. Must
have car. Must provide
references. Phone 753-7563. A,31)

What you could do with 65
beautiful acres—sonic in
timber, some tillable
ground—sow has nice 2
bedroom trailer on it—but
you could build that home
to suit your needs. Located
2.5 miles N.W. of Kirksey.
Call now to view'

UH..IF 'SEE A
NIVAPIRE.
NO... MUST Be
WAVE... WON'T
FANT.•Juer

$4000*
Can you believe in today's
market you can haves nice
borne on a good lot for this
low price—call us and see
for yourself. Also have a
nice 4.5 acre lot for 81780.80
and a lake lot at Lakeway
Shores. Call now for information

of Difference

(411OFFITT
RIBALTY CO.

FOR RENT

753-3597
304 Main St., Murray
FOR RENT
EFFICIENCY APARTMENT for
boys,just off campus. Phone 492A2C
6225.
LAKE FRONT two bedroom
house, furnished, 890.00, per
month. Available August 10.
Phone 753-n60 after 4:00
A3C
p.m.

NOTICE
WILL GIVE tobacco barn to
furnished anyone willing to move it off our
PRIVATE ROOMS for boys or NICE ONE bedroom
A4C
conditioned, all property. Phone 489-2101.
air
aprtment,
facilities,
kitchen
Has
men.
university
to
Adjacent
electric.
private
Central heat and air,
campus. Couples only. Phone 753intrance. Phone 436A2C KELLY'S TERMITE and Pest
August9C 3805.
54711.
Control, phone 753-3914, 100 South
murray RonSPHigAC:w.a0pey
TRAILE
you delay
'TWO BEDROOM brick home, trailer court 24,2 miles east of 13th Street, "everY day
lle j_ets bugs have their way." Aug4C
ho
ningp:
94
carpet, drapes, built-in oven and
A4C
range. Attached garage and city 753-2377
water. Nice country. home with
garden for couple only. Located 9
miles north of Murray on Highway 641. 3135.00 a month. Phone
If You
August9C
436-5479.

THE PHANTOM

2.8 miles south of Tri-Cfty.
$13,506 will give you a
beautiful well kept borne on
shady lot with acreage for
your particular seeds. Has
stocked mad, good stock
barn, other buildings. Call
today on 'this, has quick
occupancy.

Think!! Think!!

On this 25 acre farm with
home that needs some
tender loving care. Located
hi Graves County just south
of Fairbanks on paved read
In a beautiful setting.
Priced at oaly 814,0611. Must
see this one today.

LARGE BRICK ranch home,
FOR RENT
three bedrooms, built-in kitchen,
wall to wall carpeting, drapes,
14.2 blocks from campus. At- ONE BEDROOM furnished
tractive terms available to apartment, air conditioned.
couple who will manage six Partial utilities paid. Married
rental rooms in rear of building couples only. No pets. Phone 7531826 Hamilton. Phone 4369741
MC
August9C
5479.
TWO BEDROOM furnished
FURNISHED APARTMENT. apartment, carpeted, air con$110.00 per month. utiltities in- ditioned, couples or teachers
cluded. Couples preferred. 710 only. Phone 753-2398.
AOC
ATC
Poplar,ask for Betty.

BLONDIE

la Graves County—Home
Is is A-1 conditim-3
bedrooms, N acres of land
with 54 good producing
acres. Beautiful shade
trees, located on paved
road. All for only ;21,50e.00.

Clean, sharp brick home
with large den, spacious
closets, carpeted, carport.
I/crated as a beautiful acre
lot close to town. Large
garden now in. Priced right
and ready for quick occupancy.

ALSO NEED FULL TIME SHORT ORDER COOK AND
PART TIME DISH MACHINE OPERATOR. GOOD
WORKING CONDMONS. NO PHONE CALLS. APPLY

WANTED EXPERIENCED
sewing machine operators for
evening shift, 1:00 to 8:00. Please
apply to Sager Glove Corporation, 415 South 4th Street,
Murray, between 1:00 and 3:30
A2C
p.m.

Nice Home,
9 Acres

Tip-Top
Condition

YOUNG MAN TO SERVE APPRENTICESHIP AS COOK
AND KITCHEN MANAGER. SOME EXPERIENCE
REFERRED. EXC4..LENT OPPORTUNITY FOR
PERSON WILLING TO LEARN. GOOD STARTING PAY.
FAST ADVANCEMENT MUST BE NEAT APPEARING
AND HAVE GOOD REFERENCES.

NOTICE

Our

SIDEWALK
SALE
Has Begun
Ifs Inside—Cool!

All Summer
Merchandise
and Less

ANNUAL
MEMBERSHIP MEETING

spool!

Miss Your Paper
Pleas* Phone
Your

RECC-Farm
Bureau Day
To Be Held

BEATLE BAILEY

Paper Carrier
First
If No Results,

Planners of the 1973 Kentucky
State Fair have designated
Wednesday, August 22. as Rural
Electric Cooperative.
poration Day.
The day begins at 7:45 a.m.
with the traditional Kentucky
Country Ham Breakfast, to be
held in the cafeteria. Following
the Breakfast is a series of
activities which will continue
well into the evening. Among
them are the 4-H and FFA Beef
Cattle Market and Breeding at
8:00 a.m. in in the Coliseum and
the Swine and Sheep Judging at
8:30 a.m. and 1:00 p.m. in the
Swine-Sheep
Wing
West
T'avilion. At 10:00 am, 4-H
Tobacco Grading is featured.
Afternoon activities include
the Kentucky RECC-Farm
Bureau Program on the
Stadium Stage at 1:00 p.m. Also
on the Stadium Stage is the 23rd
Annual RECC Beauty Pageant.
Kentucky's oldest annual
beauty pageant, at 2:30 p.m.
Horse shows are also a part
of the day's activities The
Annual Kentucky World's
Championship Horse Show is
scheduled at 2:00 p.m. and 7:30
p.m. in the Coliseum.
RECC-Farm Bureau Day
closes with 4-H Meat Animal
.ludging at 7:00 p.m in the West
Wing Show Ring.

Phone

7531916
Wore 510 p.m.;
Then
After 5:30 p.m. and
Until 6:30 p.m.

753-7278

TUES., AUG. 7 - 7:30 p.m.

CALLOWAY COUNTY
FARM BUREAU
wilt be held atitre farm
Bureau Building, South 5th
Streets, Murray
Officers and Directors for
the coming year will be elected.

•
No-Tap Tournament
•
Friday, August 3, 1973
•

NANCY

•
•
•
•
•

SORRY
WE MAY NOT
BE FINISHED
IN TIME FOR
THE SEFTEMOEH
Ili
OPENING'
ecencommilit _ 1111

NEW
SCHOOL
BEING,
BUILT

•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
Brazil, the fifth largest coun-

LIU ABNER
VUM WOW!'
SLURP!!

try in the world, is bordered by
every country in South America
except Chile and Ecuador
-so ,avIL mvE"ft)eto RACK
7014AM SMAPM—WRIOr
- HAbe- HAS GAVE
toe
MICA'

Britain's. population density',
abitAit 567- persons per square
mile, is one of the highest in
the world.

•

8:00
- COME ONE ... COME ALL!! ANYONE CAN ENTER THIS TOURNAMENT

5 Prizes To Be Given Away!
* _* AUGUST 1* *
The sign-up list will be ready for the Fall
and Winter Leagues. All those wanting to
bowl in this league, please come and sign up.

•

•
LANES
•
CORVETTE
Phone 753-2202•
- _

• 14151Asinitreet
•- •

14—
•••4•00•110•
-••••111-4114•010046••••

11••••
000-.
0000000
.
0
.
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NOTICE

AUCTION SALE

SERVICES OFFERED

USED BICYCLE-three speed.
REFRIGERATOR, In excellent condition, $40.00.
NORGE
A2C
$25.00. Phone 7334173.
Also 3in H.P. InEru bike. $35.00.
A4NC
Phone 486-2558
HORSE OR cattle racks, 52"
high with double gates, solid oak COUCH AND chair, floral
standards with top rail. Phone printed, $20.03. Phone 753-9986, or
A2C can be seen at 1669 Ryan
753-2213.
A3C
Avenue

AUCTION SALE, Saturday, FOR ALL your additions,
August 4, 10:00 a.m. east edge of remodeling, residential or
Coldwater, Kentucky on 121. commercial. New or old. Free
TFC
Selling to settle the estate of the estimate& Call7534123.
Stone.
Ila
Late
Nice couch and chair, coffee ROY'S LOCKSMITH Service.
WILL THE parson in a great
TFC
FOR SALE
AUTOS
end tables, fancy wicker Phone Paris,642-6551.
and
car who hit tbe 1971 yellow
tables,
Paducah, Kentucky
and
chairs
odd
rocker,
Chrysler in Northside IGA CHEVROLET PICKUP-1971 quilts, linens and drapes. Lots 01
-Papering -Painting
PORTABLE DISHWASHERParking Lot at 5:30 p.m. Cheyenne, straight shift,
picture frames and lamps and
-Cativasing
G.E., French provincial living
Saturday, July 21I, please call Ben Price $2250.00. 1970 Chevrolet what nots, Jenny Lind bed, nice
FOR SALE
FREE ESTIMATES
room suite, in excellent conNix, 753-1372. WW give reward pickup, VII, automatic, $1750.00. maple twin beds, nice little
Beltline Highway
2045
A3C
white
ed
n
register
BSI
liseghle
AKC
dition.
for any person who witnessed Phone 474-2371.
breakfast set, fancy oak
POINTER
Aug 2C
A2C
723-8961
poodle. Phone 753-11S0.
accident.
dingchar,
real nice electric
-1968, 1-1 ton pickup. VII, refrigerator and electric stove,
ORR ELECTRIC, electric motor FORD
THREE BEAGLE howls, all
standard transmission, almost new Cooierator air con- JOHN'S REPAIR Service.
radio,
repair and sale. New Concert!
rabbit dogs. Two 2 years, one 5
Very good condition. ditioner, color TV., glass, china Plumbing-electrical-roofing and
Um.
Road,phone 7534114. Anima( new
Championship Bloodline
A4P and cooking utensils. Many more carpentry Phone 7534897 days or
years old. All female. Phone 753$1050.00. Phone 753-0289.
TEC
A3P
7518
753-7625 nights.
good items.
CHEVROLET PICKUP-1987, For information phone Chester
Phone:
long wheel base, standard shift. & Miller Auction Service, 435- PAINTING-EXTERIOR, InVARIABLE SPEED one-third
Admission - $1.25 at Door
Good condition. 1501 Glendale 4042, Lynn Grove. It Pays To tenor. For free estimates phone
H.P. Powercraft drill press, 753-8760-7a.m.-5 p.m.
A3C
Painting &
Atkins
Road. Phone 753-7887.
Sammie
Way."
-Miller
$32.00; Craftsman 4" belt and
Chester
The
Sell
disk bench sander, $19.00; Black 489-2398 after 5 p.m.
A3P Decorating for free estimate.
A14C
BUICK SKYLARK-1989, six
Phone 437-4534.
& Decker 2 speed jig saw with
cylinder, good gas mileage.
case and attachments, 214-09.
I'OR RENT OR LEASE
Excellent condition 11150.01.
A3C
Phone 753-6625.
ExG.
WASHIN
W
WINDO
Phone 4894331 or 489-2530. A3C FARM Row, modem, partly
PEACHES, $6.00 bushel. This
ble
furnitthed. on uttertmen now, perienced. Very reasona
Is new at their NEW
SALE:
NCE
by:
ed
Mr.
week is the pick of the peach
CLEARA
,
R
Sponsor
787-2352
SUMME
Phone
prices.
Kit.
captains
from
two blocks
&
LOCATION across froth
B
We are picking our best
MUSTANG-1988, VI, automatic,
1308.95,
C
season.
mower,
Augwit9
riding
H.P.
5
.
Thoaninion.
power steering. Phone 753-7134 or chen, off 841, one mile from
the Bunny Bread Seen m
electric start varieties now Purple hull peas
H.R.
7
Engine.
S
month.
AIC Murray. $100.00 per
South 4th St Alex and
7534749 after 5:00 p.m.
riding mower, 30" cut, 2319.95, B $4.00 bushel. Green beans, 18.00
A2C ADVERTISE!! HANNA Sip
Phone 492-8452.
Preston Barrett are globe
Engine. Roby Sales, Highway bushel Corn picked daily.
&S
Company, 607 South 4th Streak
a FREE GIFT with SA
September 4C Fllppen Hill Billy Barn is backed
Ky.
Benton,
88,
0
A1ps$7
Phone 753-8348.
FURNITURE and
PEST CONTROL
purchase of fine ASHLAND
CAMER0-1988 Rally Sport.
by over 200 acres of apples
#AILBOAT-14' fiberglass, 73 ANTIQUES:
glassware. 516 South llth Street. SUMMER CLEARANCE on all peaches and vegetables. Come to
GASOLENE.
Fulton
Red with black vinyl top. Full FOR THE best in pest control
Phone
sail.
square foot of
A8C
Phone 7334881
power, factory air. Phone 753- service and termite control call THE OLDE Shoppe. Furniture 1-901-479-1413.
A2C Phone 7534796.
Armstrong large truck tires. the Flippen Hill Billy Barn on the
Main,
A3C
1301
repairs.
and
Coinstripping
nating
Union City and Hickman High7131.
First line:
Superior Extermi
TFC next to the Dairy Queen. Phone SALE THOMAS A. Edison air GRAIN BINS. Before you buy a 425 x 20-10 ply $36.1110 + 15.14 way for your fresh produce. No
pany,763-7388.
Augustli4C conditioners. 10,000 BTU, 2184.25. drying bin, compare GSI's
WEDNESDAY-THURSDAY only OPEL KADET-1968 Rally
753.000.
grocery store orders please. AOC
Special!-115.00 permanent- Sport. Approximately 2$ miles to
17,000 BUT, $233.00. Roby Sales, standard features, then compare 900 x 20-10 ply $46.18 + $7.33
SERVICES OFFERED
prices. Heaviest gauges of steel
through August, $12.50. The gallon. Excellent condition.
Highway 68, Benton, KenCAMPER TOPPER for Detain
ply 159.95 + $9.10
S TERMITE and Pest' tucky.
KELLY'
C
August21
used throughout. The Grain 1000 x 20-12
Hairdresser, 201 South fgh
Phone 753-2864 after 1:00
or Toyota Pickup. Call 438NG,
WASHI
$9.98
+
$62.34
OW
ply
WIND
22-12
x
1000
MP
Control, Phone 753-3914 100 South
A&C p.m.
Street.
Systems,Inc., storage and drying
A2NC
best highway tread =19.
professional, liscensed and in- 13th Street, "Every day you
is planned especially for Arrnstrongs
system
and
ial
Commerc
sured service.
TRAVEL TRAILER. 1970-8435'. your needs. It lets you sell when truck tire.
delay lets bugs have their
MOVING-MUST sell, sofa with
residential. Phone Handyman 1- way"
two bedrooms. Air conditioned. the price is right or store for your 125 x 20-10 ply 144.18 + $8.14
TFC
TV Towers
A2C
hide a bed, two twin beds, chest,
.
$7.33
estimate
TRADE
+
$55.34
free
or
ply
554-4226,
20-10
x
ExFOR SALE
Perfect for lake or travel.
& Antennas
own use. To let you fill any bin in 900
chairs, carpet with
antique
$9.00
+
cellent condition $2300.00. Phone one day, we offer you a pre-wired 1000 x 20-12 ply 186.68
Lowest Prices Ever
2-1973 Buick demonFOR SALE
carpet pads, curtains, baby
$9.98
+
170.22
Tennply
on
x
A4P
22-12
1000
ODGE
R-L
753-0289.
TIMBE
TV Service Center
electric low temperature heater
strators. Call Peck's Motor
Best traction type clothes, crib, desk and chair, car
'Dicky Lake, Route 1, Springville,
Central Shopping Center
fan combination with a cal Armstrongs
and
seat, other odds and ends. Phone
Lane,
Park
1504
Sales.
713-7421
Tennessee, will build complete GARAGE SALE,
Phone 7$3-5665
CLEAN RUGS,like new, so easy rod element for safer and more truck tires.
A2P
7334002.
fireplaces, starting at only Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday. to do with Blue Lustre. Rent economical drying. To find how 825 x 10-10 ply $55.21 + $7.25
chest,
$8.51
+
wig,
,
$61.14
machine
ply
stones
Sewing
of
30-10
n
$895.00. Selectio
electric shampooer $1.00. Big K, GSI can help you and to sees 900 x
SET OF Fenton chrome wheels
AUCTION SALE
AUCTION SALE
available. Satisfaction typing table, chair, clothes, odds Belaire Shopping Center.
A4C typical farm set up call 753-8609 1000 x 20-10 ply $73.09 + $10.52
for Ford pickup, 4 wheel drive,
A2C
tire:
type
lug
Best
ng
and ends.
Armstro
guaranteed. Phone 901493A8C
anytime after 5:30 p.m.
$110.00. Antique secretary desk,
$7.25
+
$53.89
ply
'ITC
20-10
x
825
3534.
ANCE on
CLEAR
R
solid walnut, 2200.00. Antique oak
SUMME
$8.51
good
+
$59.92
lumber,
S
ply
PECKY CYPRES
!GUTTERING BY Sears Sears 900 x 20-10
Model
s.
machine
sewing
Brother
bedroom suite, $115.00. Phone
mpg
ng,
$10.52
decorati
installed per 1000 x 20-10 ply $73.21 +
TIMBER-LODGE of Tenn- for interior
or can be seen one mile
1381-regular $79.95, sale price Seamless gutters,
435-5533
days
Benton,
68,
753-5671
Highway
Phone
le,
feet.
Sales,
square
Springvil
Larry
1,
Route
Roby
Tucky lake,
lar 290.95, your specifications Call
621-regu
Crittesiden's Grocery,
Model
of
south
$44.49.
A2C
4C
er
Septemb
for free ItY•
Tennessee will do your stone or 7534430 nights.
MC
751- I.yles at 753-2310
Model
on left.
house
second
$63.14
price
sale
TFC
work. Large selections of stone.
$139.95, sale Price $16•47• estirnate.
regular
,
machine
ITC
G
534.
SEWIN
6
901-593-3
Phone
SINGER
ANTIQUE ROUND oak table, Model 761-regular $159.96, sale
L 14 H.P. John Deere touch and sew, automatic bobbin 1973 YAMAHA RT3, Enduro.
ladder back chairs, antique price $114.37. Roby Sales, High- SPECIA
with
Excellent condition. 4 months
tractor
garden
lawn and
BULLDOZER WORK; trucking, french marble top armoire,
winder, in maple finish cabinet.
Mn. Marione NAN NNW Eneastria a the Terry
48 mower. Regular $125.00. Phone 753-5693 or 7534E19 old. $850.00. Phone 7534994 after
and antique cane back couch, 2 way 611, Benton, Kendirt
fill
number
gravel,
bank
also
August23C
Al?
iglinaidig kossisployed Douglas
Ceding estate, Kirlidr
$1965.00. Through July or while after 5:00p.m.
A3C 5:00p.m.
topsoil. Phone Hardin, 3544136 or handmade four poster single beds tucky.
mkskgsallarls Wive as estate
fibasmilisr se modest
Murray
$1695.00.
lasts
TFC
354-8181, after 5..00 p.m
with mattresses, antique high BARGAIN TIRES - Armstrong supply
sullaisill diet Illairday, August 4th,
MOBILE HOME-10rx55', two
AuguatfIC
chair, antique cradle, arm chair, made - while present inventory Supply,753-3361.
aml drinks available.
WO a.m. in amid 111611ag,
bedrooms, lin baths, shag carLY
corn
SIONAL
S
PROFES
SON
CARPET
MASSEY FERGU
block and board book shelf, swing
by
ale bat Snag% this sale are IA
45
This is not sa
775425-8
new Tappan range. Expet,
nylon
clean
ply
attacn
is.
4
that
lasts.
rug
quick
the
SOUP'S on.
steam cleaned Phone Carpet set. 2 rugs, French baby buggyheader, two row,
many desirable passe.
15" $15.06+4190. Cuoiern with Blue Lustre. Rent electric number 24. Like new. Phone 492- cellent condition. $2100.00. Phone
or
14"
TFC
489-2504
Master
girl's
one,
car bed-stroller in
Will sell nine ream of good bedlam,2 bedroom suites,
A6C
F-G-H-78 by shampooer $1. Kvrik-Pik Market,
A3P 753-0814.
.A4P supreme polyester
8286.
Phone 753-6094
stove, refrigerator. I large mail closets, living and
A4C
DRESS MAKING and alterations bike.
14" or 15" 516.51+22.80. Custom Five Points.
dining room furniaire,I (2-41 shalt electric beaters,faas,
in my home. Phone 43678 Series polyester F-G-H 78 by
Lamps,(one oll) 2 trunks,new al,dab,rags,SI palms
August21C 19'72-14' BOSTON Whaler boat 14" or 15" 917.70+52.69. ••••••••••••••••••000000000000011%
5525.
and frames, (mail) degaimilm pagan, moor
with trolling motor, 40 H.P. Polyester Glen belted F-G-H 73
box anllnal-lid. Japes and 11•15ss pima, odd glees, les
SCARBOROUGH PLUMBING & Johnson motor and Paris LW*
15" 518.44+P.11
pitchers and glasses,'Mohawk(set,copper bucket,
A7C by 14" Of
Electric Complete puznp repair trailer. Phone 438-2245.
78
Polyester Steel Belted F-G-H
plias jars, lap spread for boggy, cast free ash-tray, bad _ sinIcs. Let us check your' old
Wide
3.10.
$21.50+2
15"
or
old
center
14"
flat
irons,
by
papers,
and
business
groups
sdissi
W.for you before you buy
USED RIDING mowers, $39.95 70 series Polyester glass belted
11112k round legs, large Coca Cola clock, sausage mill,
ow 24 hour emergency and
are
up. Murray Supply, phone F-41-11- 70 by 14" or 15"
of old car keys 15011) guilts, linens, brass wash
753-3361
Augustir $20.111+9306 Wide 60 series
board. junk and boxes and boxes not dug into yet.
-----kults1521C
nylong glass belted E-G-L by 15"
Garage and Shire Pie,•es
SPECIAL 5' fiberglass one piece $25.90 + 2388.. Roby Sales, HighOld time fancy 12 hoot counter used by Flew Hays ad
er5C
W. B. (WW ) Dulaney, floor scales, Addhig sada*
WILL DO barn painting and tub, $172.50, white and colon. way 68, Benton, Ky. Septemb
753Supply,
Murray
.
Rusty
check writer,paint, books es-mechanics, band smdatbsp
Commercial spraying
One Rack
Augustir SOLID MAPLE twin beds,
chair, air compressor, disk and hydraulic heist, Wirer
roofs a speciality. Phone 753-0400 3361.
August 13C
tester and charger, ping cleaner, electric sew, spray sad
with
s
or 382-2299.
springs and mattres
SPECIAL 34":32" one piece dresser, $300.00. Four all wool
drills, 5 tool boxes, hand wrenches, power wrench or two,
Packs,
meters,
fiberglass Mower stalls. Special floral rugs, $15.00 each. Phone
railroad iron anvil, vise, 5 saws,66 electric
ROY HARMON finish carpenter.
plumbing snake, sinks, water pump, plumbing pieces,
ASP
d-cabinets- $112.00. White and colors. Murray 7534118.
trimme
Houses
August8C
wheel barrow, and shelves of old model car ports, NO
ellng Supply,753-3361
rs-remod
tope-doo
formica
back tail pipes, water pumps, scrap mowers and any
GENTLE PLEASURE mare,
specialist. Quality workmanship
amount of useful junk. Formall cab, belly mower, cycle1NC
Augustl
three bridles and 1-horse trailer.
craft"
753-0790.
UT
16'
Phone
"Thunder
RUNABO
cutter, plow, disc, cultivator, blades al/ good looking
Ala° two sows. Phone 435on
motor,
70
with
H.P.
Chrysler
equipment also 1911 Mercury Monterey car goad tires and
ASP
One Rack
4640.
All
away
tilt
trailer.
Moody
oil.
and
lots of heating furnaces gas
R& R ASPHALT Paving. Quality safety equipment. Used apThrough Mr. Owen Billington with Strout Real estate
work guaranteed. Business and proximately 15 hours. A real COMPLETE ELECTRIC Shop.
All
and Murray Insurance agencies oe will offer the real
residential Free estimates. bargain at $1895.00. Phone 753- This includes electric motors:
property which is unusual due to location and potential
large.
Phone day or night Mayfield 247- 5583.
and
small
hand presses:
possibilities. Property located at crossing of blacktop
TFC
7201.
Drill press,two speed, Hobart 220
highways VS and 464 and bounded on two sides by same,
volt heavy duty electric
and
T.V. ANTENNA with rotor
being center of a trade area from lour directions, In the
WILL DO trash and brush pole, $60.00. Phone 753-6790 welder, guaranteed, 220 amps.
y,
good agriculture section of the county, close to universit
hauling. Reasonable rates Phone mornings or after 5.00 p.m. A2C Electric hand saws. The best
factories, churches, schools, post office, and good comTFC
753-6130.
electric jig saw that Skill makes.
munity. These things make it a good place for a beauty
two
than
1000 or over electric drill bits,
YAMAHA-350
1973
Less
wood-working
place.
and
fabric
'shop. antique place,
FREE ESTIMATE on septic tank months old. Less than 1400 miles. high speed. One pipe threading
All
restaurant, garage, fruit and vegetable stand, and many
installation. Phone 753-7650. TFC Showroom
ratchet
condition. $700.00. head, up to 4". One
other businesses.
A2C Toledo pipe threading her d up to
Phone 437-4434.
We plan to offer the brick two-story garage, store and
G
HEARIN
A
3". One 3 phase electric welder,
HAVING
barber shop on first floor and the 4 and 5 room apartments
220 volt, excellent condition,
SEMI-ANTIQUE
dining
formal
ith bath at end of corridor on second floor as one unit, as
PROBLEM?
ed Work benches with
chinaguarante
room suite, consisting of
one could have home and business ready to move In and
Also we want to buy
casters.
and
te,
test
closet,
buffet,
serveret
bearing
tree
For
oae
1
and
the
and
fourth
start at once. This win sell first
you have for sale or. \
anything
and
7534832.
table
eight
banquet
call
das
ossaalte
acre adjoining on the north with beautiful building site
buy and sell daily. See 110
We
value.
upholstered chairs, $1,000.00.
and two large buildings will sell second, then sell both
at Dill Electric 41
Mauzy
(berry
George
poster
suite,
bedroom
I
at
sells
estate
Real
money.
most
the
for
together and
•
.
Company
g
consistin
of
bed,
dresser,
chest,
JERRY'S REFINISHING &
P.m.
two
bed
matching
tables, mat
Executrix Mrs. Marjorie Shroat Dune is sell* to settle
Custom Built Furniture, 6 miles
DUTY trailer, lx?' for
the estate with IQ percent dowu day of sale balance with
South of Murray on Hwy. 641. tress and springs. 1500.00. All like HEAVY
Long & Short
use $70.00. Phone
field
or
753-4349,
new.
road
Phone
A2C
Open
high
reject
bids.
to
for
right
deed, believer she asks
Jerry McCoy, owner ( 5021 492after
5:00
757-2357
or
767-4462
Sleeve Shirts
TEC
E837.
for inspection Thursday and Friday of this week.
A7C•
UPRIGHT PIANO. Phone 753- p.m.
•
9081 Of 753-77/7 after 5:00
This will be a bag but well organized sale, selling from
p.m.
A2C ONE SET of Super Ludwig
shelves, piles and boxes with good pieces throughout the
drums, plus all extras. Come to
sale. Not responsible (sr accidents or lost purchases
owes skell
less than Route 1136, turn right nest. to
1971
HONDA
CS100,ileas
telt.s:
-4.baskel.--11MSer
Douglas Sboematirre-af-Shoernaker Auction and
5,000 actual miles. In excellent Baptist Chruch in Coldwater
_ per.brabeL-Ebebe DeReilk_
Livestock Co.in chap ef-calciPhAtis 7$34375. Murray.
third house on left, after 5:00
condition. 1325.00 Phone 753•
Britinis 70-2513.
A3NC
8753.
A2P

WANTED REGISTERED male I.UND GOLD ICretsler ball
t pan with initial. Phone 489persian to breed with regidared
A4C
persian female. Phone 75$48
A2C
1345.
0

I

first Muter Waters Kanto*

Antiques Show

Sole

CABANA CLUB CONVENTION CENTER

o0.

August 3, 4, 5, 1973
Daily 1:00 p.m. - 10:00 p.m.
Sunday 1:00 p.m. - 6:00 p.m.

BARRETT'S
SERVICE
CENTER

BIRD DOG PUPS

Quality Dealers, Free Parking,
Excellent Food

The Lourdes Hospital Auxiliary

r

REAL ESTATE, HOUSEHOLD
and EQUIPMENT

AUCTION

•
•
•

SPORT COATS
•
•
•
$2699
•
•
•\,
Double Knit
•*NECK TIES PANTS
• $1 99 \$699/
•/

•
•
•

\

iLk6filit
ammo. avra. j a
Four hardwood ki
$18.00. One new
Baby swing, $5.
8749.
COFFEE TABLE,
Phone 753-0045.
STOVE, $10.00;
240.00; rugs, $10.
$10.00; chairs, $5
tique couch and
1964 Chevrolet.
South 12th Street.
8010.
PEPSI COLA dr
grill
sandwich
showcase; 6 singl
with springs and
double iron bed
mattress; dresser
items. Phone 436100' ROLL of 2"
fence, 4' high
poles, 130.00. Phone
KITCHEN TAB
and two chairs. J
Phone 753-3378.
REGISTERED
schnauzer puppies,
personality. Heal
Melody-Ayre Kt
1930 or 901-2324327.
VA LOANS,no
qualified veteran.
pay. Drive on
Clarks River B
Bank financing
Mobile Homes,
Benne Highway,
4434150.
CREOSOTE PO
treated fence p
Lumber Co
Street.
KENTUCKY'S
variety of pistols.
you can still
reasonable prices.
Stores, the pistol
from Hopkirisville
and 164. Open
p.m.
ARROWHEAD C
Mayfield, Kentu
Benton Highway.
pickup camper,
rent campers by
weekend. Call 24
2303.
CAMPERS! C
full of them at
believe, starting a
type, fold down and
New and used. At
Corner, located at
Homes, 3900
Paducah, Ky.
information 443-61

IFIBE
G78x14
F78x1

STE

WALKING

SHORTS
$25°
•
All Other Merchandise
'
•
•
20% Off
•

ii 1 hi
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ut side Shmink enter
•
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16' RUNABOUT
Twain, walk thr
115 H.P. biereary
duty Ftoleo trailer.
15 hours. Price
7534040.

DOUBLE KNIT

•
•

•-••

FOR

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

Call
753-19

E_

H78x1
G7811
F78x 1

All Prices P
and Federal
Old Tire

1973
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PAGE THIRTEEN
Call
753-1916

sell t With A Classified Ac175`3°:1916

16' RUNABOUT-1972, Mark
Twain, walk though windshield,
115 H.P. Meralry motor, heavy
duty Roleo trailer. Used less than
15 hours. Price $2800.00. Phone
A4P
7534040.

ø.

ttleitkit

140.00.
135.00.
A4NC

floral
1966, or
A3C

fin

p.m.

m.

This
peach
r best
1 peas
,$.00
daily
lacked
apples
one to
on the

e. No
. A6C
Nitsun
ADIC

a with
chest,
with
baby
ir, car
Phone
Al?

wheels
drive,
desk,
le oak
Phone
e mile
ocery,
ASC

ionths
after
A6P
two
carExPhone
A6C

•
•
•

alsmak4 eves. Us ars. Ma

KIRBY VACUUMS-The shag
rug specialist that adjusts to any
carpet. New and used vacuums
for sale. For demonstration
phone Mike Hutchens, your local
Kirby dliittibetor. 75$4752 or 753-

Accordion
Lessons

REAL ESTATE FOR SALK

WANT TO BUY

MUSIC

WANT TO BUY 8' camper for
short wide bed pickup. Must be
equipped with stove and
refrigerator. Phone 438-5848. A3C

Phone /53 /575

COUNTRY LOTS; trees, water, BY OWNER 103 acres with tree
fireplugs. Extra large. High and adjoining TVA. Phone 354A7P
dry after rains. $3500.00. Phone 8604
Sam Harris 7534061
AugustSC
ON KENTUCKY Lake; four
large bedrooms, 2 baths, large
FOR SALE

WANT TO BUY good set used

.1 L.

.
j

ne,9F RetWF

oLo46

1
9rP01 *

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

lidlestegt MSS.Ptleilb
4,7c

tr411117CIMIS"I

ki
l
bre
tZie
,14a ar
:0
tit
Nig
doUff
tart
.4No Mr.
$35,000.00. Phone

Prompt sapid "s
.
LtLIE REAL ESTATE
A2C
Four hardwood kitchen chairs,
AUCTION
vice. 15 years experience. Rebuilt
KY. 474-7717
AURORA,
$16.00. One new ports crib,$20.00.
pianos for sale. Ben W. Dyer, WANT TO BUY used wheel chair.
5:00
after
Baby swing, $5.00. Phone 753- FORD-1966, Econoline van with
753-2988,
Phone
753Phone
Kentucky,
Murray,
BEDROOM brick
A2C BY OWNER: beautiful shady lot THREE
MIC new tires. Runs good, 00.00.
8749.
TFC p.m.
SR1.
low s 253% beside park, sharp veneer house, near downtown, or
Mao 16' Thompson pleasure boat
will take trade. Phone 753Street Ready for quality home
COFFEE TABLE, Spanish style. with 50 H.P. Evinrude motor and
USED BALDWIN organ, Baldwin
BUY two used 26" Phone( 606)549-2494. August27NC 1406:
TO
WANT
A4P trailer. All for $600.00. Call 762Phone 753-0045.
grand piano, console piano.
September 4P
or frames. Phone 7536151 from 6:00-10:00 p.m., Jim
Lonardo Piano Cornpkny, across bicycles
A3NC
3712.
A4C
STOVE, $10.00; refrigerator, Sowders.
from Post Office, Paris, TenNEW FOUR bedroom house on THREE BEDROOM brick house,
$40.00; rugs, $10.00 each; TV.,
nessee.
A3C
Melrose. Will be completed about carpet throughout, central heat
REAL
FOR
ESTATE
SALE
exEnduro,
1972
175
YAMAHA
$10.00; chairs, $5.00; semi an1 Lots of closets and and air, garage. Five miles north
September
tique couch and chair, $75.00; cellent cendition. Phone 753-0123
storage. 12':20' master bedroom, of Murray. Phone 7434639. Al3C
BALDWIN PIANOS and organs.
1964 Chevrolet. Saturday, 202 before 4:30 p.m. or 753-7699 after
FOR SALE
2 baths, dining room, family
1
2/
Rent to purchase plan. Lonardo
A4NC
5:30p.m.
South 12th Street. Phone 7533 bedroom brick home
room
with fireplace, central heat LARGE SHADY lot, located
Piano
Company,
across from
A4P
8010.
central
heat
and
air.
Decorator color planned corner of Lynn Grove Highway
air.
and
Post Office, Paris, Ten1972 YAMAHA 200 street bike, 700
Canterbury Estates
inside and out. Exceptional and Johnny Robertson Road.
nessee.
Phone
miles.
shape.
MC
Excellent
PEPSI COLA drink box; large
ON -AN "0,,,•••••rwo3
S
I../40.
tElE
Phone 753-7494 or 753-7213
A3C Phone 753-5671 days or 753-3430
8-1.
home. Phone 753-3903.
0 Itil 0, U0.044/ r400,1•4 s,..11.•
counter 753-0123 before 4:30 p.m. or 753grill;
sandwich
A2C
nights.
A4NC "ASK HIM TO PLAY 'THE FRAE
showcase; 6 single iron beds; 7699 after 5:30 p.m.
NK
SINATRA
TWO BEAUTIFUL Kentucky
par
$10.00
and
with springs and mattresses,
BUSINESS OPPORTUN/TY $10.00 DOWN
TAPES."
Lake lots together, Riverside
month will buy a large wooded lot
double iron bed with springs and OUTBOARD MOTOR, 70 H.P.
Drive, Pine Bluff Shores, 16 70 ACRES of top land, Highway
access
Lake
Shores.
Keniana
FOR SALE
mattress; dresser; some small Mercury. Ideal for pontoon or
at
any
for
FOR SALE
AVAILABLE
"LOANS,
miles, from M.S.U. For quick 94 west. Also small farm, three
A4C runabout. A-1 condition. Phone
items. Phone 436-2242.
purpose, 820,000.00 up to any central water-all weather sale-$7850.00. By owner. Phone bedroom brick, well and good
A4C ARC REGISTERED apricot toy SEAMI.FeS GUTTERING, white amount. Call Mr Hensley 615-247- streets. Phone 436-2473 or 436436-5366.
August9Nc 443-1565. Write L. Henderson, 311 Improvement. Phone 435poodles, 7 weeks old. Phone 753- enamel finish, never needs 1152."
5320.
100' ROLL of 2" x 4" mesh wire
A2C
A3P 3173.
Ashbrook, Paducah,Ky.
A2C painting. Free estimate. Phone
AI1P
fence, 4' high and 14-6' metal AKC REGISTERED poodle 1329 after 12:00 noon.
7534407 or 753-8992. Atkins Gutter
poles,$30.00. Phone 753-5596. ITC puppies, tiny toys and toys.
August23C
blacks. VISIT ME at the sidewalk sale, Service, Murray .
Whites, silvers and
A4C August 3, in front of Belk's.
KITCHEN TABLE-drop leaf Phone 753-6379.
There will be some surprises.
and two chairs. Just like new.
A2NC
Gerald Waldrop.
A4C BIG YARD sale, August 5, 1:00
Phone 7534378.
Nobody Knows Murray and Calloway County Like
p.m., Uncle Willie's Trading
REGISTERED MINIATURE Post, 641 South of Murray. 10" VERNON'S BOOT & Shoe &
schnauzer puppies, non shed, top table saw, Depression glass, Western Store & Shoe Repair,
If you spent your vacation
personality. Health guaranteed. Lincoln drape aladdin lamp, and Inc., next to Tom's Pizza Palace,
I
painting the woodwork and
Melody-Ayre Kennels 901442- kerosene lamps, furniture, across from Central Shopping
A4P renter. Hours 9:00-9:00 Monday
arladowa on your brick
A3C clothes, odds and ends.
1930 or 901-232-8327.
hrough Saturday, 1:00-600
be, we can completely
unda4. Just arrived-3 styles
cover all wood with
Phone 753-4342
VA LOANS,no down payment for r
kiln1\1VIMIWIftyaN
evis-,Tatest style bush jeanhells.
Zunimun that Sever has
1111olitied veteran. 12 years to
0 Just arrived 10 new styles dress
be plated. It has a 38 year
pap. Drive on out almost to
0 shoes-solid leather Western
manatee. We sell sad
aarks River Bridge on Beltline.
and
WWI all types of siding.
0 hats-Western clothes . 10 per
Bank financing on spot. Bill's
Talent
0 cent sale on now throughout the
Mobile Homes, 3900 South
store. 2 for 1 sale on Verde dress
Beltline Highway, Paducah, Ky.,
0
AVERY
W. M.
boots and Roughout casual boots.
A4C
443-6150
After 6:00 p.m.
0
• Ladies golf shoes, 812.97. Four
LUMBER CO
$12.00Jeans.
T
Western
^
styles
HOMES
CREOSOTE POLES,8' to 25' and
ruzar, ienn.
* FREE ESTIMATE *
HOMES
Now$9.00.TFC
treated fence posts. Murray
TRI-LEVEL LUXURY in Canterbury-perfect for the large
13th & POPULAR-Popularity priced to sell quickly, 4
Lumber Company, 104 Maple
with 4 bedrooms, all built-ins in kitchen, family room
family
yard
Beautiful
full
in
basement.
baths
2
-shower
bedrooms.
A4C
Street.
with fireplace, custom made draperies perfectly matched to
large enough for garden
quality carpets.
KENTUCKY'S LARGEST
GOOD. when your looking at this
LOOKING
YOU'RE
variety of pistols. Buy now while
SOME OLD GALS still have what it takes. Come look at this
almost new 3 bedroom home in Sherwood Forest. The lot is
you can still get them at
older home with large front porch, nice carpet, excellent
a
baths,
2
bedrooms,
3
has
house
The
wooded
is
and
165
X
190
reasonable prices. Country Boy
kitchen and best of all rental property in the rear that's
completely
a
separate family room with a fireplace,
Stores, the pistol people. 9 miles
rented. It's 7 room excellent location, will appeal to you.
equipped kitchen and the best shag carpet. It's only $30,000,
from Hopkinsville, Junction 117
Only $25,500.
around )
price
that
at
many
aren't
There
(
and 164. Open Sundays until 4:00
I'll Just say if your looking for an older
WORDS FAIL ME
A4C
p.m.
S-P-R-E-A-D-O-U-T-A-B-I-L-I-T-Y A well planned four
2 story frame home under 820,000.00 with 2 baths in good
bedroom, VI bath home located in Gatesborough. Large
neighborhood we have just what you're looking for. Can be
ARROWHEAD CAMPER Sales,
family room with fireplace, all the conveniences, including
single family or duplex.
Mayfield, Kentucky, on the
electronic air cleaner and central vacuum system Well
Benton Highway. Travel trailers,
SMALL HOME off 121 By-pass on N 16th in good condition
landscaped lot Appointment only
pickup camper, toppers. We also
with kitchen appliances. Large lot approximately 99' x 429'.
rent campers by the week or
_Excellent small garden area Modertly priced at $11,750.00.
IT'S MORE EXCITING TO OWN AN ORIGINAL. Here's a
weekend. Call 247-8187 or 489brand new home just ready to move into. Drive by Holiday
LARGE HOME for large family willing to "paint-up, fix-up."
A4C
2303.
Drive then call us for an appointment to see why this house is
Five bedrooms with 2 baths in 2 story frame home on N. 17th.
everything
has
It
price.
asking
the
worth every dollar of
Gas furnace heat located in large, walk-out basement. Call
CAMPERS! CAMPERS! A lot
you'll need for many happy years. $41,000.
for appointment today.
full of them at prices you couldn't
IRREPLACEABLE and absolutely irresistible is this custom
believe, starting at $450.00. Full
DON'T WASTE the summer just looking-be settled before
type,
fold down
w afond
motor homes.
brick and cedar home featuring a 2 story open foyer, large
the school buses start rollin'. Brick home in Lynn Grove
used. At Bill's Camper
living room with French doors opening onto the patio
school district ready for occupancy. Large lot, new well,
Tastefully decorated, quality carpet, immaculate condition
I3.,Corner, located at Bill's Mobile
built-in appliances. Call-can be shown anytime.
Located in Gatesborough
Homes, 3900 Clarks River Road,
-Paducah, Ky. Phone collect for
BEAT HIGH GROCERY PRICES and buy this small home
A4C
Information 443-6150.
APPROXIMATELY 2 ACRES on VanCleve Road, perfect for
near Cherry Corner with a great garden. House is in exbuilding site, includes septic tank, good well, garage and
cellent condition and is priced to sell, 810,700.00. Call for an
barn. Priced for only $8,500.00.
appointment.
Prices Good-mt_.-.-.
SSUGROW IN ACREAGE so taictriCrooltRilliS 80 acre farm
FREE GRATIS! Cost nothing to seethis fine all brick, 3
on Highway 641 south. Farm has Stock barn, 2 tobacco barns
are
price
low
the
in
832,000.
Included
bedroom home and only
3.45 acres of tobacco base, is all fenced and has a year around
2 baths, central heat and air, fireplace, dishwasher,
The price of $75,000 also includes the 3 bedroom
spring.
refrigerator and freezer Located within walking distance of
your $tit's and you crops growing.
Get
house.
Grade
School.
Robertson

OVAL
RON

Aluminum
Siding

LOOKING AHEAD!!

TUCKER REALTORS
MEMBER OF MULTIPLE LISTING

0 SAWDUST
0
$ SLABS
0

Phone 498-8886 ,

Edna Knight,
Pat Mobley,

Sales Consultants- Home Phone
Ron
753-4910
C. Bailey Hendricks
753-8958

753-1607
753-7638

SIDEWALK SALE
FRIDAY and SATURDAY

BARGAINS GALORE

• Novelty Radios
• Tape Caddies
• Black Lite Bulbs
• Headphones

• Stereos
• Radios
• Speakers
• Lamps

TV SERVICE CENTER

Phone 753-5865

Central Shopping Coeftr_

44.1.

CAIN GULF
- 600 W. MAIN STREET -

UNION '76 Phone

PRETTIED UP -Priced down. Bright yellow, crisp & clean
on Whitnell Ave. In excellent condition inside & out with 3
bedrooms. Below $18,000.00. - quite a 'Bargain!

WHAT-A -SALE!!

you
IF YOU'RE NOT RICH don't feel bad You can live like
Gatesborough
in
ranch
bath
2
bedroom,
3
lovely
the
in
are
subdivision. This low $40's priced home has a separate Living
double car
Room and Dining Room, a family room plus
garage with electric door opener. It also has wall-to-wall
carpet and central air conditioning

4th & Elm

BEST LINE

FIBER GLASS BELTED

4-Ply Blacks

678x14 White
F78x14 White

POLYESTER

'2062

9498

G78x14&15

B&C78x14

'1498

H78x148,15 51927

E&F78x14

STEEL BELTED

$1675

NYLON BLACK

F78x15

G78115 & 14
F78x 14

'273'
'265'
'249'

5171$

NYLON WHITE

4-Ply First Line
H78x15

'1877

A78x13

6.50x13

$ 1 351

7.00x13

:1550
sun

F78x15 $ 1664
G78x15 $1759
178x15 $ 1979

All Prices Plus State
and Federal Tax and
Old Tire

FREE MOUNTING & BALANCING

CAIN GULF

North
CHOICE HIGHWAY FRONTAGE ON Highway 641
commercial
for
suitable
is
It
lane.
4
just as you leave the
someone
development and is priced at only $21,000. Why let
Information.
additional
for
us
Call
it.
develop
else

HOLLERING ROOM-Tired of togetherness' Try this 3
bedroom, 2 bath home located in Stella. 2 complete family
rooms, one with fireplace, the other ideal _far pool table.
Large lots with trees.

NO PHONE HERE-Just 30 acres of trees that is ideal for a
retreat from everyday worries It's located near Paradise
Resort and joins TVA. land. It's only 88,500.00.
40 ACRES about 3 miles west of Lynn Grove. 30 acres are
tillable and there are 10 acres of timber. Excellent building
site. For $11,000 it can be yours

on
SITTIN' IN THE SHADE That's what you'll be doing
lovely
beautiful summer evenings when you move into this
Highhome. The home is located 2 miles south of Murray on
interior
the
and
landscaped
beautifully
is
yard
The
way 641.
only
of the home is just as pretty Let us s'.-iow this to you. It's
834,900.

COMBIERCUL
INCOME PROPERTY ON MAIN STREET Here is an opportunity to buy an income producing property that has great
potential. Property brings in almost $600.00 per month and
can be bouglefor $43,000. This is student housing and it is
already rented for the fall. AC7r KNOW..

4-Ply
C78x14 $1577

C78x14

IF YOUR'E ITCHING to get out of town then take a look at
this small farm just twO miles south of Murray. In addition to
2bath home where
the 30 acres there is a real nice 4 bedroom,
to town. Just call
close
be
still
and
country
the
enjoy
you can
for an appointment. 853,000 will buy it.

L78x15 $2395

E.S.P. Exceptionally Smart People will love this 3 bedroom.
2 bath ranch colonial with gracious charm, offering a neatly
manicured lot. Immediate possession
from city limits offers
TOM TAYLOR ROAD, only 2 miles
Home has been
ceared.
mostly
acres
2
on
home
small farm
$8,000.00.
only
for
condition
redone and in good

LoTs-City-County-Lake
Oakdale. Farmer, Cherry Corner, Tri City, Miller Ave.,
Kingswood, Coldwater, Sherwood Forrest, Lakeway Shakes,
Pine Bluff Shores, Panorama Shores, West Ky. Development
Corp

School
COUNTY HOUSE on 2 wooded acres in the Faxon
range
price
low
heat,
oil
rooms,
area 4

RENTAL PROPERTY available, one room efficiency
apartment, furnished, at $70.00 & 880.00 plus water. 2 room
efficiency furnished at 8100.00. all utilities included. 2
bedroom apartment, central heat & air 8150.00.

753-5862

-
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Gas Shortage

Senate Votes For
Surplus Allocation

TIKES —

ILENTUCKY

Butz ...

Lassiter Boy
Dies At Home

(Coatineed from Page 11
some New York City butchers
have reported paying illegal
prices to obtain their beef.
A supermarket chain in the
Portland, Ore., area said it had
ordered 100 buffalo a week for
the next three weeks to augment its dwindling supplies.
The Agriculture Department
said last week's slaughter in
the United States was down 9
per cent from the previous
week aid that the total slaughter Monday at federally inspected beef plants was 79,000
cattle, 23.4 per cent below the
previous Monday and the lowest daily slaughter since the
end of the national consumer
meat boycott early in April.

Christopher Daniel Lassiter,
six weeks old son of Mr.and
Mrs. Randy Lassiter of Hazel,
died Wednesday morning at his
home. His death was attributed
to a crib death, according to the
office of Calloway County
Coroner Max Churchill.
The little boy was born
Monday, JIM* 11, 147;Ai. St
0401117
Oa 1W17_/
Hospital. He weighedilt
pounds eight ounces at birth.
Survivors are his parents; his
grandparents, Mr. and Mrs.
W.D. Lassiter of Hazel and Mrs.
Flossie Rosamin of Houston,
Texas; great grandmother,
Mrs. Gladys Raspberry of
Hazel; one brother, Gregory
Dale Lassiter of Hazel.
,Graveside rites will be held at
the Hazel Cemetery today at
two p.m. with Bro. Eddie Cluck
officiating. The Miller Funeral
Home of Hazel is in charge of
the arrangements.

Staff Remembers Icy
Stare of Haldeman Well
WASHINGTON ( API — To
the White House staffers watching the Senate Watergate hearings on small-screen television
sets in their offices. H.R. Haldeman's icy stare was unchanged.
la
a
It Seabed may eoarsiosalls
his three Offs
before the Senate c=1.
But when it did, Haldeman's
former colleagues nodded at
one another.
To the public. Haldeman
seemed to shed on the witness
stand his reputation as Mr
Tough Guy—the brusque, hard.
who
taskmaster
driving
cracked the whip over the
White House staff
To those who had felt the
whip, the penetrating glare
from his blue eyes was a sign
he hadn't changed that much.
"The situation was different,
but you could sense he was
pretty much the same," said
one former associate.
John Ehrlichman's witness-

stand style - confident and
combative -- also had been
seen before by those who knew
him at the White House.
Then he had been the aggressive advocate of President Nixon's domestic policies. Now, he
was the aggressive defender of
his actions — and those oi the
President — in the Watergate
controversy.
But his former White Mouse
associates said Ehrlichman
could also be compassionate
and sensitive to the feelings of
his staff — a trait that did not
seem to come across in his rapid-fire replies from the witness
stand
Haldeman also could be softspoken and polite as Nixon s
closest aide — and periodically
would display during his White
House days the engaging grin
viewers
television
that
glimpsed. a former associate
said.
But he also had that chilling
stare that "could make you
quake in your boots," said one
former White House employee

Jackson said there is a good
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
Senate, seeking ways to ease chance the Howie will accept
the nation's fuel shortage, has the package after it clears the
voted to require President Nix- Senate today. That way it
would reach the President's
on to order a mandatary
desk shortly after Congress ret mrsdss fuels.
measure wouki direct cum friday for a month.
Nixon already has authority
Nixon to establish the program
within 10 days. It also would to Implement a mandatory allogive hine sweeping power, to cation program, But sponsors
set gasoline and fuel oil prices. of the Senate proposal protestThe sponsor, Sen. Henry ed that he hasn't used it, relyJackson, D-Wash., said the leg- ing on voluntary allocation inislation was needed so the stead. The Jackson amendment
United States wouldn't be would give him no choice
caught short with this fall's
As both House and Senate
high seasonal demands for har- sought to wind up their work
(Cognised from Page 1
vesting and heating fuels.
for the start of the month-long
of Meat today for
'shipment
'a
He also said it was Congress' recess, the Senate also planned
the weekend. He said that if the
last hope for saving independ- votes today on raising the minshipment did not arrive that he
ent oil and gasoline dis- imum wage and a medicalwould be out of meat for the
tributors. .
services bill vetoed by Nixon
weekend.
The Senate adopted Jackson's Wednesday .
Governor
Kentucky
HERITAGE:
KENTUCKY
SOUNDS OF
Owen also expects the
heritage
musical
proposal 79 to 9 Wednesday in
Wendell H. Ford shares his Interest in Kentucky
to get worse before it
situation
the form of an amendment to a
with Herbert L. Rogers at the recent state exhibition at the
improves,saying that the last of
and
Tourists
C.
non-related bill, one estabI).
Washington,
to
Festival
Folklife
American
this month should really be
lishing guidelines for the labelWashington residents alike thronged to the featured Kentucky
rough.
ing of copies of coins.
exhibits and learned more about the state's arts, crafts and
the
see
will
The amendment would direct
Kentuckians
festival.
week4oag
history during the
Beef has been disappearing
the President to draw up fuel
entire festival with some wantons during .14 when the toik artists
from meat counters across the
allocation regulations taking
WASHINGTON AP — The way Transportation Safety Ad- will appear at Frankfort's -Capitol Expo."
state because cattlemen are
(Cesitiaged from Pap 1)
into account public health, na- nation's three major automak- ministration said at a Senate
withholding slaughter animals
tional defense, maintenance of ers have endorsed laws requir- Commerce Committee hearing,
(Caallenidlrenavage I)
from market in andtpation .of command ship with only half
essential farm operations, and ing motorists to fasten their at which the automaker also
higher prices once the oelling is its propulsion steering capabilHelms said ha told Cushman
equitable shares of ott to inde- seat belts or face fines.
testified, that the agency in 116ity.
lifted September 12.
the request was totally "acpendent distributors.
said
Ford and Chrysler endorsed tively lobbying in the states
analysts
Control
Mission
The Paducah Livestock AucThe President would be given the mandatory "buckle-up" that are considering mandatory
there was an oxidizer leak in ceptable "and I wouldn't stand
tion Co. reports plenty of cattle
for it. At some point the variauthority to set prices at which laws Wednesday as more effec- seat belt laws.
both systems.
for lower priced cuts, but says
ous additional requests Hunt
gasoline, heating oil and other tive than government proposals
Spurred by a report of a 20
in
flyable
is
"The
spacecraft
it is "unable to get sides of
petroleum products could be to drop seat belts in cars in fa- per cent reduction in traffic fabe was making of the agency
would
it
although
this
mode,
sold. The prograni would run vor of automatically operated talities in Australia after manNEW YORK ( AP) — The feet, or about one-twentieth of beef for choice cut steaks."
flown in a mode which is not seemed totally unacceptable I
Another Paducah outlet, the
until March 1, 1975.
is as high as the Green an acre. 13 under cultivation.
The
into
corn
went
devices.
laws
buckle-up
datory
crash protection
entirely standard," Lunney re- asked Cushman to call EhrlichHarry Ross Packing Co., said
best known such device is the effect, advocates in this coun- Giant's eye in Stewart Mott's
"The object is to have absoit is controllable. man and tell him we wouldn't
looking for sides of ported. "So
try have introduced similar leg- garden and the tomato plants lutely fresh vegetables all the customers
air bag
is
it
not the kind of be doing these things anyHowever,
have been turned away for
General Motors, which has islation in 21 states. The pro- stacked on his penthouse roof time," says Mott, 35, whose fa- beef
manna that wa more."
control
attitude
several days. -We ordered sev-30th -witness''to
-initiated -an advertising cam- posed fines range from 815 to are a story higher.
ther was the Me auto industry
—
Wong
—
en sides last week," Ross exhim the Innate panel, has said
Mott, heir to a fortune of pioneer Charles Stewart Mott.
paign on behalf of the seat belt 125. No state has sassed such a
and
only
or
The
thrillers
plained. -and got only two.,,
General Motors stock, obviouslaws, announced it will proceed law.
Growing up on the family's
to maintain the spacecraft atti- previa*) that he resisted
se
At the Farmers Slaughter
vegegrow
to
need
ly
indoesn't
Sidney L. Terry, vice presiwith its delayed plans to
65-acre estate, Applewood. in
or position in relation to premiere from H. R. Haldeman,
in Mayfield there was no tude,
troduce air bags as an option dent of safety relations for tables outside the 14th-floor Flint, Mich , there was always House
the
earth.
A separate main en- then White House chief of staff,
dressed beef to be had, and
Joel Pettit of 1103 Pogue for the second half of the 1974. Chrysler, said, "The Australian Park Avenue apartment to sup- fresh produce. He recalls some
to drop the Apollo to take action that would have
is
used
gine
firm
The
'none was expected
hindered the FBI's Watergate
GM's plans had been delayed experience has lead Chrysler to ply his food. But he likes things arduous summer work hoeing
Avenue, Murray, succumbed
ship
out of orbit.
command
said it expected to get all it
probe.
used
this morning at 9:50 a.m. at the by a court battle over specifica- the conclusion that the most ef- fresh.
be
vegetables for 5 cents an hour.
would
The
thrusters
wanted, however, once the
The former CIA director was
And so the terrace and roof
Murray-Calloway County tions for a test dummy. The fective measures that can be
When he moved into the pentcapability
de-orbit
backup
a
for
lifted.
price ceiling is
asked
about the burglary at the
Hospital. He was 92 years of bags costing $200 each now will taken to reduce traffic fatalities art filled with planters and house in 1968 he limited his
In
main
engine
failed.
the
case
The Field Packing Co. of
Hills, Calif., office of
Beverly
age
be available on Cadillacs, are those which promote belt containers of all shapes and gardening to caring for a few
After studying the dual probOwensboro has announced a 50
Dr. Lewis Fielding, psychiatrist
Mr. Pettit was a member of Buick Eiectras, Riviera/, Olds- usage, particularly the enact- sties growing everything from shrubs left by a previous tenbecame
Control
Mission
lem,
amount
the
in
cutback
ment of mandatory usage artichokes to zucchini, wax ant. But in 1971 he took a "sab- per cent
to Daniel Ellsberg. Hunt
the Grace Baptist Church. Born mobile 98s and Toronados.
cus- concerned.
and ap- batical" from his regular pur- of beef going to its regular
potatoes
sweet
to
beans
laws."
October 23, 1880, in Model,
At the same time, GM has
"The problem that concerns directed the burglary along
R Young Jr.,
William
tomers.
with G. Gordon Liddy, another
Tenn., he was the son of the late asked that the current Aug. 15,
suits and began the garden.
Terry noted that cars coming ples to grapes.
vice president of the firm, said us about this condition is that
Given the limited space—
George Pettit and Elizabeth 1975, date for mandatory air off the assembly lines after
Strong young assistants his suppliers had cut back its we've had two problems which convicted Watergate conabout 3,500 square helped haul 80 tons of topsoil,
spirator.
Sills Pettit.
bag installation be delayed un- Aug. 15 will be equipped with there are
deliveries of beef to Field Co. are related, in the sense that
The deceased is survived by til researchers can compare devices to prevent the cars feet on the terrace and roof peat moss and humus from the
the
in
happened
both
they
have
cent."
per
85
to
Helms said he learned about
''by 75
three daughters, Mrs. John various restraints.
from starting unless the front combined—Mott has made the back elevator to the containers,
grocery manager in propulsion system on the oxidi- the burglary in May of this
chain
A
most of it. Some 1,000 square which range from jars to metal
(Robbie) Lupe of Pans, Tenn.,
Officials of the National High- seat belts are buckled
Owensboro said he couldn't get zer side," Lunney said.
year
reading a newspaper
Mrs. Lester ( Willie) Garland
and wood planters to a worn beef from his sootier, but had
He noted that throughout the In
Murray,
Avenue,
1103 Pogue
auto tire.
-plenty of pork and poultry." entire Apollo program that sysHe said the agency supplied
and Mrs Dennis (Olene
"1 gradually realized it must He added that prices on those tem caused no problems.
burglary equiprnent to Hunt,
no
Barrow) Lamb, 705 Goodman,
be the most complete penthouse items are so high that "people
"Therefore the fact that we but that It did prepare a "psyMott
said
city,"
Murray; eleven grandchildren;
garden in the
have two problems related chological profile" of Ellsberg,
won't buy them."
twenty-seven great grandin an interview. "Obviously we
began disappearing gives us more concern than two who was to go to trial in the
Beef
children; four great great
don't have a wheat field but from shelves in Glasgow about problems that might be entirely Pentagon Papers case.
grandchildren.
just about everything else."
He said he was called by Dathe latter part of last week, and unrelated," Lunney continued.
Funeral arrangements are
In all there are 250 vanties of grocers predicted that "if "Therefore, we feel we have to vid Young, a member of Dr.
incomplete but friends may call
aware of the state of vegetables and 200 kinds of dec- something isn't done, there go a little bit slowly in terms of Henry A. Kissinger's national
Union members in general enhance their roles, the NFIB negotiations
at the Blalock-Coleman Funeral
orative house plants.
notes.
won't be any at all." Supplies how we might respond to the security staff, who was being
on
go
inclined to
Home after seven p.m. today may be less
Curls
legislation,
the
"We could survive the year were running short in Harlan problem because they might be transferred to a special inUnder
owner
business
Hawaii
An
union leaders or
than
strike
)Thursday).
it would be illegal for a union to on what we grow here if we put also, where one independent related in such a way that we vestigative unit being set up by
those attending strike meetings volunteers -We must take
call a strike, or continue a in more potatoes and canned grocer said he was out of ev- could have a further problem Ehrllchman.
dictatorial
the
of
some
away
more
And
seem to indicate.
strike, if a majority of its and froze things," said Mott.
erything but hamburger and somewhere."
This was the now well-known
anxious to settle a strike before powers of union leaders. Our
members voted against it.
other ground beef.
It was one in a series of prob- "White House plumbers"
their leaders This apparently total economy Is too Important
Employees then would be Luncheon Will Be Held
Storekeepers in Frankfort lems which have plagued the grouPexplains the landslide support to let it be affected by less than
to end a strike when it
able
vote
employee
democratic
a
business
said they were "living from astronauts. The time taken for
"He wanted to find out hew
independent
Club
Country
Murray
At
apparent that comday to day," getting their daily trouble shooting and motion the intelligence agency and
proprietors are giving to regarding strikes." His state became
The women of the Murray orders. "How long that will last
The funeral for Mrs. Velda legislation to require a secret was paralyzed in 1971-72 by a pensation lost during idleness
community handled classimight exceed benefits they Country' Club will have their Is a guess," one said. A&P sickness suffered by all three
lengthy shipping strike.
Welch, wife of Sgt. Claude C strike vote.
of documents," Helms
fications
several
them
put
crewmen
on
regular ladies day luncheon
Some of the proprietors might ultimately gain.
Welch of Fort Campbell, forFrankfort said they days-behind schedule.
in
as
added
he put Voting in
He
.
Polled by the, National
"There is no assurance today Wednesday, August 8,at 12 ncith
strike vote is the
--merly of Murray, will be held Federation of Independent believe --the
having trouble keeping
touch with Howard Osborne, diLousma
and
Garriott
Bean,
(Fete
Ed
George
Mrs
with
and
man
the
working
that
today at 2:30 p.m. at the chapel Business, 92 per cent of the single most important step
their shelves full.
had recovered sufficiently from rector of security at the CIA.
of the Max Churchill Funeral Independents endorse a bill by which could reduce the great woman of America have any Waldrop as chairman of the
"It was apparently to OsAshland
of
their
illnesses Wednesday that
Vinson Layman
Home with Chahlain Joseph K. Senator Carl T. Curtis, Losses resulting from strikes. effective voice in the decision of hostesses
if they received a medical clear- borne that Young originally
close
to
have
may
made
be
he
should
says
Reservations
a
to
call
union
officers
their
Anderson of Fort Dix, N.J., Nebraska, which would give a Many are convinced that strikes
by Monday noon by calling Mrs. the situation doesn't improve. ance to take a thrice-delayed made the request for a profile
officiating
secret ballot election on the would not be as frequent, nor as strike against their employer," Waldrop at 753-7249
of Ellsberg," Helms said. "Pk
"If the farmers aren't bringing space walk on Saturday.
Units from Fort Campbell question of a strike and, at 30- long, if secret balloting were Senator Curtis contends. And
borne then brought the reticent
get
if
are
that
can't
said
you
officials
market,
hostesses
However,
to
beef
Other
poll
results
the
Federation's
many
to
concern
will serve as pallbearers and day intervals, on whether to required. Of
to me."
apace
the
Graham,
orbit,
In
remain
said.
Foreman
they
he
Mesdames
it,"
are the major walkouts which indicate the vast majority of
burial will be in the Murray continue a strike.
He described such a profile
Hood, Harold E.
In Bowling Green, restau- walk will have to be delayed
Norman
Independent
agree.
owner,
close
down,
or
lives
affect,
Memorial Gardens.
business
Only 4 per cent of the
as "a technique for putting toH. rants specializing in beef dishes again.
Hughes,
G.
Donald
Hopper,
Mrs. Welch, age 31. was people oppose the legislation dependent hmainsans.,
With the motion sickness gether a lot of information
S. Jackson, Billy P. Thurman, were beginning to feel the
The general union position is
fatally injured in a bend-on and an equal number have no
Eddie K. Hunt, Prue W. Kelly, pinch. And Kentucky Rib Eye gone, Dr. Paul Buchanan, a about a foreigner ... an attempt
that labor unions operate
collision Monday about tan p.m. definite opinion.
Allan W. Russell, A. W. Russell, Corp. said that "what used to space agency physician, said to analyze what sort of human
on Highway 41A at Fort
Among Kentucky business democratically under their own
Buist Scott, Jr., Vernon Shown, be our minimum steak size- Wednesday night, "I see no being he was ... the idea was to
Campbell.
owners, the tally is 91 per cent bylaws,and union leaders are in
Willaim M. Barker.
and
-eight ounces-is now our max- physical reason why they can't give insight what motivated
The former Murray wOrrian is in favor of the measure, 4 per the best position to say whether
imum size."
Funeral
for
do the EVA—extra-vehicular some individual, why they did
services
Mrs.
being
continue,
Sgt.
should
a
strike
husband,
cent
her
per
by
survived
cent opposed, with 5
president
vice
Lawless,
Mary
Bob
of
activity —on Saturday. They things the way they did and so
G.W.
widow
Copeland,
Welch; three daughters, Mrs. uncommitted.
forth."
the
said
Eye,
Rib
held
Kentucky
of
be
Week)
will
report they're feeling fine.'
Copeland,
Floyd Lawson, Miss Cindy
One businessman, in New
today at 2:30 p.m. at the West
company's meat supply Is out
The sickness forced three
Helms said Young knew the
Welch, and Miss Patty Welch; Jersey, described the bill as
Fork Baptist Church, where she
of Evansville and "so far they postponements of the space agency wrote such papers and
mother, Mrs. Vena Rose; "pro-labor, anti-union leader,"
was a member, with Rev. Service August 2, 1e73.
have been able to take care of walk, originally set for Tues- wanted the agency to do one on
brother, Bob Wheeler.
reflecting the view that union
our needs. It is getting critical day.
Heyward
Roberts
Nine
Includes
Report
officiating.
Market
way
a
in
Ellsberg.
behave
often
officers
and going to get more critical."
During the walk, Garriott and
Stations.
of
Buying
Pallbearers
will
be
majority
Eddie
detremental to a
"I remonstrated with him,"
Torn Cuveron, A&P division Lownna are to step outside the
Jones, Paul Jones, Greg Receipts. Act. 792 Est. 700
union members. When a strike
said. "I told him I think
Helms
he
said
Lexington,
in
manager
a
orbiting laboratory to unfurl
Copeland, Roy Rose, Harmon Barrows & Gilts fully steady
vote is taken, it is usually a
this is an imposition to ask us
beyet
effect
much
seen
hadn't
keep
the
help
to
new
sunshade
Ky.(
AP)
GREEN,
BOWLING
Rose,
steady.
and
Joe
Bobby
atSows
Norshow of hands by those
to do this.
US 1-2200-230 lbs. 157.50-58.00 cause "the first of the month workshop cool. They also are to
tending a meeting,and this may — Campaign workers will be 'worthy.
"He ... said the White House
Interment will be in the US 1-3200-240 lbs. 557.00-58.00 always means better business." replace film in an array of sonot truly represent majority barred from polling places in
was interested ... that Ehrlichrank-and-file .future elections if a proposal by Kirksey Cemetery with the US 2-4 240-260 lbs. 158-25-57-00 He anticipated a shortage at lar telescopes.
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